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Introduction 

California and Slater Parks are large, high-mountain parks located in the northwest portion of the Routt 
National Forest, approximately 25 miles North of Hayden, Colorado. The Forest Service designated the . 
California Park and Slater Park areas as a Special Interest Management Prescription Area in the 1997 
Routt National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (USDA Forest Service 1998a). The 1997 
Forest Plan designated Special Interest Area's (SIA) because of the important characteristics of 
particular areas on the National Forest. SIA's were designated because of special biological, geological, 
scenic and historical values. Several SIA's, such as the Windy Ridge SIA, were designated primarily 
because of important archaeological sites located in the area. The California Park SIA (CPSIA) was 
designated primarily because of the important biological diversity of the area. 

The 27,877 acre California Park Special Interest Area (CPSIA) received this designation as a result of 
the areas geological, historical, scenic, and zoological values including the high diversity of threatened, 
endangered, and sensitive plant and animal species present in the area (USDA Forest Service 1998b ). 
This emphasis on the biological values of the CPS IA is clarified in the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement of the Forest Plan and was further refined through the development of this management plan. 
in partnership with the California Park Working Group and the Forest Service Interdisciplinary Team. 

The Forest Plan direction for this management area states, "Management Implementation Guidelines 
will be developed for each SIA to ensure protection of the values for which the area was 
identified". Since many of the values for which this area was identified may conflict with existing land 
uses, it was determined that the development of an Integrated Management Plan would best facilitate the 1 

development of the Management Implementation Guidelines and allow for an ecosystem based 
management approach to addressing the many Special Interest Area values in the area, while striving to 
meet the multiple use goals for the Forest. The California Park SIA will be managed to protect and 
enhance the special interest values for which the area was identified. 

The California Park Working Group (CPWG) was initiated in response to the need for the development 
of an integrated management plan to protect the values of the Special Interest Area. The first meeting of 
the CPWG was held on July 13 1999. The working group is open to the public and has involved Forest 
Service personnel and individuals from the Colorado Division of Wildlife, Colorado Natural Areas 
Program, Trout Unlimited, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Native Plant Society, Colorado Natural 
Heritage Program, Meeker Plant Center, private landowners, Forest range permittees and interested 
members of the public. The working group met approximately every month from July 1999 to 
December 2000. The initial process focused on the clarification of the Special Interest Area values. The 
working group then developed a mission statement and identified the desired future condition. 

The subsequent tasks of the working group involved the discussion of each of the individual special 
interest area values and the identification of the specific existing condition, desired future condition, as 

-- - well-as-possibl~-management-actions-that-could-moV-e-thaLvalue-towardsjt'._s_specific_desirecLcondition._ 

The development of this management plan has been complex process, as the factors limiting or 
impacting some of the special interest area values are interconnected with larger problems. One 
example of this relates to the vegetation condition in the park. Early on, elk were identified as 
significantly contributing to the vegetation impacts in the area. Since one goal of the plan was to 
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~ explore how to maintain livestock grazing without impacting the sensitive species in the area, it was 
r ) detem1ined that elk numbers must be reduced to alleviate vegetative impacts and allow for creatively 

managed domestic grazers to use the area without impacting the values of the area. This lead to 
proposals that influenced travel managements and two subsequent roads analysis projects complete with 
extensive public scoping were initiated and completed for both the Elkhead Mountain and Slater Creek . 
Geographic Areas. Exploring the interconnected problems in a working group setting to the many 
individual and integrated goals of the Special Interest Area has been an important aspect of developing 
this plan. 

Achieving and maintaining the Desired Future Condition of the CPS IA will require a continued focused 
effort by the Forest Service and members of the California Park Working Group. This integrated 
management plan will serve as a guide, by establishing management implementation guidelines and 
proposed actions, for moving from the existing condition to the Desired Future Condition (DFC). As 
management actions are implemented and monitored, and as new information is collected, adaptive 
management will be used to ensure that desired conditions are within the capability of the land. · 
Through the project specific implementation of management actions designed to move the CPSIA 
towards the DFC, follow-up project monitoring and continued annual meetings of the CPWG and Forest 
Service interdisciplinary team, this management plan will continue to be updated as needed. 

This management plan is not a decision document but rather it is a planning document. This plan was 
developed to provide additional specific guidance in the CPSIA to ensure that the Special Interest Area 
values are appropriately managed _and protected. The implementation of specific management actions 

_ will require appropriate analysis as required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 
( appropriate public scoping and a decision document prior to implementation. 

I 
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California Park Special Interest Area Values 

Biologkal Values 
• Greater Sage-grouse and Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse 
• Greater Sandhill Crane 
• Boreal Toad 
• Colorado River Cutthroat Trout 
• Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area 
• Limber Pine 

Geological Values 
• Sulphur Springs 
• Land Forms and Soils 
• Paleontological Resources 

Historical Values 
• Prehistoric Archaeological Values 
• Homesteads and Cabins 
• Historic Stock Driveways and Domestic Livestock Grazing 

Scenic Values 
• Unusual High Elevation Shrub-steppe Park 
• Aspen Forests 

Note: Detailed descriptions of Special Interest Area values begin on page 34. 
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( •, Figure 1. Routt National Forest California Park Special Interest Area Vicinity Map 
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Figure 2. California Park Special Interest Area 
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Mission Statement 

..., JiJlithin the California Park Special Interest Area, restore and maintain a healthy and properly 
functioning ecosystem, using an integrated approach to emphasize biodiversity conservation and 
compatibility with the values designated for the Special Interest Area. 

Desired Future Condition 

The physical, chemical, and biological values and integrity for which the CPSIA was identified would 
be protected and maintained. Habitats would be managed and restored to quality native communities. 
Habitat conditions would be suitable for maintaining and increasing viable populations of Columbian 
sharp-tailed grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus), greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus 
urophasianus), greater sandhill cranes (Grus canadensis tabida), boreal toads (Bufo boreas boreas), and 
Colorado River cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus). Plant communities in the CPSIA 
would contain a diversity and high density of desirable vegetation including deciduous and non
deciduous shrubs, grasses, and forbs that are native to the particular plant community. The forage 
quality would be of high value. Invasive and noxious plant species would be managed to protect and 
enhance the quality and diversity of desirable· native plant communities. The open parklands within the 
SIA would have a 15-35% sagebrush canopy maintained in a mosaic, interspersed with bunchgrasses 
and forbs native to the sagebrush type. The potential and quality of streams and riparian areas in the 
CPSIA are limited because of the nature oflocal geology and soils; however, these areas would be 
maintained and restored to a properly functioning status within these natural constraints. Stream banks 
would be stable with sediment and water loading in balance. Riparian vegetation would be dominated 
by vigorous perennial vegetation of desirable species. The Elkhead watershed would have channels that 

_ would be narrower and deeper than found in 1999. In some locations, primarily lower Elkhead, Slater 
and First Creeks, measures would be taken to reduce the impacts of grazing by both wildlife and 
livestock. Large herbivores (elk, deer, moose, cattle and sheep) would not negatively impact any of the 
SIA values or habitats. 

u 

Vegetation, terrestrial and aquatic habitats, soil productivity, and water quality would appear natural. 
Natural processes such as fire and insect and disease outbreaks would generally be allowed to influence 
forest vegetation where compatible with the SIA values. Vegetation manipulation would only be used to 
maintain or restore natural conditions, to protect threatened, endangered, and sensitive species, or to 
protect other values for which the SIA was identified. Rangeland and riparian communities would occur 
in a mix of seral stages, but predominantly in upper mid-seral to late-seral stages of development. 

Attractive and unique features of the CPS IA would be unaltered, providing for an increased opportunity 
for interpretation and education about historical, cultural, biological, and physical resources of the area. 
There would be opportunities for interpretation and education emphasizing the protection and 
conservation of threatened, endangered and sensitive species, sensitive habitats, and overall biological 
diversity within the CPSIA. Recreational management would focus on interpretation, education, 
inspirational activities, and protection of CPS IA values. Facilities would be present to the extent needed 
to maintain the area or facilitate visitor use of the area. Where appropriate, management emphasis may 
include developing and interpreting areas of unusual characteristics for public education and recreation. 
All cultural and paleontological resources in the CPSIA would be identified, recorded, evaluated for 
significance, and assessed for effects. 
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Forest Plan Consistency Review 

The California Park Special Interest Area is located within both the Elkhead Mountain and Slater Creek 
Geographic Areas as designated in the 1997 Land and Resource Management Plan for the Routt 
National Forest (Forest Plan). The Forest Plan establishes general goals and desired future conditions for 
the geographic areas and then more specific desired conditions for the management prescription areas. 
Forest Plan Standard and Guidelines guide management actions and can be general, applying to the 
entire forest or specific to Geographic and Management Prescription areas. Goals, desired future 
conditions and Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines for the CPSIA at the Geographic Area level and for 
the Management Prescription Area are identified in this section. 

The Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area 
The CPSIA (2.1 prescription area) is 25% of this geographic area and includes 17,730 acres. 
Geographic Area Desired Condition 
• The geographic area desired condition is to maintain the aspen, spruce/fir, shrub, and grass/forb 

communities as the dominant cover types. The area will be characterized by large aspen stands. 
Shrub and shrub-steppe communities will continue to provide habitat for wildlife. 

• The areas seen from Forest roads 110 and 150, sites within the CPSIA will have a natural scenic 
appearance. 

• The geographic area will provide year-round motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities, 
with the heaviest use in fall and winter. 

• A low motorized travelway density will provide access primarily for timber and grazing uses and for r 

dispersed recreation. 

The Slater Creek Geographic Area 
The CPSIA (2.1 prescription area) is 8% of this geographic area and includes 5,221 acres. 
Geographic Area Desired Condition 
• The geographic area desired condition is to maintain the spruce/fir, aspen, and lodgepole pine as the 

dominant cover types. 
• The Little Snake River drainage will continue to provide habitat for Colorado River cutthroat trout. 
• The geographic area will provide year-round motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities, 

with the heaviest use in fall and winter. 
• High quality dispersed motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities will be available year 

round. 
• A low to medium density system of forest roads will provide access primarily for timber and grazing 

uses and for dispersed recreation across most of the area. 

Unique Features of the Slater Creek Geographic Area 

► The Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area. 
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1 Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines for Special Interest Areas 
, \General 
'-, Standard 1. Protect and manage the biological diversity, geological, historical, 

Minerals 
Standard 

Range 
Guideline 

Vegetation 
Standard 

Fire and Fuels 
Standard 

Guideline 

Recreation 
Standard 

Guidelines 

Visuals 
Guideline 

Special Uses 
Standard 

Transportation 
Guidelines 

paleontological, or other values for which the SIA was identified. 

1. Withdraw SIAs from entry for locatable minerals in conformance with Section 
204 of Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (PL 94-579) when 
withdrawal is necessary to protect the values for which the area was identified. 

2. Allow oil and gas leasing with controlled surface-use stipulation, unless further 
restricted by other conditions in the SIA. 

1. Allow livestock grazing if it does not conflict with, or negatively impact, the 
values for which the area was identified. 

1. Use only those vegetation management practices necessary to meet specific 
resource objectives of maintaining or restoring the values for which the SIA was 
identified. Timber harvest is not scheduled and does not contribute towards the 
allowable sale quantity. 

1. Use direct control, perimeter control, or prescription control as the wildland fire 
management strategy in this Management Area. 

1. Wildland fire will be allowed to naturally influence vegetative communities, 
except when incompatible with maintaining and protecting the values for which 
the SIA was identified. Wildland fire control measures may be used to protect 
SIA values. 

1. Allow recreational use emphasizing interpretation and education when it does 
not threaten the values for which the area was identified. 

1. Manage for an ROS class of semi-primitive nonmotorized, semiprimitive 
motorized, or roaded natural. 

2. Use restrictions or closures available under 36CFR 219, Subpart B, when 
necessary to protect the area from actual or potential damage due to public use. 

1. Meet the adopted visual quality objective ofretention. 

1. Authorize scientific activity or other activities that are compatible with the 
SIA's values through special-use pennits. The permits will have terms that 
protect or enhance the area. 

1. Construct new roads only when consistent with SIA values, such as 
interpretation or education, or to meet other resource objectives that will not 
negatively impact SIA values. 

2. Minimize and mitigate resource damage occtming from existing roads or trails. 
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History of the California Park Area 

Prehistoric Overview 
The prehistoric occupation of the Routt National Forest (RNF) appears to have been fairly continuous, if 
not intensive, from at least 11,000 years before present (B.P .) until historic contact with the Ute and 
Arapaho. 

The earliest evidence of human activity in north-central Colorado comes from the Paleoindian period, 
commonly defined as lasting from approximately 11,500 to 8,000 years B.P. Paleoindian lifeways are 
thought to have been largely dependent on big game hunting, especially during the late Pleistocene and 
early Holocene when megafauna still existed. 

The Archaic period spans the time period from approximately 8,000 to 2,000 or 1500 B.P. Archaic 
lifeways are poorly understood, but are believed to have been highly adapted to the environmental 
conditions of a particular region. Hunting and gathering remained the exclusive method of subsistence. 

The Late Prehistoric period witnessed the introduction of the bow and arrow into hunting tool kits, as , 
well as the limited use of ceramic vessels, into the mountains of northern Colorado. Many desert side
notched ("Ute") arrow points, as well as Plains-style arrow points, have been located on the RNF. 
Ceramic sherds are not common, but a few sherds of utility ware have been found on the forest. 

The Ute occupied the RNF for at least 300 to 400 years, and may have migrated to this area as early as 
A.D. 1300, based on linguistic evidence (Miller 1986). The Arapaho, Shoshone, Cheyenne, and 
possibly Kiowa, utilized the mountains of this area to a lesser extent until the 1700s. After 1810, the Ute 
and Arapaho competed over hunting territory (Hughes 1977:36). In 1879 the White River, Yampatika, 
and other Ute bands were forcibly removed from their traditional lands and placed on the Northern Ute 
Reservation in Utah. 

American Indian use of California Park is evident in the archaeological sites already identified in the 
area. In addition, Ute traditional tribal knowledge identifies California Park as a location for gathering 
native edible plants. 

Historic Overview 
Historical themes in the California Park region include the fur trade, early exploration, homesteading, 
commercial timber operations, mining, grazing, and recreation and tourism (Mehls 1984). 

Trapping 
For the mountains of north-central Colorado, the historic period begins in the early to mid-1800s, when 
Euroamerican explorers first began to venture into the area. Unfortunately, most of the earliest 
Euroamericans in the area were explorers and trappers who left little trace of their visits. Because of the 
demand for pelts in the early 1800s, several men explored the country around the Green and Yampa 
River valleys for beaver and game. By the mid-1800s the beaver and big game population had been 
severely impacted by the trapping industry. The paucity ofresources, in addition to a decreased 
European demand for imported fur, caused the fur trade to decline, and in 1844 Fort Crockett in Utah 
was abandoned. A few trappers, however, clung to their way of life in northwestern Colorado as late as \ 
1878. Ben Lackey was an early trapper in the area and the one to give California Park its name. 
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I\ Early Exploration 
t _ • Exploration and mapping for the U.S. government, in connection with the Louisiana Purchase, or simply 

for adventure, brought a wider range of people to the west. Although the region was opened for 
exploration after the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, many of the earliest explorers in northwestern 
Colorado did not arrive until the early 1830s. 

The discovery of gold in 1859 near Denver brought flocks of Easterners to the state. This, in tum, 
brought more intense exploration of the parks and valleys surrounding what is now the RNF. In 1871, 
Dr. Ferdinand V. Hayden was hired by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) to provide detailed 
descriptions of the geology, topography, flora and fauna of Middle Park. Some of Hayden's maps 
provide important information about place names in the area circa 1877. Hayden's party concluded that 
North Park, the Yampa Valley, Egeria Park and the Little Snake River Valley all had agricultural 
potential. 

Settlement 
Settlement in the area occurred in the late 1800s to the early 1900s. Most of the first settlers were 
trappers, followed by homesteaders and ranchers. Edward House's ranch is shown on the 1882 General 
Land Office plat just south of Elk Head Creek and another unnamed ranch is nearby. Historic maps · · 
depict many unnamed cabins and ranches in the park during the late 1800s and early 1900s. 

A Mr. Adams was a hide hunter operating in Slater Park in 1886. Settlers lynched him and his German 
partner because of their devastating hunting practices. Herbert Jones was a homesteader in 1910. He 

/ opened a small country store and operated the Elk Head Post Office south of California Park. Mr. 
Jokodowski was a bachelor-homesteader that wintered in California Park in 1907. Neighbors remember 
him communicating across the park with flashing lanterns though by 1917 telephone lines were in the 
area. The remains of his cabin burned down several years ago. 

Another homesteader in the area was Ed Knowles. His cabin still remains south of the California Park 
Guard Station. Brothers Dan, Chris, and Ira Stukey operated several sawmills and gold mines in the 
county and Stukey Creek was named after them. 

Early homesteaders are reported to have grown hay (timothy) in the California Park Area. 

Mining 
The discovery of gold at Hahns Peak brought miners to Routt County as early as the 1860s. Unlike 
Hahns Peak and other areas in the general region, California Park was of limited interest to early miners 
exploring for precious metals. Instead, coal deposits were more heavily explored. Anthracite Ridge 
contains high grade coal versus the lower grade bituminous coal deposits found further west. Bob Perry 
opened a mine in 1925 for the development of anthracite coal. The mine was only in operation for three 
years employing ten people before it had to close, largely because of transportation problems. On the 
east side of Pilot Knob, the Block Mine was started in 1902 by Fred May and Thomas R. Ducey. The 
mine was in operation until the 1940s producing a cubed half anthracite and half bituminous coal 
extraction. 
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Recreation 
Recreational use has a long history in the California Park area. Theodore Roosevelt frequented the area 
during the 1890s as part of his many hunting expeditions. He popularized the 28,000 acres as a famed 
hunting spot during that era. 

National Forest 
President Theodore Roosevelt designated the Park Range Forest Preserve in 1905, three years later he 
changed the name to the Routt National Forest. Right from the beginning the Forest Rangers had to 
manage hunting, ranching, logging, mining, and farming in California Park. A guard station was built 
south of First Creek to house the rangers working so far from the towns. This guard station is marked 
on 1919 and 1921 maps. By 1932, the old California Park Guard Station was no longer on the map but a 
new one is shown a few miles north of the old site. The later site is marked on the 1932 Forest map and 
subsequent maps, indicating that the location of the guard station was moved between 1921 and 1932. 

Grazing 
Livestock ranching proved to be the most important long-term economic activity in the north-central 
portion of Colorado. Although the imminent failure of the mines prompted many early settlers to begin 
raising livestock, it was some time before crops and methods suitable to the basins and high alpine 
meadows of northern Colorado were developed (Mehls 1984a). The short growing season and variable 
precipitation patterns of the region dictated that the most successful agricultural product was hay--not 
only for cattle, but also for the horses and mules utilized in the region's mining camps. 

Once the Union Pacific opened lines in southern Wyoming, cowboys were able to ship cattle westward 
to untouched grazing lands. Soon after, ranchers moved herds to the Little Snake, Yampa, and White 
River valleys, as well as into North Park. During the heyday of ranching in the 1880s, 1890s, and early 
1900s, the ranges were open and ranchers followed a pattern of seasonal land use, letting their herds 
roam free in the high mountain valleys and meadows during the summer and bringing them back to 
lower elevations during the winter (Athearn 1982). 

The initial success of beef producers in north-central Colorado was tempered by several important 
factors. Cattle ranchers feared the introduction of sheep in the early 1900s, because of the inevitable 
competition for grazing lands. Sheep were already in southern Colorado and the San Luis Valley in the 
1860s, but it was not until 1890 or 1891 that the first sheep came into northwestern Colorado, driven by 
sheep rancher Johnny Wilkes from Wyoming. 

Additional pressure was put on the sheep and cattle industries after the establishment of the National 
Forests in 1905. Much of the land that previously had been grazed was withdrawn as timber reserve 
land and, in addition, herders and ranchers were required to apply for grazing permits. The permits 
decreased the unregulated grazing, but still allow substantial grazing numbers. In 1907, Wyoming sheep 
were allowed to graze on the RNF. Up until 1925, eighty percent of the sheep on the Routt were from 
Wyoming because there were no resident sheepmen in northwestern Colorado. 

The California Park and Slater Park basins were used for summer grazing thousands of cattle by many 
of the large cattle outfits. California Park served as a round up area. The Beef Trail was started around 
1870 and thousands of cattle were trailed from the Little Snake River Valley through Slater Park, 
California Park, Steamboat Springs, Yampa, and Toponas, all the way to Wolcott for shipping every I· 
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- ... , / ear. Livestock grazing use was unregulated until the Forest Service began issuing permits in 1905. In 

)1917, the first sheep were grazed in California Park and the 1921 General Land Office plat shows the 

( 

. , Bears Ears and Sand Mountain Sheep Trail , and the Hahns Peak and Slater Park Trail crossing the park. 
Sheep were first officially permitted on National Forest around California Park in 1923. Ultimately, the 
Forest Service realized that its lands were inundated with livestock and in the 1920s began to seriously . 
monitor the effects of grazing on the land. 

The earliest records of permitted use date from the mid to late 1920s. Eight allotments were originally 
designated within the area now part of the California Park SIA. Management of the permits since 1923 
has decreased the allotments to 7 and has substantially reduced stocking numbers of cattle and slightly 
reduced numbers of permitted sheep. 

Summary of Historic Permitted Livestock Use 

Year 
1925 
1926-27 
1928-32 
1933-39 
1940-42 
1943-45 
1946-48 
1949 
1950-66 
1967-89 
1990-present 

California Park Unit 
Stocking Rate 
1200 c/c 
2600 c/c 
1200 c/c 
450 c/c 
385 c/c 
385 c/c · 
385 c/c 
256 c/c 
125 c/c 
265 c/c 
*400 c/c 

Season 
6/1-10/31 
7/1 - 9/30 
711 - 9/30 
7/1-9/30 
7/11 - 9/30 
7/1-9/20 
7/6 - 9/25 
7/6 - 9/25 
7/6 - 9/25 
716 - 9/25 
7/6 - 9/25 

* Additional numbers of livestock permitted attributed to private land that was 
acquired by the Forest Service in a land exchange. 

Stoke Creek Unit 
Year Stocking Rate Season 
1928-38 
1939 
1940-44 
1945-46 
1947-49 

no records of permitted numbers or season 
1100 e/1 7 /1 - 9/30 
1160e/l 7/1-9/20 
1160 e/1 7/11 - 9/20 
1100 e/1 7/11 - 9/20 

19 5 0-present 990 e/1 7 /11 - 9/20 

Sadd]e Mountain Unit 
Year Stocking Rate Season 
1928-38 
1939 
1940-69 

no records of permitted numbers or season 
1200e/l 7/1-9/30 
1200 e/1 7/1 - 9/20 

1970-present 1000 e/1 7 /1 - 9/20 
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Year 
1928-39 
1940-45 
1946-75 
1976-78 
1979-present 

Year 

Meaden Peak Unit 
Stocking Rate 
1250 ell 
1250 ell 
1250 e/1 
1100 ell 
1000 ell 

Sand Mountain Unit 
Stocking Rate 

Season 
7/1 - 9130 
711-9120 
716-9/15 
716-9/15 
716-9115 

Season 
1928-38 
1939-44 
1945-49 

no records of permitted numbers or season 
1170 e/1 7/1 - 9120 
l000ell 7/1-9115 

1950-present 1000 ell 7/16-9120 

East Quaker Unit 
Year Stocking Rate Season 
1928-39 1200 ell 6/16- 9130 

6/25 - 9115 
6/26- 9/15 
716 - 9120 

1940-47 1200 e/1 
1948-49 1097 ell 
1950-present 1000 ell 
Note: actual use rarely on before 711 

First Creek Unit 
Year Stocking Rate Season 
1928-38 
1939 
1940-44 
1945-49 

no records of permitted numbers or season 
1170 ell 711 - 9130 
1250 e/1 7/1 - 9120 
1080 ell 7 /1 - 9/20 

NOTE: This unit was combined into Sand Mountain and East Quaker Units in 
1950. The total stocking on the allotment complex was reduced by 1 band, 
formerly permitted on the First Creek Unit. 

Year 
1924-1927 
1928-39 
1940-42 
1943-44 
1945 
1946 
194 7-present 

Armstron Creek Unit 
Stocking Rate Season 

no records of permitted numbers or season 
1250 e/1 7 /1 - 9130 
1250 ell 7/1 - 9120 
1250 ell 716 - 9115 
1250 e/1 716 - 9/20 
1250 ell 711 - 915 
1250 ell 716 - 9120 
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~, History of Vegetation Treatments 
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Manipulation of the rangelands began in 1940 in California Park for the purpose of decreasing shrub 
cover and increasing palatable grass forage for livestock. These manipulations consisted primarily of 
reseeding and herbicidal spraying, and were continued until the late 1980's. Most of the projects 
focused on reducing mulesear (Wyethia amplexicaulus) and sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata and A. 
cana) to increase the grass component and forage quality for livestock. A summary of the projects 
follows: 

Year Acres Project 
1940 115 Reseeding 
1951 100 Proposal to reseed with smooth brome, timothy, and intermediate wheatgrass.; in 

Sec.22, T.9N., R.87W., south of First Creek. 
1952 245 Sprayed with 2,4,5-T primarily to reduce wyethia, but also killed big and silver 

sagebrush in California Park. 
1953 333 Sprayed with 2,4,5-T; in California Park. 
1954 550 Sprayed with 2,4,5-t in California Park; mostly in Cal Park Unit, but some acres 

in Meaden Peak and Saddle Mtn Units, with a few acres in Armstrong Creek, 
East Quaker, and Stukey Creek Units. 

1957 285 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for wyethia and sagebrush; in First Creek 
vicinity. 

112 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for wyethia, sagebrush, and snowberry; in 
Stukey Creek vicinity. 

694 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for sagebrush, and a little wyethia; in 
Jokodowski Mesa vicinity. 

368 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for wyethia; in Saddle Mountain vicinity. 
1962 1320 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for wyethia and sagebrush. 
1963 1152 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for wyythia and sagebrush. 
1964 1405 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily for wyethia and sagebrush. 
1981 40 Mechanical treatment (mowing, flailing, ripping, reseeding, fertilizing) of 

wyethia; E. Armstrong Crk 
1982 884 Aerial sprayed with 2,4-D primarily wyethia -
1987 175 Ground sprayed with 2,4-D primarily wyethia 

See Appendix H for a description of recent vegetation management projects. 
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Repeat Photography of Historic Photo Points 

First Creek - 1907 

First Creek-1998 

In the 91 years that passed between the taking of these two photographs several changes in vegetation 
can be observed. Willow density has decreased resulting in higher stream velocities and stream 
widening. Sagebrush cover has decreased as well. The aspen clone in the upper right portion of the 
1998 photograph has expanded to some degree. The 1998 photograph was taken by Allan C. Jones 1 

\, 
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n Elkhead Range Exclosure 1951 

The most striking change that has occurred in this rangeland ex closure over the 4 7 years between the 
two photographs is the decline of upland bunch grasses (Thurber fescue ). The 1998 photograph was 
taken by Allan C. Jones. 
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Existing Condition 

Rangeland Vegetation 

Historically, in the late 1800's and early 1900's, sheep and cattle grazed the California Park-area 
intensively. A major stock driveway known as the Beef Trail was used to move livestock between 
Wyoming and the Yampa Valley by way of California Park. Livestock numbering in the tens of 
thousands utilized this travel way with some the stock remaining in California Park for the summer. 

In the early 1900's several homesteads were established in the park. With these homesteads came 
attempts to manipulate the existing vegetation. Forage crops such as timothy were planted and 
sagebrush was cleared. This and later attempts by the Forest Service to treat Wyethia amplexicaulis 
(mules ear) with herbicide has removed some of the native vegetation. An increase of non-natives like 
smooth brome and timothy is evident in the park along with less desirable natives like tarweed and 
Wyethia. 

The current grazing activity ( elk, cattle and sheep) is in the process of being analyzed to determine the 
impacts to vegetation in riparian and upland sites. There are currently six sheep allotments and two 
cattle allotments, all or portions of which are contained within the CPSIA. The California Park cattle 
allotment is permitted for 400 cows with calves; the Stewardship allotment is permitted for 350 cows 

, with calves. The sheep allotments are permitted for 1000 ewes with lambs. Livestock enter the 
allotments during the first week of July and leave by the end of September. 

The combination of elk use in May and June followed by sheep and cattle has impacted some areas of 
riparian and upland vegetation. M~nitoring done during the summer of 2003 revealed that browsing on 
willows is prevalent along First Creek and Elkhead Creek below:CR 150. The majority of this use is not 
ocyurring during the summer but during the fall and spring and can likely be attributed to elk. Increased 
sedimentation, bank trampling, stream widening and decreased riparian plant vigor are occurring in 

· some areas. This can be attributed to several factors. The soils in California Park are highly erosive and 
soil movement and erosion are common in both riparian and upland are?S. Cracking and sloughing of 
upland soils can be readily seen. Beaver activity in First Creek and Elkhead Creek is extensive and 
dams are numerous. Each spring the nm-off washes many of the dams out scouring the drainage and 
leaving cut banks and areas of bare soil. Bank trampling from elk, cattle, and sheep compounds the 
problem of establishing vegetation on the banks. These impacts can deteriorate habitats for Colorado 
River cutthroat trout, boreal toads, northern leopard frogs, Columbian sharp-tailed grouse and sandhill 

~ . 

cranes. 

Upland sites consist of two main vegetation types; sagebrush/bunchgrass plant communities and 
aspen/forb communities. These areas provide forage and cover for wildlife and forage for livestock. 
Monitoring conducted during the summer of2003 showed some.areas of heavy use in both of these 
vegetation types. Areas of primarily south facing slopes where snow melts earlier had numerous elk 
pellets and heavy use on vegetation. Later in the season domestic livestock may continue to graze these 
same areas. Sheep and cattle use overlaps in some areas of the park. There are no fences to separate the 
different allotments. Although this is beneficial from an aesthetic standpoint, it can result in over 
utilization of forage when animals stray outside the bpundaries of one allotment into another. It is likely 
that overuse by livestock and elk in some areas has· contributed to decreases in desirable forbs and aspen 1 

regeneration. Similarly, overuse in the sagebrush communities can be detrimental to Columbian sharp-
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~ \ tailed grouse habitat. 
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An environmental assessment is scheduled to address the impacts of grazing by wildlife and livestock. 
This document will address alternatives to management of grazing in California to move vegetation 
towards desired condition and protect the Special Interest Area values. 

Most of the aspen is typed as aspen/tall forb (after Mueggler 1988) since no one or two species dominate 
an entire stand. Instead, 6-8 species are common throughout, shifting in relative abundance across the 
area in a mosaic pattern. Although most of the aspen stands were lumped under this type, the palatable 
tall forbs are rarely abundant. Horsemint, groundsel, meadowrue, granium, thermopsis, wildrye, and 
brome frequently dominate the understory, while ligusticum, cow parsnip, and sweet anise are rarely 
abundant. These observations are in marked contrast to the paced transects done on the allotments in the 
past, when ligusticum, cow parsnip, and sweet anise comprised 20-30 (and sometimes 40) hits per 
transect. Most of the aspen not typed as aspen/tall forb is the aspen/bracken fern type. Where bracken 
fern occurs it dominates all other understory species; however, these patches are small. 

Aspen stands in the area have the potential to be either relatively stable or in a successional stage to 
climax as conifer stands (Mueggler, 1988). It appears that both situations are occurring in the area. In 
the successional aspen stands, as conifer cover increases, herbaceous and shrub cover often decreases. 
This becomes most pronounced when the conifer overstory is 15% or more of the overstory basal area 
(Meuggler, 1988). 

Although the aspen understory is changed, percent ground cover is good. The open parks, on the other 
hand, have a high percentage of bare ground. This occurs at all elevations, but is especially prevalent in 
slumpy areas and old burns at the higher elevations. Almost every allotment has areas of significant 
trailing. 

Shrub-steppe shrub species such as sagebrush, snowberry, and rabbitbrush are still in overall abundance 
in the parklands. However, these shrubs are lacking or nonexistent in some areas that were heavily 
sprayed historically, but appear to be returning naturally. Upland shrub 'species like chokecherry, 

. serviceberry, maple, and oak are rarely encountered. When seen, these plants are old, decadent, and 
severely hedged. 

In the riparian areas, willows are few and the dominant herbaceous vegetation is sedge rostrata and 
bluejoint reedgrass. Few, if any, forbs are noted in riparian areas. The only exception is Canada thistle 
which is prevalent in both riparian and upland sites. Willow species include booth, drummond, 
whiplash, scouler and geyer. Alder is found at higher elevations. 

Data from existing and historic vegetation monitoring transects are on file in the Rangeland 
Management Department of the Steamboat Springs Forest Service Office. 

Allotment Inspection Notes: 

Allotment inspections were conducted in 1996 by Forest Service range personnel to verify and/or correct 
vegetation typing made or revised in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The 6 sheep allotments (Saddle L ,1Mountain, Meaden Peak, Armstrong Creek, Sand.Mountain, East Quaker, and Stukey Creek) were 
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inspected. The California Park cattle allotment was not inspected. The new type maps are based on 
community types ( existing vegetation) rather than habitat types (potential vegetation). 
In general, community types observed in 1996 did not correlate well with the old type maps; little 
similarity was noted between existing conditions and the types designated by the old maps. Comparison 
between historical data and existing conditions indicates a shift in aspen understory from highly 
palatable forbs (ligusticum, sweet anise, and cow parsnip) to forbs of lower palatability (coneflower, 
horsemint, meadowrue, groundsel), and to grasses such as wildrye, brome, timothy, and needlegrass. 
Aspen regeneration was also found to be uncommon. 

Elk were seen on every allotment evaluated, and the inspections indicate that elk populations are rising 
throughout the area. On some of the allotments the grazing pressure from elk in early summer is so 
great that they have left little forage for use by sheep later in the summer. Although there are no 
quantitative measurements of the amount of grazing that occurs from elk, elk are contributing significant 
grazing pressure to many of the units in the California Park Allotment Complex. 

Saddle Mountabt Unit 
Many elk were observed during inspection of this allotment. Initially all evidence of grazing was 
thought to be sheep-related, but it was later thought that much of it could have been due to elk, · 
especially in the area west of Circle Creek. Streams on the allotment were mostly dry. The area 
north of Saddle Mountain had much more cow parsnip, ligusticum, and sweet anis~ than the 
aspen range to the south, and the old typing of sweet anise/brome or ligusticum/meadowrue 
could be considered valid. It did not appear that sheep graze the top of Saddle Mountain, 
especially the western side. The area was not inspected to verify the typing, but the difficulty of 
accessing the area through the dense spruce-fir leads one to believe the sheep do not go there. It 
may be used by a band to the west, however; past inspection notes make reference to trespass 
there. Circle Creek and the surrounding area in Section 34 is in poor condition. Bare ground, 
tarweed (Madia glomerata), and mulesear are prevalent. Part of this is due to slumping from the 
northeast. This slumpy area is typed as mulesear/tarweed on the map. Areas ofElkhead Creek 
throughout the allotment exhibit unstable banks. 

Meaden Peak Unit 
The large pond in Section 26 has decadent and hedged chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) and 
serviceberry (Amelancheir alnifolia) bushes on the slopes surrounding it. Trailing is evident at 
this pond. The only other place those shrubs are noted is in the SENW Section 2, north of 
Knowles Creek. Again, the willows are hedged and decadent. Booth, drummond, and whiplash 
willow (Salix spp.) were found at the lower elevations and were replaced by alder at higher 
elevations. Coneflower is uncommon in this allotment, and the grass component is higher here 
than on Saddle Mountain or Stukey Creek Allotments. A small park in the SWNE of Section 1 
has oatgrass spp. and Thurber fescue in the drier parts; this is the only place on the allotment · 
these species were seen. Tall, palatable forbs are less prevalent than on Saddle Mountain Unit. 
Cow parsnip and ligusticum were seen only in one area, just north and east of the California Park 
Guard Station. Sweet anise was also noted between Torso and Knowles Creek in the western 
part of Section 2. 

Armstrong Creek Unit 
The aspen north of Armstrong Creek are becoming encroached with conifer. Although the 
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n forage base in this area is not absent, it is likely that as encroachment continues it will reduce 
available forage on the allotment. This area is mapped as Potr/Ptaq and Abla-Potr/Tall Forb. 
The previous inspection showed this area as 10-HER-LIG, which is no longer accurate. An area 
of significant trailing and erosion was noted in the NENE of Section 13 at Armstrong Creek. 
Higher elevation parks have poor species composition and significant bare ground. Bare ground, 
poor species composition, and erosion were prevalent here. This allotment had more bracken 
fem than Stukey Creek, Saddle Mountain, or Meaden Peak. It was dense in some areas, but also 
was mixed with other species of the tall forb guild. Although capacity estimates should be 
reduced on sites mapped as Potr/Ptaq, the area is still utilized by sheep and does have some 
forage for livestock. 

Sand Mountain Unit 
This allotment was difficult to access and the topography of the allotment makes sheep 
movement rather difficult as well. The allotment is dissected by fairly steep stream courses, and 
First Creek forms a definite barrier between the southern I/5th of the allotment and the northern 
portion. Open parks with bare ground and scattered scouler willow were common (Sections 19 
and 20, north of First Creek). The grass component on this allotment was higher than on any of 
the other allotments inspected, although it did not warrant a type change from Potr/Tall Forb. 
The southwest comer of this allotment is the old Beef Trail used to take cattle out of the park 
around the tum of the century. There is a road along the southeastern border of the allotment, 
which was apparently a oil exploration road. This road and the drill pad are sown to crested 
wheat and are heavily grazed. It appeared to currently be used as a sheep trail, but it is unknown 
if bands other than the Sand Mountain band use it. 

( 
East Quaker Unit 

The main road through California Park cuts through the middle of this allotment and it is one of 
the only sheep allotments in the park which is accessible to motorized vehicles. Many hunters 
and camps were seen. The southern boundary of the allotment is not fenced. It is the forest 
boundary and abuts private land. It was unknown ifthere is an agreement for the sheep to utilize 
the private land, but they certainly are. The topography is relatively flat with water close to or _on 
the boundary. Conifer encroachment on the eastern half of the allotment has progressed 
significantly since the last analysis, however a timber sale was in progress in Section 35 at the 
time of the inspection. Conifer encroachment and the reduction of quality aspen and palatable 
understory species should continue to be assesed using newly available aerial photos and ground 
monitoring. Three areas in the allotment still show the effects of past disturbances. One is the 
timber sale on the western side of the allotment. Old allotment maps indicate this area was 
closed to grazing. There is no documentation in the folder to indicate when this occurred or if it 
is still closed to grazing. Regeneration is patchy and the soils here are very mobile here. Most 
of the old timber sale roads have slipped off the sides of the hills. Canada thistle predominates in 
the sale area. A second disturbance, believed to be an old fire, is on the eastern boundary of the 
allotment. This may have been salvage logged as well. Regeneration is coming in, but the area is 
predominantly grass at this time. The third area is a small opening in the SWNE of Section 35, 
where iron scraps and old cut logs are present. Although the type of activity was not identified, 
it was thought that the poor composition (hairy golden aster and timothy) is due to past activity 
rather than current livestock grazing. The riparian area in Section 34 (northwest of the California 
Park road) was in poor condition. Canada thistle was abundant, and an area at the headwaters 
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was trampled and completely bare of vegetation. 

Stukey Creek Unit 
Due to time limitations, this inspection was limited to the eastern half of the allotment. The only 
area west ofStukey Creek inspected was the NW 1/4 of Section 6, T9N, R87W. 

Aspen stands contain mostly grasses, principally wildrye and varying amounts of timothy and 
mountain brome. These grassier sites could be typed out as Potr/Elgl or lumped with the 
Aspen/Tall forb type. Palatable forbs are relatively scarce under aspen stands. Canada thistle is 
present scattered through many of the aspen stands and is in greater quantity than expected on 
such a productive site with good ground cover. Present species composition may be the result of 
heavy selective grazing pressure on those plant species preferred by sheep. Although young 
subalpine fir trees were seen under some of the aspen stands, in general, the conifer 
encroachment is not widespread. Most of the openings around the ponds had downed aspen 
trunks indicating that these once had an aspen overstory. No aspen regeneration was seen in or 
near mature aspen stands in the allotment. 

Willows are scarce on this allotment. Most woody vegetation is alder and occurs along the 
creeks, but not around most ponds. Most of the willow and alder occur on parts of Sugar and 
Stukey Creeks, however, the plants are mostly old and decadent and have been heavily hedged. 
Riparian areas around ponds are dominated primarily by sedges. Canada thistle is also 9ften 
abundant both in the moist pondside zone and on the slumpy areas around ponds. Most of the 
slump ponds inspected had little or no use of the wet sedge area, but the dry slopes around them 
showed signs of heavy grazing and trampling by sheep. There are few riparian forbs and the dry 
terraces adjacent to the creeks have a good deal of bare ground and poor species composition. 
Diversity is low, with timothy, tarweed, and thistle dominating most areas. The open shrub 
parks also have very poor ground cover, dominated mostly by timothy, tarweed, and cinquefoil. 
Snowberry (Symphorica,pos spp.) plants are also heavily hedged. 

The riparian areas and much of the aspen is in fair con di ton. Ground cover and production are 
good, but species composition/diversity is poor to fair. Silver sagebrush sites, forb/grass 
openings around ponds and the terraces and aspen edge areas along Stukey Creek and Sugar 

· Creek are in poor condition. High forage value native forbs and grasses and, to some extent, 
willows appear to have been greatly reduced in abundance and vigor. In general, most of this 
allotment is unsuitable for grazing, or suitable at a very low stocking rate. 

Of the allotments inspected, East Quaker and Saddle Mountain had the highest amount of palatable tall 
forbs. The Armstrong .Creek and Stukey Creek Allotments appear to be the least suitable for grazing as 
forage quality has severely declined on these units. The Sand Mountain unit appears to have non
uniform grazing pressure, as some of the terrain makes it difficult to maintain regular sheep movements. 

Soil Resource Condition 

The information and assessment for the California Park Special Interest Area is based on soil and 
geologic infomrntion and field observation and monitoring. The monit01ing includes, soil health 
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~ assessment, measuring infiltration, erosion bridges, soil respiration, and riparian surveys that were done 
( )in conjunction with the stream surveys. 

I 

The landforms in this area are the reflection of the different geology (especially surficial geology). The 
majority of this area is in the moderate mass movement potential class. The landforms in this area are a 
direct result of past geologic movement. This gives the appearance of mobile real estate. 

The dominant geologic types are landslide deposits, residuum from Lance Formation, and residuum 
form the Lewis shale. (Note: detail geology maps and soil maps are on file at the Steamboat Springs 
office of the Forest Service). The Lewis shale is marine shale that support large amount of fossils. The 
dominant types of movement are rotational slides and earth flows. Earth flows are particularly extensive 
with the Lewis shale. Land sliding tends to destroy the strength of the material involved, but some can 
acquire strength. This is depends on the material involved. If the material involved is compose of coarser 
and fine segment including large fragments of durable rock types, the resulting aggregate may have 
good strength. If on the other hand the material is mostly fine grained such as siltstone and shale, the 
resultant material may remain weak. The point of the above discussion is to point out that the California . 
Park has both examples of week and strong landside mate1ial. The volcanic geology in the Park provides 
a source of material that is strong and the shale is at the opposite end. 

The soils are mostly fine-loamy to fine textures that have been reworked. The soils have a high 
erodibility factor meaning that they are sensitive to erosion ifthere is not enough effective ground cover. 
No matter what the activity is, the end result is that the Forest plan directs us to maintain effective 
ground cover. 

Historical grazing that was occurring at the tum of the century has impacted the soils in the California 
Park SIA. The result is that some of this area will not be able to support some of the vegetation 
communities that occurred prior to the livestock grazing impacts. There has been some restoration work 
done to break up some of the compacted landscape. In 2001 a winged subsoiler was used, and some of 
the preliminary results show that the infiltration and respiration are significantly higher than the 
untreated lands. 

Parts of First Creek, Armstrong Creek and Elkhead Creek areas were rated functional at risk from a soil 
health standpoint. The rating is based on amount of compaction, slow infiltration, and the lack of 
effective ground cover. 

Watershed Condition 

Elkhead Creek Watershed 
Assessment of the existing condition for the California Park watershed included field observations, 
Proper Functioning Condition surveys (BLM, 1993), photos, stream mapping, and stream surveys. 
Stream surveys include permanent and cumulative cross-sections, pebble counts, and longitudinal 
profiles. 

The California Park area lies in the Elkhead Creek sixth level watershed. While none of the streams in 

(
. , the area are listed as impaired on the 303(d) List (CDH, 1998a), First Creek is on the Monitoring and 

'-----.,/ ) 
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Evaluation List for potential impairment due to sediment. Monitoring of physical parameters was 
initiated during the summer of 1998 in accordance with the Colorado Provisional Guidelines for 
determining sediment impacts (CDH, 1998b ). 

Streams in the California Park area reflect the geology and soils of the area, the effects of beaver, and 
management impacts. Bedrock geology consists primarily of volcanic dikes and outcroppings that form 
the ridgetops and high points. These high points overlay sedimentary layers comprised primarily of 
interbedded shales and sandstones. Due to the nature of the shales and sandstones, mass movement . 
potential is high in the park resulting in large areas of 'mobile real estate.' The mobile real estate often 
impinges on stream channels delivering large quantities of sediment to the stream system, and causing 
continuous adjustment of the channels. Adjustments include lateral migration and/or downcutting. 
Similar to the effects of mass movement, beaver dams can also cause lateral channel migration, 
downcutting through sediments deposited in old beaver dams, and affect riparian condition by reducing 
the shrub component. Beavers can also benefit streams by creating ponds that slow down stream 
velocities and bank erosion, provide fish habitat, and banks that promote riparian vegetation growth. 
The effects of past and present beaver activity can be seen in all of the stream systems. 

There is speculation that historical grazing practices and vegetative treatments have significantly 
effected the upland vegetation, increasing bare soil, and resulting in increased water runoff and channel 
instability. Stream channels develop the width, depth, and gradient necessary to transport .the water and 
sediment supplied by the watershed. Altering the natural hydrologic regime through increased water 
yield would 'blowout' the stream channels causing channel instability. 

Parts of Elkhead Creek, First Creek, Knowles Creek, Jokodowski Creek, and Armstrong Creek were 
found to be Functional at Risk based on Proper Functioning Condition surveys. The functional at risk 
ratings were due to a variety of factors including narrowing riparian areas, the effects of mass 
movements and beaver, and the effects of grazing by both wildlife and livestock. The effects of grazing 
were most evident in lower Elkhead Creek above the volcanic dike, and lower First Creek. 

While lower Elkhead is considered to be functional at risk, there are a few isolated reaches that appear to 
be on an upward trend. These areas occur where 1) grazing access is limited resulting in a healthy 
riparian area, or 2) point bars have been able to revegetate resulting in a narrowing of the channel. A 
narrower channel is more efficient at transporting sediment, and as a result sediment deposition is lower 
in these reaches. 

Greenline surveys on lower First Creek had a rating of 4.81 or poor-moderate. This greenline rating 
suggests that inadequate riparian vegetation is present to protect the streambanks from erosion during 
peak flows. The weighted bank erosion hazard index was high, with 85 % of the surveyed reach having 
high-very high bank erosion potential. 

On lower Elkhead Creek, below the confluence with First Creek, the recovering reach continues to 
decrease width-depth ratios which improves sediment transport. However, the greenline survey had a 
rating of 1.92 or very poor indicating that riparian vegetation to help stabilize streambanks is low. This 
is due largely in part to the entrenched nature of this reach. Even though the stream is starting to 
recover, the elevation of the water table is still too low to support riparian vegetation along the 
greenline. 
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(,,.-.._) The degraded reaches ofElkhead below the surveyed 'recovering reach' still have high to extreme bank 
erosion hazard over 80% of the reach. This constitutes the majority oflower Elkhead Creek between 
First Creek and above the volcanic dike. 

/ 

" 

1999 PFC Status of California Park SIA Elkhead Creek Watershed: 

Stream Reach Date Rating 

Elkhead Cr 2 7/2/1999 Functional at Risk 
3 8/31/1999 Functional at Risk 
4 9/3/1999 Functional at Risk 
5 10/28/1999 PFC 
7 6/30/1999 Functional at Risk 
8 6/30/1999 Functional at Risk 

First Cr 1 9/2/1999 Functional at Risk 
2 10/27/1999 Functional at Risk 

2a 9/2/1999 PFC 
3 6/29/1999 Functional at Risk 

Jokodowski Cr 1 7/1/1999 Functional at Risk 
2 10/26/1999 Functional at Risk 

Second Cr 1 6/29/1999 PFC 
IArmstronQ Cr 1 10/28/1999 Functional at Risk 
Knowles Cr 1 9/1/1999 Functional at Risk 
Suqar Cr 1 10/26/1999 PFC 
[Torso Cr 1 9/1/1999 PFC 
Circle Cr 1 7/1/1999 PFC 

Summary of miles of stream by PFC rating: 
• PFC: 6.8 miles 
• Functional at risk, upward: 2.1 miles 
• Functional at risk, not apparent: 6.2 miles 
• , Functional at risk, downward: 9.5 miles 

Slater Park Watershed 

Miles 
Trend Surveyed 

Downward 1.6 
Downward 1.4 
Not Apparent 1.1 

0.4 
Not Apparent 2.0 
Upward 1.5 
Downward 1.9 
Downward 2.0 

1.2 
Not Apparent 1.5 
Not Apparent 1.6 
Upward 0:7 

1.1 
Downward 

I 

1.2 
Downward 1.3 

0.7 
1.2 

2.1 

Total Miles Surveyed 24.6 

Slater Park lies in the Slater Creek (140500030301) sixth level planning watershed. Slater Creek is a 
tributary to the Little Snake River. None of the streams in the Slater Park area are listed .as impaired on 
the Colorado 303(d) list (CDH, 2002). 

Soils and bedrock geology in Slater Park are similar to California Park, but mass wasting is not as 
prevalent ; beaver are also an integral part of stream dynamics. Slater Creek above NFSR 154 is 

( ) generally in dynamic equilibrium. Some isolated areas of instability exist, but overall the stream 

'-.___., / 
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appears to be in balance with the landscape setting. 

Below NFSR 154, Slater Creek does not appear to be in dynamic equilibrium. Using the BLM's Proper 
Functioning Condition (BLM, 1993), Slater Creek below NFSR 154 was rated functional at risk. The 
key factors of concern are lack of adequate vegetative cover to dissipate flood flows, high width-depth 
ratios, and presence of upland species adjacent to the greenline. Greenline surveys (Winward, 2000) in 
2002 had a rating of 6.4 indicating that on average, the greenline species present provided moderate 
protection during flood flows. The bank erosion hazard index surveys indicated 65% of the reach has 
low erosion hazard potential, while 30% of the reach had very high erosion potential. The remaining 
five percent of the reach had moderate erosion potential. 

A blowout on NFSR 154 in the last five years where the stream cut through a meander and across the 
roadbed contributed a significant amount of sediment and bedload to the stream system, which is further 
affecting the dynamic equilibrium in lower Slater Creek. A watershed improvement project was : 
implemented in 2001 to return the stream to its natural meander pattern. This will help to restore stream 
dynamics, but movement of the sediment delivered to the stream channel from this blowout will be a 
long-term recovery process. Entrainment calculations indicate that the channel is aggrading below the 
road blowout. This would be expected given the quantity of sediment delivered to the stream channel. , 

The desired condition would be to restore dynamic equilibrium and improve riparian conditions in lower 
Slater Creek. Restoring dynamic equilibrium would include lowering the width-depth ratio, which 
would help Slater Creek transport the excess sediment and bedload. Key in restoring dynamic 
equilibrium and lowering the width-depth ratios would be to increase the percent of the greenline with 
healthy riparian species that have strong rootmasses. Healthy greenline vegetation would also help to 
reduce the bank erosion hazard index. 

PFC data for the Slater Creek watershed is on file (1999 baseline) in the hydrology office of the 
Steamboat Forest Service office, but not yet summarized into a table such as the one presented in the 
Elkhead watershed section. This table will be added to this document in a later revision. 

Fisheries 

The CPSIA is composed of two main watersheds: the Elkhead and Slater creek watersheds. Two 
species of trout occur in both watersheds: brook trout and Colorado River cutthroat trout (CRCT). Other 
species of fish known to occur in the CPSIA include: mottled sculpin ( Cottus bairdi), mountain sucker 
(Catastomus platyrhynchus), speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus) and white sucker (Catostomus 
commersoni). The recreational fishing resourne in the CPSIA could be considered moderate to poor, but 
important to local recreationists as well as out of state fishermen during the hunting season. There are 
two 'lakes' and numerous beaver ponds in the CPSIA that support fish populations. One lake referred to 
as 'Quaker lake' has reportedly produced brook trout at over 5 pounds in weight. The second lake is 
referred to as 'Lost lake' and is a secret oflocals. No trout have ever been caught out of Lost lake so 
don't bother trying to find it. Low summer flows in recent years has resulted in portions of both 
Elkhead and Slater creeks going dry. Beaver ponds are very important to the trout populations in the 
CPSIA and provide critical trout habitat in both summer and winter periods. 

CRCT have a fairly strong population in Elkhead Creek, the main watershed in the CPSIA, and also 
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occupy most areas of Slater Creek. The population of CRCT in the Elkhead Creek watershed could be n c~nsidered a m~tapopulation1
• StreaTI?s include Elkhead Creek and its tributaries: Armstrong Creek, 

· Circle Creek, First Creek, Jokodowsk1 Creek, Stuckey Creek and Torso Creek. Brook trout are present 
in the Elkhead Creek and Slater Creek watersheds and are considered a threat to the CRCT populations 
in both systems. Although recreational fishing can sometimes be detrimental to CRCT populations, the_ 
existing level of fishing currently occurring in the CPSIA is not considered a threat to these populations. 
Cutthroat trout habitat quality varies within the CPS IA. Some areas, primarily upper stream reaches, are 
in good condition and other areas are in bad condition. Areas that are currently in poor condition are not 
recovering properly and will need direct management action to reverse the trend. Many of theses 
reaches are too wide with severe bank erosion. The CPSIA naturally has highly erodible soils, creating 
the potential for severe erosion when these soils are disturbed. This potential is compounded by many 
impacts in the CPSIA including roads, trails, campsites near the creeks, high elk numbers, and sheep and 
cattle grazing. The CPS IA also has a moderate amount of beaver activity. Beavers are important in 
maintaining riparian areas and high water tables. The lowering of the water table due to down cutting of 
channels, heavy grazing of riparian vegetation by elk and livestock, and trampling of streambank's by 
ungulates are resulting in the deterioration of riparian willow communities. This is contributing to an 
increase in water temperatures and sedimentation of the creeks. Poor habitat quality and brook trout 
competition are the major factors influencing the CRCT metapopulation in Elkhead Creek. CRCT 
populations in Slater Creek are experiencing many of the same influences as Elkhead Creek. 

Colorado River cutthroat trout genetic purity testing has been done for Armstrong Creek, Circle Creek, 
Elkhead Creek and First Creek with purity ratings of A- for the populations in these creeks. Torso 
Creek has a purity rating of B-. Populations in other streams in the Elkhead Creek watershed as well as 

I the streams in the Sla,ter Creek watershed have unknown purity ratings because either they have not been 
" tested or results have not come in yet. 

Brook trout have been removed in Armstrong Creek, Circle Creek and Torso Creek since 1997. These 
efforts have been very successful, especially in Armstrong Creek because brook trout are not present in 
Armstrong Creek anymore. Circle Creek and Torso Creek still have fairly large numbers of brook trout 
present. The Torso Creek and Lower Elkhead drainages were stocked as recently as 1993 with brook 
trout. 

Wildlife 

The California Park SIA contains the highest known levels of wildlife biodiversity on the Routt National 
Forest. This area also has the greatest richness of Forest Service Region 2 sensitive species on the Routt 
National Forest. This diversity is largely due to the unique presence of the high elevation parks (typical 
oflower elevational areas) in proximity to aspen, lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forest types. This 
heterogeneity of vegetation types provides the diversity of habitat requirements that make the California 
Park SIA a hotspot of biodiversity. 

1 A metapopulation is a collection of 5 localized populations that are geographically distinct yet are genetically 
interconnected through natural movement of individual fish among populations as defined in the Conservation Agreement 

( 
) and Strategy for Colorado River Cutthroat Trout (011corhy nchus clarki pleuriticus) in the States of Colorado, Utah and 

.....___,, Wyoming, April 2001. · 
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The CPSIA contains all three species of grouse native to northwest Colorado. This includes the 1 \ 

Coulmbian sharp-tailed grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus), the greater sage- grouse 
(Centrocercus urophasianus) and the blue grouse (Dendragapus obscurus). The CPSIA is the only area 
of National Forest lands in Colorado where greater sage grouse and Columbian sharp-tailed grouse 
occur. This makes the SIA a very important destination for upland game bird hunters to typically have 
poor access to sage and sharptail grouse due to limited access of the primarily private land habitats. The 
presence of these grouse in the CPS IA is a truly unique feature and important value of the SIA. 

The CPSIA is considered the 'stronghold' nesting area for the northwest Colorado population of greater 
sandhill cranes (Curs canadensis tabida). The CPSIA population contains the highest nesting density of 
cranes in northwestern Colorado and has proven to be critical in recovering this species from a state 
endangered status to a state listed species of concern. The CPSIA is estimated to have been used by 
sandhill cranes for thousands of years as a nesting area and migratory stop. Fully understanding why the 
greater sandhill crane is considered a special value of the CPS IA is best stated by Aldo Leopold. "Our 
ability to perceive quality in nature begins, as in art, with the pretty. It expands through successive 
stages of the beautiful to values yet uncaptured by language. The quality of cranes lies, I think, in this 
higher gamut, as yet beyond the reach of words." "When we hear his call we hear no mere bird. He is 
the symbol of our untamable past, of that incredible sweep of millennia which underlies and conditions 
the daily affairs of birds and men." "And so they live and have their being - these cranes - not in the 
constricted present, but in the wider reaches of evolutionary time." "The sadness discernible in some 
marshes arises, perhaps, from their once having harbored cranes. Now they stand humbled, adr:ift in 
history." 

In addition to upland bird diversity, the CPSIA also has the greatest herpofauna diversity on the Routt 
National Forest with 4 species of amphibians and 2 species ofreptiles. Amphibian species include: 
boreal toad (Bufo boreas boreas), northern leopard frog (Rana pipiens), chorus frog (Pseudacris 
triseriata), and the tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum) . Reptile species include the western 
terrestrial garter snake ( Thamnoph is elegans) and the smooth green snake ( Opheodrys vernalis ). Of the 
herpofauna present 4 species are classified as Forest Service region 2 sensitive species: northern leopard 
frog, tiger salamander, smooth green snake and the boreal toad. The boreal toad is also a state 
endangered species and a candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act. 

Other unique and sensitive wildlife species include: purple martin (Progne subis), long-eared owl (Asia 
otus), northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis), golden eagle (Aquila cluysaetos), northern harrier (Circus 
cyaneus), osprey (Pandion haliaetus), American marten (Martes americiana), bobcat (Felis rufus) and 
records indicate a wolverine ( Gula gulo) was reported in 1980. 

Big game species known to inhabit the CPSIA include: elk (Cervus elaphus), mule deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus), pronghorn antelope (Antilocarpa americiana), black bear (Ursus americiana), mountain lion 
(Felis concolor) and occasionally moose (Alces alces). California Park is an important elk calving area 
and it is known for its high concentration of elk throughout the summer and fall. Elk do not winter in 
the CPSIA, because of snow accumulations. The elk population in the CPSIA is possibly the largest 
population on the Routt National Forest. The elk population is so large that impacts to vegetation are 
occurring in upland, riparian and aspen vegetation types. This is proving to be a considerable problem 
for rangeland management and these impacts are affecting many of the special values unique to the 
California Park SIA. Reductions in elk numbers are needed to alleviate impacts to sage and sharp-tailed \\ 
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~ grouse habitat, sandhill crane habitat, boreal toad habitat, cutthroat trout habitat, aspen regeneration, 
\, ,soils and erosion, and range allotment suitability. 

Elk hunting in the CPSIA brings hunters from all over the United States for an opportunity to hunt elk. 
However, low hunter success has been problematic. One of the main problems resulting in poor hunting 
success is the increased use of motorized vehicles and the increased access to good elk habitats. This 
recent increase in hunting pressure has forced the elk to respond by traveling from National Forest 
Lands onto nearby private lands where they are then inaccessible to public land hunters. 

Recently the Routt National Forest has partnered with the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Colorado 
Division of Wildlife and the Habitat Partnership Program to improve hunter success and satisfaction and 
thus help reduce the elk herd. The Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) agreed to increase hunting 
pressure on nearby private lands during the early hunting seasons while also limiting licenses on public 
lands in the CPSIA during this same time. The Forest Service also placed seasonal closures to 
motorized vehicles on many critical trails in the area, to attempt to reduce motorized access to elk 
habitats. An informational brochure outlining the problem, potential solutions, and the solicitation of 
public comment was also created and distributed. Thousands of copies of the brochure were distributed 
to hunters using the CPSIA by mail and by informational displays in the CPSIA in 2000, 2001 and 2002. 
A public meeting was also held in 2000. Two 'roads analyses' were completed for the Elkhead 
Mountain Geographic Area and for the Slater Creek Geographic Areas (Appendices F and G, 
respectively). The roads analysis documents were completed to identify and prioritize purposes and 
needs for roads in the area. These analyses provide a foundation for identifying problems and heeds 
associated with roads and travel management. Identified problems may include impacts to soil, water, 

' or wildlife. It was also necessary to identify roads needed for resource management, public use, and 
recreational needs. The road analyses are useful in identifying projects that improve land management, 
protect critical habitats of special value species, and promote improved elk hunter success. The elk 
management project strives to keep elk on the Forest during the hunting season to improve hunter 
success and satisfaction while also helping to reduce the elk population in the area and associated 
impacts to the areas Special Interest Values. 

There are currently six sheep allotments and two cattle allotments, all or portions of which are contained 
within the CPSIA. The California Park cattle allotment is permitted for 400 cows with calves; the 
Stewardship allotment is pennitted for 350 cows with calves. The sheep allotments are permitted for 
1000 ewes with lambs. Livestock enter the allotments during the first week of July and leave by the end 
of September. The current grazing activity ( elk, cattle and sheep) is in the process of being analyzed to 
determine the impacts to vegetation in riparian and upland sites. An environmental assessment for the 
California Park Allottment Management Plan (AMP) will be completed during the winter of2003/2004 
and will address the specific the impacts of grazing by wildlife and livestock. This AMP will address 
alternatives to management of grazing in California to move vegetation towards desired condition and 
protect the Special Interest Area values. When the AMP is completed it will provide more detail on the 
effects of wild and domestic grazers to the vegetation and sensitive species in the CPSIA. lJpon 
completion, the AMP will be added as an Appendix to this Management Plan. 

Many of the impacts form elk, cattle and sheep grazing are a result of cumulative impacts resulting from 
historic unregulated domestic livestock overgrazing activities coupled with existing wild ungulate 

( ) (primarily elk) grazing pressure and historic impacts from chemical treatments designed to reduce 
...,,_______,/ 
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sagebrush and wyethia densities. While the current domestic-grazing pressure is reduced from historic 
numbers; the riparian, upland and forested rangelands have been unable to recover from past 
disturbances with the current approach to domestic grazing and increasing wild ungulate grazing 
pressure. An innovative approach to managing the grazing allotments in the CPSIA is needed to move 
the area towards the DFC and protect the Special Interest Area Values. 

Considering the extent and intensity of past and current human land uses that have occurred in the 
CPSIA, it is interesting to question how so many wildlife species, including sensitive and endangered 
species, continue to occur in the area. With such a history and improved management it is likely that the 
CPSIA will continue to be a hotspot for sensitive species and biodiversity on the Routt National Forest. 

Recreation 

The California Park area affords quality dispersed recreation opportunities in a scenic natural setting. 
The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) is primarily 'roaded natural' along the main road corridors 
of FDR 150 and FDR 42, transitioning to 'semi-primitive' along the perimeter of the area. In addition to 
the 2.1 Special Interest Area forest plan prescription in California Park, there is a 4.2 Scenery 
prescription in a narrow corridor along the FDRl 50, and two 4.3 Dispersed Recreation prescriptions: 
one in the Adams Creek area, and one in a small pocket around the California Park Guard Station 
(Figure 2, page 8). ' 

Spring and summer recreation use is currently low. Those individuals who travel a little farther to 
recreate here, rather than visit more popular areas of the forest closer to population centers, are seeking 
out the scenery and uncrowded conditions this area provides. Generally low levels of activities such as 
camping, fishing, hiking, bicycling, horseback riding, ATV and trail motorcycle use, phot_ography, 
driving for pleasure and viewing scenery occur from July till early-October. Interest in this area by · 
summertime forest visitors is gradually increasing, as the more popular recreation destinations on the 
forest continue to exhibit increasing use. 

Recreational use increases dramatically during the late summer and fall hunting seasons (mid-August 
through mid-November). During this time period, large numbers of big game hunters drive, camp, 
operate ATVs, hunt, fish, and ride horses throughout the area. 

One of the two trailheads for FDT 1144 lies within the Special Interest Area. There are dozens of 
dispersed campsites that currently exist along roads and trails that are occupied every year during big 
game hunting seasons, and new campsites continue to be developed. Off-road and off-trail motorized 
vehicle violations are common during hunting season, often resulting in resource and vegetative 
damage. 

There are two permitted hunting outfitter/guides operating within or adjacent to the management area. 
All Seasons Ranch provides guided hunting and two drop camps in the upper First Creek drainage. First 
Creek Ranch provides game packing services, based from a private inholding south of First Creek, and 
west ofFDR150. 

·. I 
A moderate to high amount of winter use occurs along the groomed snowmobile routes and throughout 
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~ the open parks and secondary road c01Tidors. The Northwest Colorado Snowmobile Club is permitted to 
\ !mark, maintain and groom Forest Development Road (FDR) 150, from the north Forest boundary to the 

California Park Trailhead and along FDT 1144. FDR 42 is marked, maintained and groomed by the 
Steamboat Lake Snow Club and Steamboat Lake Outfitters. 

I 

\ 

(_ __ ) 

The California Park Guard Station is a historic administrative site located in the middle of California 
Park. There is an ongoing national effort to make Forest Service administrative buildings available for 
public recreational use to help offset the increasing maintenance costs on these aging buildings. The 
California Park Guard Station is currently being considered for nightly rentals to the public, along with 
other guard stations on the district. 

Heritage 

The RNF cultural distribution maps document cultural assessments for 23 projects between 1987 and 
2003 in the California Park Special Interest Area (CPSIA). Approximately ten percent of the CPSIA has 
been surveyed for cultural resources. 

Twenty-two cultural resources have been recorded in California Park, including the California Park 
Guard Station, Knowles Cabin, California Park Road/Old Beef Trail, California Park- Elkhead Road, 
Slater Road, Smith Fence, a tent frame, a sawmi11, five aspen carving sites, a historic trash scatter, four 
flaked stone isolated finds, and four flaked stone sites. 

In addition, many unrecorded sites are known from historic maps. The 1882 maps show Edward 
1 House's Ranch and four unnamed ranches. The 1919, 1921, 1932, 1933, and 1940 maps show 
additional unrecorded historic sites, such as a sawmi11, residences, roads, trails, and ditches. The 1919 
GLO and the 1921 Forest map show the old location of the California Park Guard Station. The 1921 
map also shows a cabin on Jokowdowski Creek (likely the one that burned down several years ago). 
Neither has yet been recorded. 

Unidentified cultural resources certainly exist in the CPSIA. The cultural resources recorded in 
. California Park have been previously evaluated as not eligible to the National Register of Historic 
Places. Some of these properties may be re-evaluated as eligible in the future with additional historical 
information. Cultural resources that are not eligible to the NRHP may sti11 have value to visitors and 
may be eligible to State or local historic registers. 

Paleontological Resources 

The CPSIA is predominantly Lewis Shale, but also consists of the Browns Park Formation, the Wi11iams 
Fork Formation, the Lance Formation, and the Iles Formation. The Williams Fork Formation is 
considered highly fossiliferous with the potential for significant fossil localities. Vertebrate and 
invertebrate fossils have been located in the Wi11iams Fork Formation outside the RNF. The Lewis 
Shale Fornrntion is not highly fossiliferous, but it can sti11 contain significant paleontological remains. 
Vertebrate and invertebrate fossils have been found in Lewis Shale outside the RNF. The Browns Park 
Forn1ation is not highly fossiliferous, but at least five fossil localities have been identified, including 
three south of Maybe]] containing mammalian fossils. 
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Special Interest Area Values 

Greater Sage Grouse and Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse 
The California Park Special Interest Area contains all three species of grouse native to northwestern 
Colorado: the Coulmbian sharp-tailed grouse (CSTG, Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus), the 
greater sage- grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) and the blue grouse (Dendragapus obscurus). The 
CSTG and sage grouse are listed as Region 2 sensitive species and both species have experienced 
dramatic declines across their historic range. Columbian sharp-tailed grouse were petitioned for listing 
under the Endangered Species Act, but determined not warranted in October 2000. The California Park 
SIA contains lek (breeding) sites, and brood-rearing and summering areas for both sage and sharp-tailed 
grouse. The CPSIA also provides an important dispersal corridor for grouse moving between habitats 
north and south of the Forest. The CPSIA is one of the only known Forest Lands in Colorado where 
sharp-tailed and sage grouse occur, and is likely the highest elevation that Columbian sharp-tailed 
grouse currently occur in their entire distribution. 

Native Columbian sharp-tailed grouse and greater sage-grouse spring and summer habitats are often 
sympatric; therefore the desired conditions for both these species in the CPSIA are similar. Figure 3 
depicts summer sage and sharp-tailed grouse breeding habitats. The habitat map was created with the 
use of a Geographic Information System and habitat model parameters identified by the Colorado 
Division of Wildlife grouse habitat experts. 

Sage Grouse 
Sage grouse historically inhabited sagebrush communities in most parts of northwestern Colorado, 
including the California Park and Slater park vicinities. Sage grouse have declined markedly in recent 
years in much of the area surrounding the CPSIA (Routt and Moffat Counties). Sage grouse are a 
sagebrush obligate species, relying year-round on sagebrush for food and cover. The decline and 
degradation of many sagebrush rangelands across the west have attributed to much of their species' 
decline. Sage grouse have 5 seasons/ habitats that are physiologically important to them. These include 
lekking (breeding), nesting, early brood-rearing, late brood-rearing, and winter. Sage grouse do make 
seasonal movements exceeding 30 miles between summer and winter ranges when required habitats are 
not immediately available to them. This often occurs at higher elevations or in drier areas. 

Sage grouse need patches of contiguous sagebrush approximately 300 acres in size. Vegetation 
management should emphasize a diverse age structure of sagebrush plants, dominated primarily by 
medium height plants ( 40-80 cm), with a 15-35% live canopy cover occurring in a mosaic pattern with 
small openings that may encourage the formation of ne_w lek sites as populations increase. These stands 
of sagebrush should have a vigorous diverse understory of grasses and forbs beneficial to grouse. 
Maintenance of residual stubble and herbaceous cover> 15 cm during nesting season in May and June is 
important for increasing sage grouse survival and recruitment into the population by as much as 30%. 

· Improvements to and protection of wet meadows and riparian areas will also benefit sage· grouse by 
improving brood rearing habitat and chick survival. 

Currently, sage grouse appear to use California Park lightly, primarily in the summer and fall months. 
: No known sage grouse leks occur in California Park although suitable habitat exists. Use is greater in 
the Slater park area, and occurs during spring - fall. An inactive lek site is located in Slater Park, with \ 
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r'"\ other active leks occurring on Non-Forest Lands further to the north and west. It is unlikely that the 
\ 

1sage grouse remain in California or Slater Park in the winter due to snow depth; Sage grouse have not 
been documented on the spring dancing lek in Slater Park since 1992, however in 1994 a female sage 
grouse was documented nesting in close proximity to the lek and two males were observed in the 
surrounding area. Adult sage grouse have been observed in the Parks during summer and fall periods in 
recent years. Sage grouse have historically occupied the CPSIA in larger abundances than they do 
currently, and the disappearance of activity on the breeding site in Slater Park is discouraging. The 
CPSIA has the potential to support a viable breeding population of sage grouse as long as the habitat is 
managed in their best interest. Once the sage grouse plan is completed its guidelines will be considered 
for incorporation into the CPSIA management plan and may be attached as an appendix to this 
management plan. 

Sharp-tailed Grouse 
Columbian sharp-tailed grouse inhabit suitable shrub-steppe communities in northwestern Colorado, 
including the California Park and Slater park vicinities. '.fheir populations and-distribution declined 
markedly in the mid-1900's, due primarily to loss and degradation of important habitats. Recently, 
however, their populations have increased in Colorado (Routt and Moffat Counties). Columbian sharp
tailed grouse have 4 seasons/habitats that are physiologically important for their reproduction and 
survival. These include lekking (breeding), nesting, brood-rearing, and winter. Sharp-tailed grouse 
show a great deal of flexibility in the specific habitat types and species composition that provide suitable 
habitat for their occupation. The proportion of shrub cover used during spring - fall can vary from O -
40%, and be dominated by a variety of shrubs or grasses. Columbian sharp-tailed grouse seek out areas 

. that are elevated and open for lekking, while using shrub rangelands and bunchgrass/forb areas for 
I 
nesting and brood-rearing. What is important to CSTG for determining suitable nesting and summering 
areas is the height and density of cqver, regardless of whether it is herbaceous or shrub. They prefer 
vegetation that is approximately 20-30 cm tall by early summer, with vegetation <15 cm being ofno 
value to them. The diversity and forb component of the vegetation is also important to the grouse for 
food and cover. During winter sharp-tailed grouse rely on tall shrub habitat to provide food and 
protection. In Colorado these habitats are primarily composed of serviceberry and chokecherry, 
although they will also use aspen and willow. CSTG do not normally migrate during winter and require 
these winter shrub ha1Jitats to be nearby their summer ranges, however they have been documented 
moving up to 25 miles seasonally in Colorado. 

Currently there are four known CSTG leks in the -CPSIA. One of the leks is in Slater Park and the other 
3 are in California Park. All of the leks have been used annualJy over the last several years, and 2 of 
them have been documented as historical leks being used as early as the 1960's. Annual spring lek 
counts indicate a very small but stable population, with 4 to 20 males being observed on individual leks 
during spring counts. It has been determined that the California Park population of CSTG do not winter 
in the CPSIA, but rather move to lower elevational winter habitats on adjacent private land. The CPSIA 
is most important for breeding, nesting, and brood-rearing. This population of CSTG is the only known 
population on National Forest lands in Colorado, thus the CPSIA remains a popular hunting area for 
sharp-tailed grouse during the fall. 

Some areas in the eastern part of California Park have been identified as currently unsuitable grouse 
habitat, although they were likely suitable habitat historically. The area has little to no foraging, nesting, 
or brooding habitat for sharp-tailed grouse. The following species were identified as important 
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components for CSTG habitat, but were lacking from the identified area: American vetch (Vicia 
americana ), creamy peavine (Lathyrus leucanthus ), sulphur buckwheat (Eriogonum umbellatum ), 
thurber fescue (Festuca thurberi), mountain brome (Bromus marginatus), basin wild rye (Leymus 
cinereus) silver sagebrush, mountain big sagebrush, and snowberry. Improvement of this area would 
provide more habitat for sharp-tailed grouse in the CPSIA and possibly increase population numbers. 

Figure 3. Columbian Sharp-tailed and Sage Grouse Habitats in the California Park Area 
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f\ Jl,1anagement Implementation Guidelines - Sage and Columbian Sharp-tailed grouse 
\ ;The CPSIA Integrated Management Plan tiers to the Forest Plan and incorporates appropriate portions of 

the No1ihwest Colorado Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse Conservation Plan (CDOW 2001) Additional 
information and management actions that may improve sage and sharp-tailed grouse habitats is included 
in the conservation plan (Appendix A.). The greater sage-grouse and CSTG have similar needs and 
utilize similar spring, summer and fall habitats. Since the consen1ation plan for sage grouse in 
northwestern Colorado is not complete, the Northwest Colorado Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse 
Conservation Plan (CDOW 2001) will guide management actions for both sage and sharp-tailed grouse 
conservation within suitable habitat of the CPS IA. 

( 

Goals 
• Achieve and maintain parklands in the CPSIA in a natural state that provide quality nesting and 

brood-rearing habitats _and support a viable spring - fall population of sage and CSTG. 
• Achieve and maintain an average of 6 CSTG and 1 greater sage-grouse breeding (lek) sites that 

have an average spring attendance~ ,15 males per lek within the California Park Special Interest 
Area. 

• Restore and maintain vegetative cover at levels that meet the objectives and/or guidelines 
recommended in the CSTG or greater sage grouse conservation plans. 

• Maintain grazing management practices that achieve and maintain desired ecological conditions 
throughout the range. 

• Maintain grazing management practices that allow for flexibility and adaptability to habitat 
conditions. 

· Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Maintain parklands within the SIA in a mosaic of 15-35% sagebrush canopy predominantly in 

mid-seral stage (most plants being 16-31 inches tall), interspersed with deciduous shrubs, grasses 
(primarily bunch grasses), and a variety of forbs native to the sagebmsh type (Boisvert 2001 ). 

• Maintain grass and forb canopies within the sagebrush type to be > 20%, with no less than 8% 
cover of desirable forbs, and an average of approximately 20 different plant species per acre. 

• Retain a residual stubble height of> 6 inches in the spring, with perennial herbaceous cover 
averaging > 8-12 inches during the nesting and brood-rearing seasons. 

• Promote riparian conditions that are dominated by vigorous perennial vegetation of desirable 
species and include abundant willow and alder native to the area. 

• Retain open suitable habitat for breeding at active and historic lek sites in the CPSIA. 
• Eliminate potential impacts and threats to sage and CSTG during the breeding and nesting 

periods. 

Opportunities 
• Conduct annual spring surveys and counts of sage and sharp-tailed grouse leks in the CPSIA. 
• Implement the recommended management strategies outlined in the Northwest Colorado 

Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse Conservation Plan that are applicable to the CPSIA. (or the 
conservation plan for greater sage-grouse in northwest Colorado - when completed). 

• Design and implement grazing strategies to reduce impacts in the sagebrush type and provide 
adequate residual grass and forb cover in grouse breeding, nesting and brood rearing areas. 

• Reduce wild and domestic ungulate grazing impacts on native tall shrub species in the CPSIA, 
including serviceberry, chokecherry, willow, and alder. 
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• Reduce wild and domestic ungulate impacts to sage grouse and CSTG during the breeding and 
nesting periods. 

• Identify key grouse areas within the CPS IA and assess the capability of those sites for 
establishment of desired plant species and vegetative structure. 

• Establish areas for testing soil and vegetation treatments to determine potential success oflarger 
scale projects such as removing tarweed. 

• Where possible, restore native grasses and forbs that have decreased within the SIA and are 
beneficial to grouse. These include, but are not limited to, such species as basin wildrye, 
Thurber fescue, Idaho fescue, mountain brome, sulphur flower, American vetch, creamy peavine, 
pale agoseris, and blue flax. 

• Collect and redistribute locally native sagebrush seed on areas identified in the CPSIA as lacking 
adequate sagebrush cover. 

• Control ana manage invasive plant species to protect and enhance the quality of desirable native 
plant communities. 

• Identify segments of streams that are "at risk" and develop strategies to move towards PFC. 
• Manage and control existing noxious weeds within sage grouse and CSTG habitats. 
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r--- Greater Sandhill Cranes 

\ The sandhill crane is thought to be one of the oldest living species of birds in North America. The 
Rocky Mountain population of greater sandhill cranes is a migratory species that nests in undisturbed 
willow-lined drainages surrounded by open meadows and parks throughout the Rocky Mountains during 
summer; and open, flat, marshy river drainages in Mexico and New Mexico during winter. The greater 
sandhill once bred widely in meadows and marshes throughout the West, however substantial losses and 
degredation of this habitat type, and over-hunting of the crane during the early 1900's caused large 
declines in their population numbers and distribution. In Colorado they had been reduced to only 25 
breeding pairs by the 1950's. In 1953 there were only 3 nesting pair in the California Park area (pers. 
communication with John L. Sundberg). This prompted the state of Colorado to list them as an 
endangered species in 1973, and Region 2 of the Forest Service to list them as a sensitive species. Since 
then, intensive efforts have been made to recover their populations within the state, including the U.S. 
Forest Service's participation in closing California Park to grazing and motorized use until July 1 of 
each year. The greater sandhill crane has now been downlisted to a Colorado state species of concern 
but remains] a Forest Service Region 2 sensitive species. The California Park area is considered an 
'indicator area' for the larger state population by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

The sandhill crane uses both California and Slater Parks for nesting and brood-rearing, with birds 
arriving in the area in early May and leaving in late August. California Park is a critical area to the 
sandhill crane population, and it provides the highest concentration of nests in Colorado. It was also 
thought to be the "stronghold" of the bird during its recovery. Slater Park also supports nesting, but the 
habitat does not appear to be as suitable as California Park. Since cranes nest on the ground, rarely 

/ . renest, and their size makes them quite conspicuous, quality nesting habitat is crucial for their success. 
1 They require thick, mature willow stands along drainages and beaver ponds that allow them cover and 
water, providing protection from predators. Colorado Division of Wildlife studies indicate that nest 
success in the CPSIA have been fairly good (>60%) and that nesting cover is suitable. However, 
anything that can increase willow cover and stimulate and maintain beaver populations will likely help 
the cranes. Sandhill crane chick survival to fledging is dependent on healthy aspen/forb and 
sagebrush/forb communities, and appears to be more of a limiting factor to crane productivity than nest 
success in the CPSIA. 

Although the Forest limits grazing in California Park until after July 1, sheep do come onto State Land 
Board lands near Elkhead Creek prior to this and may have some impact on nesting cranes. Sandhill 
cranes are very intolerant of disturbance during the nesting season, and will probably only continue to 
do well in areas where disturbances are minimized prior to July 1. The protection of the cranes during 

. nesting in the CPSIA is thought to be benefiting their nest success, and their protection from 
disturbances during the nesting season is crucial. Although their success has been significant, little is 

. . : known about the suitability of the nesting and chick rearing habitats within the CPSIA, and whether 
these could be improved to further increase crane productivity. 

Fully understanding why the greater sandhill crane is considered a special value of the CPSIA is best 
stated by Aldo Leopold. "Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, as in art, with the pretty. It 
expands through successive stages of the beautiful to values yet uncaptured by language. The quality of 
cranes lies, I think, in this higher gamut, as yet beyond the reach of words ." "When we pear his call we 
hear no mere bird. He is the symbol of our untamable past, of that incredible sweep of millennia which 

,,, underlies and conditions the daily affairs of birds and men." "And so they live and have their being -
( l these cranes - not in the const1icted present, but in the wider reaches of evolutionary time." "The 
"--._./ 
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---..__ 
sadness discernible in some marshes arises, perhaps, from their once having harbored cranes. Now they ! 
stand humbled, adrift in history." 

Management Implementation Guidelines - Greater Sandhill Crane 
The CPSIA Integrated Management Plan tiers to the Forest Plan and where appropriate will include 
recommendations for sandhill crane management as identified in the Greater Sandhill Crane Habitat 
Management Plan (Appendix B). This Management Plan will also consider management 
recommendations in the CDOW Greater Sandhill Crane Fledging Success and Recruitment in Northwest 
Colorado Reports. 

Goals 
• Maintain a high nesting density (approximately 23 pairs) of sandhill cranes, and the CPSIA's 

significance as a "stronghold" for sandhill crane populations in Colorado. 
• Achieve and maintain healthy riparian, sagebrush, and aspen forests in to provide suitable. 

nesting and rearing habitats which support a high density of sandhill cranes in the CPSIA. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Protect currently occupied nesting sites and adjacent rearing habitats. 
• Maintain high sandhill crane nesting density in California Park, and increase Slater Park nest 

densities to their maximum potential. 
• Manage riparian nesting habitats and parkland and aspen forest chick rearing habitats for the 

benefit of the greater sandhill crane. 
• Restrict camping within 100 ft of riparian areas unless otherwise designated. 
• Maintain spring closure of FDR 150 unless more detailed monitoring evaluations indicate that 

the closure is not necessary. 

Opportunities 
• Implement the recommended management strategies for sandhill cranes, which are presented in 

the Greater Sandhill Crane Habitat Management Plan (Appendix B) and CDOW Reports. 
• Assess, restore and maintain riparian-wetland areas in proper functioning condition. 
• Detem1ine disturbance impacts to nesting cranes within the CPS IA, but outside of the annual 

road closure period. 
• Evaluate the need to maintain annual FDR 150 road closure from May 1 to July 1. 

o Maintain road closure agreement with Routt County Road Department as needed. 
• Evaluate the differences between Slater and California Park that may contribute to the lower 

crane densities found in Slater Park, determine whether there is potential for habitat 
improvements that could increase nest densities in Slater Park. 

o Consider moving the gate at the north end of California Park to the north end of Slater 
Park if early spring disturbance in Slater Park is determined to be a factor resulting in the 
low nesting density currently occurring in the Slater Park area. 

• Determine critical brood-rearing habitats in the CPSIA and evaluate the habitat quality and 
associated chick survival. 

• Assess ungulate impacts to occupied nesting sites and to nearby upland and aspen brood-rearing 
habitats, and adjust management where needed. 

• Improve upland and aspen habitats used for brood-rearing. 
• Control and manage invasive plant species to protect and enhance the quality of desirable native 
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plant communities. ., 
• Detem1ine impacts to nesting cranes from grazing on State Land Board lands before July 1. 
• Work with partners to maintain off-Forest staging grounds important to the Routt National Forest 

sandhill crane population. 
• Map all known and historic crane nesting and brood-rearing areas. 
• Apply for funding for a helicopter population monitoring flight. 

o May be an opportunity to combine with other project work (grouse, fire, beetles) to 
reduce needed funds. 
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Boreal Toads 

The boreal toad is listed as an endangered species in the state of Colorado, a sensitive species -in Region 
2 of the Forest Service, and as warranted but precluded from listing under the federal Endangered 
Species Act. The southern Rocky Mountain boreal toad inhabits forest habitats between 7,500 and 
12,000 feet. There are 3 seasons/habitats that are significant to the boreal toad. These include breeding, 
summer, and winter. Breeding t_akes place in shallow slow water oflakes, ponds, marshes, or streams 
and generally occurs in late May and early June, coinciding with snowmelt. Young toads are restricted 
in distribution and movements by the presence of water, while adult toads can move considerable 
distances to and from the breeding site making use of wet meadows and forested areas. Although once 
common in mountainous areas of Colorado, the boreal toad has suffered from dramatic population 
declines over the last 15-20 years. Causes of these declines are largely unknown, although climatic 
changes, loss of habitat, and decreased habitat quality, and diseases are considered as possibilities. One 
breeding site has recently tested positive for the chytrid fungus. It is unknown how the presence of this 
fungus will affect the population but declines are expected. 

The protection and management ofboreal toads in the California Park SIA is one of the primary 
objectives ofland management within this SIA. Extensive surveys for boreal toads in the CPSIA 
located 2 separate areas of their occurrence in California Park. Young toads and tadpoles have been 
observed on First Creek and its tributaries, although a specific breeding site has not been identified. A 
specific breeding site ofboreal toads has been located on Elkhead Creek near the confluence or Torso 
Creek. Successful reproduction occurred at this site in 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003. A permanent 
ex closure was constructed around ½ mile of the creek in 2001 to protect the site and adjacent riparian 
and upland toad habitats. Some of the tadpoles produced in the Torso Creek site have been collected 
and transported to a CDOW endangered aquatic species hatchery for captive breeding. No populations 
of toads have been found in Slater Park in recent years. 

Because of the status ofboreal toads and their vulnerability to disturbances and impacts from livestock 
and recreation, their protection within the CPSIA has become critical. Degradation of stream habitats 
can greatly affect boreal toad reproduction and survival. Both recreation and grazing can cause loss of 
quality riparian vegetation, decrease bank cover and stability, increase erosion and sedimentation, and 
reduce water quality. These activities can also cause direct mortality to toads by trampling. It is 
essential to protect boreal toad populations from extinction with in the CPSIA by actively protecting the 
breeding sites, and to manage other riparian habitats, particularly along Elkhead and First Creeks. 
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~Management Implementation Guidelines -Borea/ Toad 
(\This Integrated Management Plan tiers to the recommendations in the Boreal Toad Conservation Plan 

and Agreement (Appendix C) 

( 

Goals 
• Achieve and maintain a viable metapopulation2 of boreal toads and high quality boreal toad 

habitat within the California Park SIA. 
o Maintain at least two breeding sites within the CPSIA. 
o Maintain at least 25 male boreal toads present at each breeding site each spring. 

• Maintain riparian-wetland areas in Proper Functioning Condition. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Protect currently occupied habitat. 
• Reduce potential impacts and threats to boreal toads and breeding areas. 
• Design and implement grazing strategies to eliminate potential impacts to breeding sites and 

adjacent upland boreal toad habitat. 
• Restrict camping within 100 ft of 1iparian areas unless otherwise designated. 

Opportunities 
• Implement the recommended management strategies for boreal toad habitat, which are presented 

in the Boreal Toad Conservation Plan and Agreement. 
• Conduct annual monitoring of known populations and surveys of all potential habitats. 
• Minimize incidences of trampling by livestock. 
• Develop projects that improve boreal toad habitat. 
• Close campsites and trails in boreal toad breeding habitat occupied within the last 10 years. 
• Apply seasonal fishing closures when it impacts occupied boreal toad habitat. 
• Maintain vegetative cover requirements necessary to meet the recovery needs of the boreal toad. 
• Assess impacts to boreal toad habitats by elk. 
• Reintroduce captive-reared boreal toads into the California Park SIA to supplement the existing 

population and attempt to establish a second known breeding site. 
• Conduct population viability analysis in cooperation with the CDOW (pg 19, BTCPA). 
• Convert the California Park gravel pit into a wetland suitable as a boreal toad breeding site. 

(~) 
2 As defined in the Boreal Toad Conservation Plan and Agreement 
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Colorado River Cutthroat Trout 

The Colorado River cutthroat trout (CRCT) is listed as a species of concern by the state of Colorado, a 
sensitive species by Region 2 of the Forest Service, and was petitioned for listing under the federal 
Endangered Species Act. The Colorado River cutthroat trout is native to tributaries in the upper 
Colorado River basin and they thrive in cold, clean water environments. 

Colorado River cutthroat trout evolved in isolation from rainbow and other trout. For this reason, the 
subspecies is vulnerable to hybridization with rainbow trout.and to replacement by brook trout and 
brown trout (Behnke 1992). Introductions of non-native salmonids may have had the greatest effect to 
Colorado River cutthroat trout and may affect them in different ways. Rainbow trout and non-native 
subspecies of cutthroat trout readily hybridize with Colorado River cutthroat trout and produce fertile 
offspring. More populations of Colorado River cutthroat trout may have been lost through hybridization 
than any other cause (Behnke and Zam 1976). Brook trout usually oust most subspecies of inland 
cutthroat trout especially at lower elevations and in low gradient streams (Fausch 1989.) Competition is 
often suspected as the mechanism leading to replacement, but this has never been demonstrated (Fausch. 
1988). Water temperature can affect the outcome of competitive interactions between brook trout and 
Colorado River cutthroat trout and this may confer a competitive advantage to brook trout at lower 
elevations (Young 1995). 

Behnke ( 1979) stated that Colorado River cutthroat trout occupy less than one percent of their historical 
range. Their current range in the Yampa and Little Snake Rivers is primarily on National Forest Lands. 
Martinez (1988) reported that of37 populations in northwestern Colorado sampled from 1978 to 1987, 
12 apparently declined in genetic purity, three were replaced by brook trout, and one population 
disappeared, possibly because of over harvest. 

CRCT have a fairly strong population in Elkhead Creek, the main watershed in the CPSIA, and also 
occupy most areas of Slater Creek. The population of CRCT in the Elkhead Creek watershed could be 
considered a metapopulation3

• Streams include Elkhead Creek and its tributaries, Armstrong Creek, 
Circle Creek, First Creek, Jokodowski Creek, Stuckey Creek and Torso Creek. Brook trout are present 
in the Elkhead Creek and Slater Creek watersheds and are considered a threat to the CRCT populations 
in both systems. Although recreational fishing can sometimes be detrimental to CRCT populations, the 
existing level of fishing currently occurring in the CPSIA is not considered a threat to these populations. 
Cutthroat trout habitat quality varies within the CPSIA. Some areas, primarily upper stream reaches, are 
in good condition and other areas are in bad condition. Areas that are currently in poor condition are not 
recovering properly and will need direct management action to reverse the trend. Many of theses 
reaches are too wide with severe bank erosion. The CPSIA naturally has highly erodible soils, creating 
the potential for severe erosion when these soils are disturbed. This potential is compounded by many 
impacts in the CPSIA including roads, trails, campsites near the creeks, high elk numbers, and sheep and 
cattle grazing. The CPS IA also has a moderate amount of beaver activity. Beavers are important in 
maintaining riparian areas and high water tables. The lowering of the water table due to down cutting of 
channels, heavy grazing of riparian vegetation by elk and livestock, and trampling of streambanks by 

3 A metapopulation is a collection of 5 localized populations that are geographically distinct yet are genetically • 
interconnected through natural movement of individual fish among populations as defined in the Conservation Agreement ( 
and Strategy for Colorado River Cutthroat Trout ( Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus) in the States of Colorado, Utah and , 
Wyoming, April 2001.. 
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ungulates are resulting in the deterioration ofriparian willow communities. This is contributing to an 
n increase in water temperatures and sedimentation of the creeks. Poor habitat quality and brook trout 

. competition are the major factors influencing the CRCT metapopulation in Elkhead Creek. CRCT 
populations in Slater Creek are experiencing many of the same influences as Elkhead Creek. 

Purity testing has been done for Annstrong Creek, Circle Creek, Elkhead Creek and First Creek with 
purity ratings of A- for the populations in these creeks. Torso Creek has a purity rating of B-. 
Populations in other streams in the Elkhead Creek watershed as well as the streams in the Slater Creek 
watershed have unknown purity ratings because either they have not been tested or results have not 
come in yet. 

Brook trout have been removed in Annstrong Creek, Circle Creek and Torso Creek since 1997. These 
efforts have been very successful, especially in Annstrong Creek because brook trout are not present in 
Annstrong Creek anymore. Circle Creek and Torso Creek still have fairly large numbers of brook trout 
present. The Torso Creek and lower Elkhead drainages were stocked as recently as 1993 with brook 
trout. 

In order to achieve the management goals for CRCT, it will be necessary to improve habitat conditions 
and to protect the existing population of CRCT. Improving the riparian condition will help reduce 
erosion and sediment input into CRCT habitat, stabilize stream banks, increase shading, facilitate lower 
water temperatures, maintain high water table, and aid in narrowing and deepening the channel. 
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Management /111pleme11talio11 Guidelines - Colorado River Cutthroat Trout 
The CPSIA Integrated Management Plan tiers to the Aquatic Wildlife Management Plan Yampa River 
Basin, Colorado and the Conservation Agreement and Strategy for Colorado River Cutthroat Trout 
( Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus) in the States of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, April 2001 
(Appendices D and E, respectively). 

Goals 
• Achieve and maintain high quality habitat for Colorado River cutthroat trout within the 

California Park SIA. 
• Achieve and maintain a viable, self-sustaining metapopulation of Colorado River cutthroat trout 

in the Elkhead Creek and Slater Creek (upstream from Slater Creek Falls) watersheds. 
• Improve water quality by improving riparian and upland conditions; increasing bank stability, 

bank vegetative cover, channel deepening, and decreasing erosion and sedimentation. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Eliminate or reduce brook trout populations within Elkhead Creek and Slater Creek watersheds 

within 5 years as measured by annual electrofishing efforts. 
• Improve riparian conditions as measured by PFC surveys within 5 years. 
• Design grazing management to restore and maintain the riparian area in proper functioning 

condition. 
• Improve substrate composition as measured by Wolman Pebble Counts within 5 years. 

Opportunities 
• Determine the purity of all CRCT stream populations within the CPSIA in cooperation with the 

Colorado Division of Wildlife. 
• Identify spring spawning habitat and determine if ungulate grazing and recreational activities are 

impacting this vital habitat. 
• Annually remove brook trout in the Elkhead Creek watershed by electrofishing or gill netting. 
• Design and implement a brook trout removal project in Slater Creek with cooperation from the 

Colorado Division of Wildlife. 
• Work cooperatively with the Colorado Division of\Vildlife in implementing the Aquatic 

Wildlife Management Plan Yampa River Basin, Colorado. 
• In the year 2006, when the Conservation Plan is up for re-authorization, approach the CRCT 

Task Force to have the Elkhead Creek watershed declared a metapopulation and for the Task 
Force to recognize the efforts in moving towards a metapopulation in Slater Creek. 

• Improve the culvert crossing on FDR 150 at First Creek. 
✓ Close and rehabilitate road and camping area at FDR 150 culvert crossing on First Creek. 

• Completed in 2001. 
• Close and rehabilitate FDR 151 east of FDR 150. 
✓ Repair stream crossing on FDR 154 at Slater Creek, replacing stream in original channel. 

• Completed in 2002 and 2003. 
✓ Improve stream crossing on FDR 156 at Slater Creek. 

• Completed in 2003. 
• Detem1ine if area specific fishing regulations need to be implemented to reduce fishing pressure 

and protect the existing population. 

I' 

• Minimize impacts to beaver activity in Elkhead and Slater Creek watersheds. ( 
• Field evaluation of fish populations in conjunction with the CDOW. 
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n Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area 

( 

The Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area (SPMPCP A) is 1 of 3 macro sites 
identified by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program for the Routt National Forest. The area is 16,609 
acres in size, of which a portion lies within the CPS IA. The SPMPCPA boundary was delineated to 
identify significant natural communities and the breeding habitat of wetland and upland birds and 
amphibians in need of protection and specific management. The CPS IA management plan provides the 
additional guidance needed for appropriately managing the SPMPCP A within the CPSIA 

Preliminary Conservation Planning Areas are evaluated based on biodiversity significance ranks and 
protection and management urgency levels. The rankings for the SPMPCPA are as follows: 

Biodiversity significance rank 2 - very high significance. Species and plant communities that 
influence the biodiversity significance rank include: boreal toad (Bufo boreas boreas), greater 
sandhill crane ( Grus canadensis tabida ), Pice_a pungens I A/nus incana, Salix booth ii I mesic 
graminoid, Salix wolfii I mesic forb, Carex aquatilis wetland. 

Management urgericy level 2 - essential within 5 years to prevent loss. New management needed for 
livestock. The entire park should be managed as an ecosystem. 

Protection urgency level 3 ,. definable threat / opportunity, but not within 5 years. Threats could be 
from previous Forest Plan (1983) management prescription. Breeding population ofboreal toads 
should be considered for special area designation in Forest Plan revision (1997 Forest Plan). 

Management Implementation Guidelines - Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning 
1 Area 

Goals 
• Maintain the biodiversity significance of the SPMPCP A and reduce the protection and 

management urgency levels. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Protect and manage the SPMPCP A Biodiversity species within the CPSIA. 

Opportunities 
• Determine when the initial assessment was conducted by the Colorado Natural Heritage 

Program. 
• Work with the Colorado Natural Heritage Program to ig.entify specific areas of importance 

(locations of plant associations) and concern. 
• Develop strategies to improve protection and management of the SPMPCP A. 
• Update Range Allotment Management Plans within the SPMPCP A. 
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Figure 4. Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area 
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r\ Limber Pine 

Limber Pine is an uncommon coniferous tree species on the Routt National Forest. Many of the 
remaining limber pine are considered ecological relics, existing in small populations across the Forest. 

Limber pine are recognized for their ability to grow on some of the most exposed and inhospitable sites 
on the RNF. The name "limber" is derived from the tremendous flexibility of its branches, which can 
almost be bent back over themselves without breaking. This adaptation has ensured the survival of this 
species, which grows in an environment so hostile, that the high winds and snowfall would snap the 
branches off of most any other tree. They can be found in many elevations and soil types in the west, 
but commonly grow on ridgetops and rocky areas at higher elevations in Colorado. Limber pines don't 
reach maturity until about 300 years and are extremely long lived, reaching 1,000 years of age or more. 
Due to exposure to wind, snow and extreme cold, they grow in gnarled and twisted forms, and are 
relatively short, rarely exceeding 50 feet. 

Limber pines, like other pines, produce seed contained in cones. Large seed crops may only be . 
produced every 2 to 4 years. The seeds are eaten by birds and small mammals, which provide them with 
an important source of nutrition. These animals often gather and cache the seeds, for later use, when , 
food is scarce. 

Management Implementation Guidelines - Limber Pine 

Goals 
• Maintain and interpret relic limber pine in the CPSIA. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Promote public understanding of the CPS IA limber pine population. 
• A void management actions that may impact the CPSIA limber pine population. 

Opportunities 
• Map known locations of limber pine in the CPSIA. 
• Assess the current condition of the CPS IA limber pine population. 
• Protect declining or impacted limber pine 
• Assess regeneration success in limber pine 
• Develop interpretative information highlighting limber pine. 
• Gather information on limber pine on the RNF necessary to evaluate the significance of the 

CPSIA limber pine population. 
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Geological Values 

The geology of the CPSIA has a number of unique features including sulphur springs, lava dikes, large 
areas of mobile soils, and high concentrations paleontological resources. The geologic values of the 
CPSIA not only contribute to the uniqueness of the CPS IA they are also important in influencing the 
biological diversity found in the area. 

One unique geological value of the CPS IA includes the presence of sulphur springs. While sulphur 
springs are uncommon on the Routt National Forest, at least 6 sulphur springs occur in the CPSIA. 
Several of the sulphur springs are reported to have been historically hot. The sulphur springs are 
generally small, inconspicuous and highly disturbed by domestic and wild ungulates which use the 
springs as a sources for minerals. 

It has been proposed that if it were not for the presence of a lava dike in the lower portions of the 
Elkhead Creek drainage, that the upland parks in the CPSIA would of eroded away thousands of years 
ago. Lava dikes have also been observed in the Slater park portion of the CPSIA near Forest trail 1147. 
The soils in the CPSIA are highly mobile and it is not uncommon to observe several slumps and 
landslides through out the CPSIA. These areas of 'mobile real estate' provide an opportunity to see and 
interpret these areas of highly mobile soils. The mobile soils in the CPS IA also present a challenge to 
managing the vegetation and roads in the area as disturbances to these soils can cause the soils to slump. 

The CPSIA is known to have numerous paleontological resources including fossils and buffalo skulls. 
Giant clams have been found in the park along with other fossils including ancient fish that indicate that 
the area was once an inland sea. While some fossils have been found in the CPSIA, there is still much 
to be learned about the areas prehistoric past. Identification and assessment of paleontological resources 
on federal lands is called for under the Routt National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan in 
Appendix B: National and Regional Policies; Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 
1966 [P.L. 89-665 (October 15, 1966)]; Executive Order 11593 [30 CFR 8921(May 13, 1971)]; and 
Executive Order 13287 [68 CFR 10635 (March 5, 2003)]. Ideally, all paleontological resources in the 
CPSIA would be identified, recorded, evaluated for significance, and assessed for effects. 
Recommendations could then be provided for proactive management of significant fossil localities, 
including scientific research, stabilization, and interpretation. 
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, A1anagement Implementation Guidelines - Geological Values 
n To preserve, manage, study, and interpret geological resources they must first be located, recorded, and 

evaluated for significance. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing can be used to 
focus in on surficial formations likely to contain important fossils or geologic features. During the 
recording process, paleontologists should also assess locality condition and potential threats, and 
recommend future actions to preserve, manage, study, and interpret significant paleontological 
resources. 

( 

, 
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Goals 
• Interpret and educate the public on the land forms and soils in the CPSIA. 
• Improve the soil resource that has been impacted by historic over-grazing uses. 
• Identify, preserve, manage, study, and interpret paleontological resources in the CPSIA. 
• Promote public understanding of the CPSIA paleontological resources. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Promote public understanding of the geological values in the CPS IA. 
• Design and implement management actions to avoid impacts the CPSIA paleontological 

resources. 
• Eliminate potential impacts and threats to important paleontological resources. 

Opportunities 
• Identify and map all locations of sulphur springs in the CPSIA. 
• Evaluate the impacts of ungulates to the sulphur springs in the CPS IA. 
• Assess opportunities for enhancement and interpretation of the CPSIA sulphur springs 
• Map and classify all highly mobile soils. 
• Map and classify soils that have been impacted by historic grazing practices. 
• Identify areas where soil improvement and revegetation can occur. 
• Identify areas where 'mobile real-estate' soil movement is occurring. 
• Develop an interpretative sign and pull-out that explains the land forms, soils and "mobile real

estate" in the CPSIA. 
• Create a predictive GIS model to identify areas where formations that may contain significant 

fossils that could be exposed on the ground surface. 
• Conduct field surveys in these areas to identify, record, and evaluate fossils. Assess locality 

condition and potential threats, and recommend future actions to preserve, manage, study, and 
interpret significant paleontological resources. 

• Assess site condition and potential threats, and develop recommend future actions to preserve, 
manage, study, and interpret significant paleontological resources. 

o Develop management recommendations to preserve, manage, and interpret the CPSIA 
paleontological resources. 

• Consider interpreting paleontological sites in the CPSIA. 
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Historical Values 

The California Park Special Interest Area was designated in part due to the historical values in the area. 
The CPSIA historical values include: prehistoric archaeological sites, historic stock driveway and 
associated domestic livestock grazing, and homesteads and cabins. 

Prehistoric Archaeology 

The prehistoric occupation of the Routt National Forest (RNF) appears to have been fairly continuous, if 
not intensive, from at least 11,000 years before present (B.P .) until historic contact with the Ute and 
Arapaho. 

The earliest evidence of human activity in north-central Colorado comes from the Paleoindian period, 
commonly defined as lasting from approximately 11,500 to 8,000 years B.P. Paleoindian lifeways are 
thought to have been largely dependent on big game hunting, especially during the late Pleistocene and 
early Holocene when megafauna still existed. 

The Archaic period spans the time period from approximately 8,000 to 2,000 or 1500 B.P. Archaic 
lifeways are poorly understood, but are believed to have been highly adapted to the environmental 
conditions of a particular region. Hunting and gathering remained the exclusive method of subsistence. 

The Late Prehistoric period witnessed the introduction of the bow and arrow into hunting tool kits, as 
well as the limited use of ceramic vessels, into the mountains of northern Colorado. Many desert side
notched ("Ute") arrow points, as well as Plains-style arrow points, have been located on the RNF. 
Ceramic sherds are not common, but a few sherds of utility ware have been found on the forest. 

The Ute occupied the RNF for at least 300 to 400 years, and may have migrated to this area as early as 
A.D. 1300, based on linguistic evidence (Miller 1986). The Arapaho, Shoshone, Cheyenne, and 
possibly Kiowa, utilized the mountains of this area to a lesser extent until the 1700s. After 1810, the Ute 
and Arapaho competed over hunting territory (Hughes 1977 :36). In 1879 the White River, Yampatika, 
and other Ute bands were forcibly removed from their traditional lands and placed on the Northern Ute 
Reservation in Utah. 

American Indian use of California Park is evident in the archaeological sites already identified in the 
area. In addition, Ute traditional tribal knowledge identifies California Park as a location for gathering 
native edible (Yampa) and medicinal (Osha) plants. The significance of the CPSIA to Native Americans 
is still unclear. Additional investigation and field surveys are needed. 

Historic Stock Driveways and Domestic Livestock Grazing 

Livestock ranching proved to be the most important long-term economic activity in the north-central 
portion of Colorado. Although the imminent failure of the mines prompted many early settlers to begin 
raising livestock, it was some time before crops and methods suitable to the basins and high alpine 
meadows of northern Colorado were developed (Mehls 1984a). The short growing season and variable 
precipitation patterns of the region dictated that the most successful agricultural product was hay, not 
only for cattle, but also for the horses and mules utilized in the region's mining camps. 
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n once the Union Pacific opened lines in southern Wyoming, cowboys were able to ship cattle westward 

( 

' to untouched grazing lands. Soon after, ranchers moved herds to the Little Snake, Yampa, and White 
River valleys, as well as into North Park. During the heyday of ranching in the 1880s, 1890s, and early 
1900s, the ranges were open and ranchers followed a pattern of seasonal land use, letting their herds 
roam free in the high mountain valleys and meadows during the summer and bringing them back to 
lower elevations during the winter (Athearn 1982). 

The initial success of beef producers in north-central Colorado was tempered by several important 
factors. Cattle ranchers feared the introduction of sheep in the early 1900s, because of the inevitable 
competition for grazing lands. Sheep were already in southern Colorado and the San Luis Valley in the 
1860s, but it was not until 1890 or 1891 that the first sheep came into northwestern Colorado, driven by 
sheep rancher Johnny Wilkes from Wyoming . 

. Additional pressure was put on the sheep and cattle industries after the establishment of the National 
Forests in 1905. Much of the land that previously had been grazed was withdrawn as timber reserve 
land and, in addition, herders and ranchers were required to apply for grazing permits. The permits 
decreased the unregulated grazing, but still allow substantial grazing numbers. In 1907, Wyoming sheep 
were allowed to graze on the RNF. Up until 1925, eighty percent of the sheep on the Routt were from 
Wyoming because there were.no resident sheepmen in northwestern Colorado. 

The California Park and Slater Park basins Were used for summer grazing thousands of cattle by many 
of the large cattle outfits. California Park served as a round up ·area .. The Beef Trail was started around 

) 1870 and thousands of cattle were trailed from the Little Snake River Valley through Slater Park, 
California Park, Steamboat Springs., Yampa, and Toponas, all the way to Wolcott for shipping every 
year. Livestock grazing use was unregulated until .the Forest Service began issuing permits in 1905. In 
1917, the first sheep were grazed in California Park and the 1921 General Land Office plat shows the 
Bears Ears and Sand Mountain Sheep Trail, and the Hahns Peak and Slater Paik Trail crossing the park. 
Sheep were first officially permitted on National Forest around California Parkin 19.23. Ultimately, the 
Forest Service realized that its lands were inundated with livestock and in the 1920s began to seriously 
monitor the effects-of grazing on the land. 

The earliest records of permitted use date from the mid to late 1920s. Eight allotments were originally 
designated within the area now part of the California Park SIA. Management of the permits since 1923 
has decreased the allotments to 7 and has substantially reduced .. stocking numbers of cattle and slightly 
reduced numbers of permitted sheep. 

Homesteads and Cabins 

Settlement in the area occurred in the late 1800s to the early 1900s. Most of the first settlers were 
trappers, followed by homesteaders and ranchers. Edward House's ranch is shown on the 1882 General . 
Land Office plat just south of Elk Head Creek and another unnamed ranch is nearby. Historic maps 
depict many unnamed cabins and ranches in the park during the late 1800s and early 1900s. 

A Mr. Adams was a hide hunter operating in Slater P.ark in 1886. Settlers lynched him and his German 
partner because of their devastating hunting practices. Herbert Jones was a homesteader in 1910. He 
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opened a small country store and operated the Elk Head Post Office south of California Park. Mr. 
Jokodowski was a bachelor-homesteader that wintered in California Park in 1907. Neighbors remember 
him communicating across the park with flashing lanterns though by 191 7 telephone lines were in the 
area. The remains of his cabin burned down several years ago. 

Another homesteader in the area was Ed Knowles. His cabin still remains south of the California Park 
Guard Station. Brothers Dan, Chris, and Ira Stukey operated several sawmills and gold mines in the 
county and Stukey Creek was named after them. Early homesteaders are reported to have grown hay 
(timothy) in the California Park Area. The historic hay farming that occurred at the homesteads in the 
CPSIA has influenced the existing vegetation that is observed today. Keeping the historical use of the 
area in mind is important in understanding the existing condition of the area. 

Knowles Cabin - 2003 

These historical values are some of the resources identified by the CPSIA designation requiring the 
management guidelines ensure protection of these values. Ideally, all cultural resources in the CPSIA 
would be identified, recorded, evaluated for significance, and assessed for effects. Recommendations 
could then be provided for proactive management of significant sites, including scientific research, 
stabilization, maintenance, rehabilitation, and interpretation. Identification and assessment of cultural 
resources on federal lands is called for under the Routt National Forest Land and Resource Management 
Plan in Appendix B: National and Regional Policies; Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966 [P.L. 89-665 (October 15, 1966)]; Executive Order 11593 [30 CFR 8921(May 13, 1971)]; 
and Executive Order 13287 [68 CFR 10635 (March 5, 2003)]. 
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ll1anagement Implementation Guidelines -Historical Values 

0 To preserve, manage, study, and interpret cultural resources they must first be located, recorded, and 
evaluated for significance. Prior to field survey, historical research should be conducted to provide a 
context to assist in identifying and evaluating historical sites. Cultural resources shown on historic maps 
or reported by others, such as the old California Park Guard Station and Jokowdowski cabin, can be 
recorded without extensive surveys, but field survey is the only way to find unknown sites. During the 
recording process, archaeologists should also assess site condition and potential threats, and recommend 
future actions to preserve, manage, study, and interpret significant heritage resources. 

( 

Goals 
• Identify, record, preserve, manage, study, and interpret historical resources in the CPSIA. 
• Promote public understanding of the CPS IA historical resources. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Comply with cultural resource laws. Design and implement management actions to avoid 

impacts to important heritage resources. 
• Eliminate potential impacts and threats to important historical resources. 
• Locate, identify, record, evaluate, assess, preserve, manage, study, and interpret historical 

resources in the CPSIA. 

Opportunities 
• Prepare historical contexts for the CPSIA, using histories, cultural resources records, archival records, 

oral histories, the reported site records, and consultations with tribes tied to the park. Synthesize the 
information to provide a basis for finding sites, evaluating their significance, and interpreting them for the 
public. 

• Record known sites in the area that are not yet recorded, including the old location of the California Park 
Ranger Station, Jokowdowski cabin, and the Old Beef Trail. Assess site condition and potential threats, 
and recommend future actions to preserve, manage, study, and interpret significant heritage resources. 

• Conduct cultural resource surveys in California Park to find unknown sites, such as American Indian 
archaeological sites. More of these sites need to be identified and studied so the human past and use of 
the area can be understood and interpreted to the public. Assess site condition and potential threats, and 
recommend future actions to preserve, manage, study, and interpret heritage sites. 

• Stabilize important heritage sites to prevent loss of non-renewable resources and to preserve them for 
future study and interpretation. 

• Standard procedure for RNF cultural resource surveys generates GIS coverages of cultural resources. An 
analysis of the GIS and other information gathered should be undertaken to provide a synthesis of the 
prehistory and history of the area, identify research questions and future needed work, and provide new 
information for interpretation. 

• Interview people who participated in the historical life of California Park to document these oral histories. 
• Encourage scientific study of cultural resoruces in the CPSIA. 
• Interpret historic and prehistoric sites in the CPSIA even if they are not eligible to the NRHP, because.the 

public is often still interested and interpreting less important sites helps better preserve significant sites 
for scientific study of the human past. Specific options include developing a hiking trail to Knowles 
Creek Cabin along the old closed road and designing a brochure on the history of California Park's 
homesteads, stock trails, and other cultural resources. 
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Scenic Values 

The scenery in and around the California Park Special Interest Area is one of the reasons the area was 
designated as a Special interest Area. The CPSIA is a unique high elevation sagebrush park surrounded 
by mature aspen forests. Forest road 150, rmming throught he CPSIA is designated as a 4.2 scenery 
management prescription area (Figure 2, page 8). This additional management area designation within 
the SIA was established to ensure the appropriate management of the scenic resouce. 

Aspen was identified as particularly important in the California Park SIA for its scenic value. The aspen 
stands in the California Park SIA include some of the largest diameter aspen trees on the forest, some of 

· the most extensive aspen clones. The forests are extensive and surround the majority of the open 
parklands. The SIA aspen stands are a scenic resource treasured by the public. The colorful displays of 
the fall leaves and changing colors brings people from all over the country to the California Park SIA. 

Aspen stands in the area have the potential to be either relatively stable or in a successional stage to 
climax as conifer stands (Mueggler, 1988). It appears that both situations are occurring in the area. 
Aspen in the CPS IA is declining in some areas due to succession to conifer and browsing of young 
regeneration by wild and domestic ungulates. An aspen push (designed to regenerate aspen stands) was 
conducted on approximately 20 acres east of Knowles creek in 1992. Browsing by wild and domestic 
ungulates eliminated all regeneration stimulated by the management action and hence converted the 
aspen stands into upland openings. 

In addition to the scenic value of aspen, the aspen forests surrounding the CPSIA are very important to 
many wildlife species including the greater sandhill crane. The aspen forest ecosystem supports a high 
level of biodiversity and is a critical habitat type for many species of migratory songbirds. The aspen 
stands in the California Park SIA are home to the only known nesting colony of purple martin (Progne 
subis) on the Routt National Forest. These cavity nesting birds are classified as a Forest Service Region 
2 sensitive species and are declining across their range. 

The Forest Plan has additional direction in regards to aspen management as follows: 
Biological Diversity 

Guideline 1. Maintain aspen, even at the expense of spruce/fir or other late-successional stands. 
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Management Implementation Guidelines -Scenic Values 

n Goals 

( 

lJ 

• Promote successful regeneration of declining aspen clones. 

ManaQ:ement Implementation Guidelines 
• Maintain and improve the aspen forests in the CPSIA 
• Promote public understanding of the unique high elevation parks in the CPSIA. 

Opportunities 
• Use prescribed burning in declining aspen stands to regenerate aspen. 
• Adjust management to reduce ungulate impacts to regenerating aspen stands. 
• Look at opportunities to regenerate declining aspen stands. 
• Consider the use of temporary fencing to protect regenerating aspen stands. 
• Evaluate the existing condition of aspen forests in the CPSIA. 
• Evaluate change in the CPS IA aspen stands by review of historical aerial photographs. 
• Identify climax and successional aspen stands. 
• Create an interpretative display to educate the public on the unusual high elevation parks in the 

CPSIA. 
• Evaluate if the 4.2 management prescription area designation in the CPS IA is necessary with a 

scenery management emphasis incorporated into the CPSIA. 
o Consider a nonsignificant Forest Plan amendment to dissolve this prescription 

designation and convert to 2.1 SIA designation. 
• Monitor the a~pen community type to help quantify changes in aspen stand presence and aspen 

. understory characteristics. Aspen monitoring should include permanent transects and photo 
points. 
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General Goals and 'Other' Opportunities 

This section of the management plan was developed to identify the Goals, Management Implementaiton 
Guidelines, and Opportunities that were developed in the working group process. This 'Other 
Opportunities' section was developed because some goals and opportunities are more general pertaining 
to larger issues in the SIA and do not clearly fit within the contecxt of an SIA special interest value 
topic. 

Management Implementation Guidelines- General Goals and 'Other Opportunities' 

Goals 

• Maintain elk population numbers that are consistent with the capability of the area to provide 
habitat for nongame species, SIA value focus species as well as forage for livestock without 
compromising resource objectives. 

• Improve hunter success and satisfaction by retaining elk on National Forest during hunting 
season. 

• Continue to involve the individuals and groups who have commented on the management actions 
occurring in the California Park area during scoping efforts. 

• Develop a comprehensive interpretative plan for the California Pak SIA. 

Management Implementation Guidelines 
• Road and access management proposals should be developed in close coordination with district 

recreation specialists. 
• Provide ample public opportunity to comment on actions proposed for implementation within the 

CPSIA as a result of the management plan. 

Opportunities 
• Develop an action plan with goals for short term and long term action. 
• Develop a mechanism for evaluation and updating the California Park Management Plan. 

o Hold an annual meeting of the California Park working group to review, comment and 
evaluate the Management Plan. 

• Conduct follow-up monitoring on all land management actions to evaluate if the action is 
successful in moving the condition towards the DFC. Align monitoring with Forest Plan 
monitoring. 

• Work with the CSU extension office to test tarweed treatment alternatives. 
• Reduce elk populations within the CPSIA. 
• The CDOW will implement a limited archery and muzzleloading season for the California Park 

area (began in 2000), reducing early season elk movement to private land, and providing for the 
opportunity for improved elk harvest during the rifle season. 

o Continue the elk management regulations. 
• Elk responses and movements will be monitored to determine success of alterations to 

management strategies and success of decreasing elk populations in the CPSIA. 
• Consider closing or decommissioning roads providing excessive motorized access to elk and 

contributing to elk movement off of National Forest lands. 
• Evaluate elk response to seasonal trail closures. Detern1ine if closures are effective at keeping \ 
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elk on the National Forest during the hunting season. 
• Evaluate the effects of the spring road closure to elk. 
• Outline road concerns identified in the Elkhead and Slater Roads Analyses that are causing 

resources damage, and identify actions to minimize and mitigate negative impacts. 
• Conduct utilization assessments for both livestock and wildlife forage use. This is necessary in 

order to quantify wildlife use before livestock enter the allotment; and to additionally quantify 
use occurring through the remainder of the season when both livestock and wildlife are present. 

• Identify key riparian reaches where long tenn quantitative monitoring will be conducted. As 
management changes are made to achieve desired conditions, such monitoring will be necessary 
to more accurately determine the trend of riparian conditions. Such monitoring should include 
permanent transects and photo points. 

• Develop scoring method for rangeland and riparian seral stages. 
• Determine changes in the hydro logic regime through an analysis of nearby USGS stream gauge 

data. 
• Conduct stream bank surveys to determine the extent of unstable banks and potential 

rehabilitation measures. 
• Develop allotment management plan for the California Park A11otment that incorporated the 

Management Implementation Guidelines developed for the SIA. 
• Determine the pro$ and cons of designating the CPS IA as a State Natural Area. 

o Contact the Natural Areas program and initiate the designation process. 
o Improve management of the state section ofland within the CPSIA. 
o Mark the boundary of the state section ofland. 
o Evaluate the potential of converting the state section ofland to Federal ownership. 

• Develop a comprehensive interpretation plan for the California Park SIA. This would require a 
commitment of funding and personnel time, and would be best accomplished with the help of an 
interpretive specialist. 

o Get partners to help us in this area. 
o Educate recreationists on the California Park SIA values, and positively encouraged 

people to respect and protect these values. 
o Evaluate the interpretative opportunities of the California Park Guard station. 
o Emphasize attractive and effective information, education and interpretation displays at 

key locations, focusing on the Special Interest Area values. 
o Present accurate information on regulations and restrictions intended to protect the SIA 

values. 
o Appropriately sign, number and maintain all Forest Development Roads in the SIA to 

their designated level, according to Road Management Objectives. 
o Develop current, attractive and informative trailhead displays. 
o Promote public understanding and support for the CPSIA management plan inorder to 

protect the special values of the area. 
• Adequately sign and maintain trail 1144. 
• Ensure signs throughout the management area are we11 maintained and conform to current 

standards. 
• Inventory and monitor dispersed campsites. 
• Evaluate the potential of renting the California Park Guard Station as a base for recreation and 

interpretive opportunities throughout the summer, fall and winter. 
• Rehabilitate dispersed campsites prior to degeneration beyond acceptable standards. 
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• Implement strategies to reduce or eliminate off-road motorized vehicle violations. 
• Develop and maintain partemships to maintain and mark snowmobile access routes. 
• Develop strategies to maintain the good opportunity for solitude in the CPSIA. 
• Develop a strategy to ensure adequate state and federal agency presence for a high level of public 

service and resource protection. 
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PREFACE 

This plan outlines the various tasks which must he accomplished to affect 
the population of Greate1- Sandhill Crane in 1-:orthwest Color-ado. Wnile 
the plan may appear ambitious, t11ere are thn:e priority programs which 
must be funded and imple;nented to increase the population of sandhill 
cranes. These programs include: 1) Monitor the existing v1ild populations; 
2) Protection and enhance,nent of existing habitat; and 3) An infor111ation 
and education program to educate the public of the plight of the sandhill 
crane and obtain support for recovery efforts. 
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ABSTRACT 

The go;.i}s of this :·!ailagement Plan is to affect a population increase of 
the species in ;.;orthwes t Colorado. The Vi.an includes an account of -.E; 
sandhii.i. crane 

1 
s history, biology, present status, and the adverse r 

factors which may cause a decline in the population. The necessary c,ct'.i., 
are stated iil a step-down outline ~nd described in a narrative section. 
Implementation of the plan will be the responsibility of tbe State and 
Federal agencies. A sc11edule of their estL"nated costs is provided. 

In essence, the Plan calls :tor the direct protection ·of sandhill cranes 
and their habitat. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The cranes heiong to the Order Gruiformes, Suborder Grues, Super
tn~ily Guroidea, Fa~ily Guridpe. The t ~miiy is divided into two 
i=_;uhfamilies, one ot which is the Gruinae, comµristng the p,enera1 Grus. 
There <1re ten specj es in the genus Grus. Two species, P..;:!ericana and 
cnnadensis breed in North America. 

The 8f7ater sandhill crane is a large long-legged and long-necked 
bird.- Adults are gray in color with an unfeathered, bright red 
torehead, while juveniles are rusty brown color and have a feathered 
head. The greater sandhili cranes have a body length of 40 to 48 
inc11es, and weigh approximately 12 pounds. 

The greater sandhill crane (Grus canadensis tabida) is listed as an 
endangered state subspecies by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 
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PREHISTORY 

Crane remains have been found from the Eocene perio.d.~/ There are 

~ ossi~ rem~i~~ of Grus can~~ensi~ fro;_n t~e Pl~oce~e of _Neb:a~k~ ~~d3 I 
J.rom the Pleistocene of California, F1or1da, ~yom~ng, and ~eDrds~a.-
In kitchen middens not ~ore than 500 years old, crane remains have been 
~dentified as follows: Grus canadensis, Turkey Tank and Wupatki 

- - <-i I P ueb10, Arizona.-

Subfossil eggs, probably Grus canadensis, estimated to b,:: a thousand 
years old, -were found at Lake Texcoco, Valle de ·Mexico; the conditions 
under which the eggs were found and the known change in the climate 
of the :r.:'gion57ake plausible the supposition that the sandhill formerly 
nested there.-

/ 
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EARLY HISTORY 

The Greater S2ndhill Crane was formerly found throughout southern 
Eriti.sh Col1;mbia, south and central Alhe1.' ta, Saskatchewan, southern 
1·1a,1itoba, through 1-1ashington, 01egon, no°!.' thcastern Cali.tornia, northern 
and western Nevada, Arizona, northe.rn Ut ah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming ., 
northwestern Colorado, the Dakotas, central Nebraska, Hinnesota, northern 
and eastern Iowa, Wisconsin, 2nd southern Illinois; Michigan to central 
Indiana and central Ohio; and the area in Ontario along Lakes St. Clair 
and Erie. Lewis and Clark, during their trip across tl1e continent, found 
t11e sand11 ill crane abundant near what is now Idaho County, Idaho, in 1806-. 

The s a ndhill crane disappeared (most rapidJ.y . hetween 1870 and 1915) fr.om 
1:1any of the areas, with the increase -of hur.ian populations, which hunted 
over, draj_ned, and built on the cranes nesting areas. The sandhil 1 does not 
now nest in the sout11ern portions of any of the Canadian Provinces except 
British Columbia. In the 1lnited States it still nests in Washington 
east of the Cascades and in southeastern Oregon, possibly in northeastern 
California, in certain areas in northern and eastern Nevada, northern 
Utah, southern Idaho, southwes,ern }lontana, western Wyoming and northwestern 
Colorado. 

When white man first discovered the American continent, the esti..'11ated . 
Indian population north of ~exico was 1,1so

6
900 of which 846,000 were in 

the :nea occupied nm, by the Uni terl States.-

Three waves of migrating people crossed the western portion of the country 
during cur early history: First, after the expulsion of the French in 
1763; second, after the War of 1812 (into the Central States); third, 
between 1830 and 1848, when our boundaries were carried to the f-acifjc. 
ln recent years, train, autrnnobile, and airplane have accelerated the 
nwvernent of people into remote areas. 

This increase and spread of hurnan populations greatly affected the crane 
populations because of the bird's size, loud voice, and palatability. 

Cranes bred in Nebraska until about 1884 and in Arizona until about 1910. 
They disappeared trom suth states as North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, 
Iowa, from eastern Montana, and the southern portions of such provinces as 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba ~,en the hurnan populations of these 
areas were still very low. They still breed in well-populated areas of 
Wisconsin, Idaho, Oregon, and even in Michigan (wi thin 50 miles of Detroit, 
for example), where the huDan population is above five million. 

It is clea:r, t11en, that the disappearance of the Greater San<lhil 1 Crane was 
llOt always consequent upon the increase of buman popul.:~tions, even though 
the species v,as universally consjcJered game until a tew decades ago and 
is still hunted in some areas. Its size, palatability, and loud voice 

' -/ 
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have contributed to the decline of the subspecies, but its piotective 
coi.or, wariness, long life, good vision, .snd love of large 1·emote marshes 
11ave neve1·tl1eiess preserved i'~· The prairie and plaj_ns a?:e.as, which the 
cr;;n,~s deserted when t:t,e human populations there were still small, 
\:.~eked one of ~he chGrac~r:ristics of other cran,;"'! marshes: The isolatioT . '\ 
produced by mount:.,in ranges, woodland, anci water. On the plains, isoia:, ,· 
was merely a matter of distance; the grass1.::s and secges of the marshes, which 
human vision was readily able to penetrate, were the only cover • 
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FORMER AND PRESENT POPULATION STATUS IN COLORADO 

The first record of sandhill cranes in Colorado1yas a report of a 
crane killed in 1822 in the San Juan Mountains.- In the following years 
the birds were regularlv noted throughout the mountain pa1·ks of Colorado, 
but ~as ~he h~man population in~reas~d, the crane7vo~ul~tion de~lined. By 
194 1 only thirteen cranes re1nained in the state.- tor Ly-one hi rds were 
reported in 1961. Since that time the cranes have shm-m an upward trend 
in nurahers. In 1973 the resident population of the ireater sandhill c1·~ne 
,.:;-,s classified as endangered by the Colorado Division of 1.Jildlife. The 
f;1ll staging ground census for 1976 estimated a maximum population of 
250-27.S greater sandhill cranes. This population is dispersed through the 
mountain parks of Routt and,._.]ackson Counties, primarily in the California 

X/ • 

Park and Hahn's Peak areas.~· 

The present br.- eeding population level is estimated to be 76 pair.s (~/pairs 
~1cff2.t Counbty; 6 pairs - Jackson County; 66 pairs - Routt County.)-
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MORTALITY FACOTRS 

Like nther birds, the sandhill crane is subject to disease, predation 
by :;,an and other enirna1s, to fire and drought, and to temperature 
extremes. 

l,itt1e is known of disease in relation to the san-dhHl crane. Limberneck 
(botulism, according to veterinarians) caused the rieath of many cranes 
back in the 1940's. Tuberculosis, enteritis, and aspergillosis are causes 
ot crane deaths also. A number ot specj_es of cranes have died from chicken 
cholera. 

nn the breeding area of the crane~ there are foxes and coyotes as well as 
a few bobcats. No doubt these predators cause a few losses, but cranes 
are able to attack taxes and coyotes, and the wet 1~arshy land in which the 
cranes nest is good protection against such enemies. According to fox 
trappers, red ±oxes wilJ. walk a mile to avoid crossing water. 

Crows 2nd ravens wil :i. cause danrn.ge if the eggs are lett ef5~sed. 
trequently prey on Hie egg.s of the greater sc.mdhill crane.-

Raccoons 

Archie V. Hull (letter of 1941) reported that coyotes were the crane's 
worst enemy at Red Rocks Lake Refuge, Beaverhead County, southern Montana, 
kiliing the young wl1en tl1ey left the -wet nesting Areas. Drewien (1973) 
cited an example of an incubating male crane being attacked and eaten by 
G golden eagle. 

"11/ 
Accidents, such as hitting power lines, have also caused death.-

Althou gh cranes are prtoected by ·1aw, a few are shot annually. Buntin~ 
oj· the sandhill crc:ne was prohibited in the U.S. fr.om 1916 to January 196-1, 
,-7hcn a thirty day season on lesser sandhill cranes in eastern New 1-~exico 
was openec. Cranes are still a food item for Eskimos in northwestern Alaska 
and northern Canada. 

l n 1968 hunting began in ,-,es tern Oklahoma and the eastern panhandle of 
Texas. Annual hunting l1arvests in New Mexico, Texas, Saskatchewan anrl 
!1anitoba are estimated to equal two percent of the migrating population 
of lesser sandhill cranes. 

Shooting was probably the greatest factor in the reduction of the greater 
sandhill crane population. Regarding this point, the birds cannot 
tolerate more than a 5-10% l1arvest, since they only produce two eggs per 
nest and a given pair usually only raises one chick per season. Shooting 
is no longer a serious danger to the greater sandhill crane, but human 
intrusion on the nesting area causes the desertion of many nests, even 
,,,hen young are present. 
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HABITAT AND FOOD REQUIREMENT ~ 

}Jesting habitat consists prirnari}y of large marshes and willow-iined 
cli:a:i.nages ot mountain neadows . ln Coloi:acl P , these bi1ds nest majnlv 
a J o ng the mountain meadow drain ages up to 8500 teet, but a few nest 
along the Yampa Rive1. 

Nesting birds are tound oniy j_11 portions of 7'1offat, Routt, and Jackson 
Counties. ln Ifof:tat County they nest just southwest of Craig along the 
Yampa River in the area known as Bi g Bottom. Th2.s area constitutes 
about two miles o f the Yampa River, starting immediately west of the 
b rjdge on Hi ghwa v 13 . This area is also used as a spring and fall staging 
area. 

The Jackson Count y nesting population is located in the southwest corner -of 
No): th Park. They occupy portions of the following drainages: Chedsey Creek, 
Little Grizzl y Creek, Doran Creek, Colorado Creek, and Grizzly Creek (east 
n f Van V2J.kenburg Reservoir ) . This entire area is encompassed by the 
fol. lowi ng b ound a r y : St2rting at Hebron, west 9 miles to the border of the 
for.est, sol!th al on g the forest boundary 11 miles, east 5 miles to Highway 14, 
northeast along Highwa y 14 to Hebron. 

r'. ey stag ing a nd feed in~ ar ,.' :-,: ; within the above boundary have not yet been 
determined. Pai r ed c d u :i ts ;,;] so have been observed in the southeast c·orner of 
North Park (Michig an River north of the Range r Station and Silver Cij7ek) 
during the H1r:1mer, but nesting in this area has not been confirmed • ..:_ 

The Routt Count :' nesting .:nea can b<? described in two olocks: (1) North of 
}~ighway 40 - E:tarting at t l1e po :i.nt w1,ere High;,,ay 40 crosses the Continential 
Divide (Rabbit Ears ?ass), north along the Divide to the Colorado-Wyoming 
line, west along t h e state line t6 the Routt County - Moffat County line, 
south along the count y line to Highway 40 , and east along the highway to 
the starting point, 2nd (2) s·outh of HigJ-n,: ,: y 40-from Hayden south on the 
county road to where it ends at the county 1:oad that runs from Pagoda 
southeast, along the latter roa d, into the White River National Forest, to 
Phippsburg, south on Highway 131 to Highway 134, east on Highway 134 to 
the Continental Divide (Gore Pass), north along the Divide to Highway 40, 
hack west to Hayden on Highway 40. Within the above areas, nests are 
iocated on HiOl.mtain meadows below 9500 feet that are not settled heavilv 
by people.2__! The ex act drain2ges witl1in the above areas where nesting h;s 
he.en confinned are listed in Appendix 1. 

The followin g area s 2re tl1e 11abitats required to maintain the present breedin: 
po pu lat ion. 

;-:i thin the Big Bo t tom 2rea of )•loffat County, al 1 land within one-half 
,,, j ie of tl1e ~·ar;-,p2 Ri v er ±ram tne Highway 13 bridge downstream two miles. 

1-.' :i thin the habitat oound2ry descr:i.hed f or J2ckson County, all land within 
o r:i:-quarter ;ni:i e of an:' seg ment o f a willow-line d dr ainage that carries 
,; ;,t er tlJrougJ-. June and t1,at is in a relatively open area. 
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Within the bounriaries ciescriberl tor Routt County, habitat consists of those 
areas that meet all of the fol1owinR criteria: (1) below 9500 feet, 
(2) within one-quarter :nile of any segment of a wil low-J.ined dra.inage that 
carrieR water through July and that is in a relatively open mountAin 
"11?.;:H-Jow situation, and (3) human activity al ready has not rendered the area 
unsuitable as crane ne-sting habitat. ·~\ 

ln conjunction ,.,,i th nesting habitat t11ere are key staging areas where ti,._ 
birds of a given nesting area gather each spring and fall. Such areas 
are characterized bv being near water and abundant food supplies. These 
sites are especially important in that tl1ey are characterized ·hy traditional 
use. Presently, the existing staging areas associated with agricultura} 
JHP.ctices. They are located along large river bottoms with small grains 
tprimarily wheat) adjacent to the water a1-eas. These river bottoms 
.'1le made even more attractive by the presence of irrigated hay fields in 
tl,e f.311. Like nesting areas, human disturbance mus_t be at a minimun on 
the staging areas. Spring staging occurs between Match 15 and April 25 
each §Jai. Fall staging takes place between August 15 and October 10 each 
year.-

Water is essential at all seasons; and cranes regularly resort to marshes 
And small marshy streaT:1.s. Howeve1, in mid summer they are sometimes found 
'., :ith their young sor.1e dist.s.nce trom water; possibly when they are feeding 
chiefly on j_r,sects E.nd berries, they require less water than when they -eat 
grain. The greater sandl1ill crane feeds extensively on vegetable food, 
~~ting roots} bulb~, graf~J, ~erries, etc. as w~ll as inse~ts, fro~s, 
l~zards, snakes ana nice.- A1so, they apparently need drainages with beaver 
activity, since they prefer to nest on old beaver dams. 

The key limiting factor in such arer.1s is the lack of human disturbance. 

Sentlhill cranes are verv intolerant to lrnman intrusions near their nest 
,~L! ,~ing the first one-half of the incubation p}rnse-through mid-}'.-ay. It 

\ 

see,.i.s very unlikeJ.y that they would tolerate humans near the nest more tha.n . 
once o·r twice in this early period. Later, they might be able to to1cratP. 
more disturbance, but anything over being disturbed at the nest twice a week 
might cause them to abandon. Once the chicks hc.ive hatched, they coulri 
probably tolerate humans on their territory more frequently, as long as the 
intrusions are not of a prolonged nature. 

With the above in nind, they will probably only continue to do well in 
ai:eas where there is minimal human activity prior to July 1~ So, any 
major increase in hu~an activity early in the season may cause a decrease 
in the population in specific parks. Beyond this, it is hard to be more 
specific. The overall -;::iroblem will be wherever and however you increase 
public access early in the year - road improvements in conjunction with 
timber sales, etc. nay he come a problem. 

Tinl, er activities, or ether . activi tes, near the nesting areas in the 
i11cubation period (through .June) could cause r'iesertion. For instance, 
'.:he occasion in C.=ilitornia Park where work was l1eing done _on a sign in Mav 
50 yards from :.;n active r;est. Since you never know where all the 11ests are 
jocatec.i, it would be best to avoj_ci activities along known nesting dratnages 
untiJ. July i. Timber I,2~:vest per sr~ is not G najor concern because 
t]-;e cranes don't require ·trees - t:iev are tied to the willow drainages and 
adj~cent park areas for survival. 
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Figure 1. Adult Sandhill Crane. 

Figure 2. Sandhill Cranes in Flight. 
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Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

Clutch of Two Crane Eggs 
Surrounded by Tall Growth . 

Sandhill Crane Chick . 
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Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 

Summer Habitat in California Park . 

Staging Area Where Cranes 
Gather Each Spring and Fall. 
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STEP-DO\·JN PLAN 

Description of Planning Procedures 

The step-down planning teclmique used to devel0p this plan invoJ.ved thF 
establishme11t ot ;, precise problem st.:=itement, t11e Prime Objective. Int 
r:1ediate and }ower ecl1elon cbjecth1es must be accomplished to att,.1in the 
Prime Objective The lowest ecl1elon objectives are usually the sp-ecific 
jobs or tasks to which budgets and manpower requirements are assigned._ 

The following summarizes the seauence which was fol}owed in developin ;, the 
plan: 

(1) From the facts at 11and, establish one simply stated, single 
put'pose, p1: i.nary objective that communicates the id entity, 
nature, and deptl1 oi" the problem. (This is the PriJne 01:,jective). 

(2) Derive a second echelon of items tlrnt wj_ll accomplish the first. 

(3) Derive a third, fourtr,, etc. echelon of items. 

(4) Continue the logica} derivation ot subordinate objectives 0nti1 
terminal items are reached; that is, items recognizable as 
actions which can be pe1forrned, or i te.;:1s whose paths to 
solution are not imr;iediatelv evident trom existing knowledge 01 

teclmology. Tl,e terminal items are tasks or ,:iobs to be <1ccc,;,1-

plished. 

(5) Re-examine the plan to determine that the composite attc::Lnment nf 
each iteu,, beginnin,R with the tennina1 items, will buEd had 
to accomplish the primary objective. 

(6) Re-examine the plan to determine that each 'item is necessar? to 
the accomplishment of the prir:rnry objective • 

10 



STEV-DOI-IN POF.TION Of GREATER SAlmHILL CRANE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Prime Objective: lncrease tabida sandl1ill crane pop~lations in northwest 
Colou,cio to a minimum of 60 effective breeding pairF;' 
by 1990. 

1. Detennine, r:12intain anci protect existing And potential habitat for 
population continuance and expansion. 

11. Determine habitat. 

111. Identity nesting habitat, including feeding areas. 

llll. Anaivze and monitor presently-used nesting locations 
and the surrounding area. Get details on specific 
nest site locations. 

11111. EvaJ.uate physical parameters of each active nest 
site. 

1111 2 . Evaluate physical parameters of each active 
nest site. 

11113. Dete17nine disturbances occurring at each nest 
site and establish tolerances. 

* Effective breeding pair: A male and a female adult greater sandhill crane 
that successfully produce and fledge offspring in the wild state. 

1112. Deten:1ine, .analyze and monitor areas formerlv used by 
breeding c1anes and identify presently favorable areas. 

1113. Locate anal:vze and _m__c:in~t-~_r pt eviou_~!-Y-:.::1nknown nesting 
- sites: 

1114. Locate and evaluate potential nesting sites. 

112. Identity non-nesting habitat. Low priority item for the 
present time. 

1121. Initiate research to dete,.-rnine location and T€lated 
habitats utilized by non-breeding cranes during the 
breeding season. 

1122 .• Identify habitat used by migrating cranes. 

11221. Deten~ine migration patterns and chronology. 

11222. Locate and analyze feeding and resting areas. 

li23. Initiate research to determi;1e other habitat needs. 

12. Maintain and upgrade suitable habitats to ins:ne thev 
remain ct tract i,,,1e to the cranes. 

l] 
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sandhill crane habitat and respond to potentially unfavorable 
operations. 

1211. Review pertinent Environmental Assessments. 

1212. Review Governmental Lend-Use Planning documents. 

1213. Alert responsible agencies ,,,here adverse plans appea.r. 

122. Eliminate unfavorable land-use activities and - public 
disturbances of key habitats. 

122l. Prohibit land-use practices and development which alter 
or eliminate the character of the habitat. 

1222. Prohibit disturbances and h1man activities 1)et\,•een 
Nay 1st and July 1 (crane nesting period). If necessary, 
restrict public access on Forest Route 150 between 

---·-· - - Hay 1-July 1. 

123. Manage key habitat on private lands through purchase, 
exchange, lease or cooperative agreements. 

124. :Manage key habitat on public 1.~nds through agreement with 
responsible agencies. 

125. Research and imple;nent means of enl1ancing the physice.l 
attributes of nests and surrounding areas to improve 
habitat. 

13. Provide protection of occupied and suitable habitat (key habit 

131. Encourage enact'nent of appropriate State legislation f or 
protection of habitat. 

1311. Encourage adoption of a State Endangered Species Act or 
similar authority. 

1312. Encourage adoption of a State Coordination Act or sim
ilar aut:hori ty. 

1313. Use State power of ~ninent domain. 

2. Monitor productivit:y of breeding pairs. 

21. -Manage the population for maxirnurn product~vity. 

2li. Obtain accurate annual field dat2 on nest occupancy and 
productivity. 

212. Re.search and implement means of enhancing the physical 
attributes of nests and surrounding areas to increase 
production. 

12 
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22. Protect greater sandhill cranes through imp t ementation of 
legislati.on_ 

221. Implement State regulations. 

Conduct Inforf;l.ation and Eduec:1tion Programs designed to gain support for 
protection of and efforts to increase the sandhill crane population. 
Low priority at this time. 

31. Develop and produce needed information and education materials. 

311. Develop color brochures and posters. 

312. Develop Auido-Visual Programs for loan to schools and local 
conservation groups. 

313. Develop press release kits with photographs. 

31~. Develop hunter posters, leaflets and signs. 

315. Develop public service ads. 

316. Develop and provide audio-visual packets for use on televisi• 
and radio. 

317. Develop films on the greater sandhill crane. 

32. Make the public aware of the sandhill crane, its pl{ght, habitat 
neerls and 1:1anagement efforts currently underway. 

321. Frovj.de printed and audio-visual mater'ial for dissemination 
by public agencies and con s ervation organizations. 

322. Conduct public attitude surveys to determine effectiveness 
of this Information-Education program. 

33. Make public agencies aware of sandhill crane identification, 
habitat needs, and management efforts currently underway and 
clarify agency responsibilities in the management effort. 

331. Provide workshops for public agencies to inform them of 
their responsibilities and involve them in information
education programs. 

332. Initi<1te, produce and disseminate a periodic newsletter. 

13 



Pri.!:ie Ob _i ective: lncrease 
CoJ.orado 
by 1990. 
maintain 

NARRATIVE 

tabida s 2ndhill crane populations in northwest 
to a rnini1num of 60 effective breeding pairs 

(P..ears Ears 1·1anng€!1ient Plan directs that FS 
60 nesting pai1, Routt County). 

ln 1977, 17 breeding pairs of birds were located within the Forest with 
A total of 33 eggs. Eight chicks were known ·to h2ve successfully hatched 
tro:r. 24 eggs at 12 nest sites checked in late June, a hatching success rate 
of 33 percent. At fledging time, only six of these chicks could be located 
sug~esting a chick survival rate of 25 percent. 

B,~sed on these findings, it is est.:lsnated t11at a minimum crane population of 
60 effective breeding pairs exhibiting a minimum mean annual hatching 
success of 33 percent or chick survival rate of 25 pexcent will repxesent 
a major step toward this population's recove·ry. It must he recognized, 
hm~eve1, that this trend may not be equally successful in all areas. 

Hl, en the Prime Objective is reached or signifiecrnt new data are obtained, the 
status of the area's crane population and its dynamics will be reassessed to 
detel7nine if the Prime Ob_iective of the Management Plan needs to be changed, 
or if reclassification is warranted. 

1. Detex1nj_ne, maint~in and protect existing and potential habitat fo·r 
popuiation continuance and expansion. 

Delineation and protection of the sandhill crane's habitat are _basic steps 
toward eventual orotection of the species. A great deal still needs to 
be learneo about the crane's nesting <listribution, and how many pairs a: ~ 
nesting. Much eftort will have ~o be devoted to establishing habitat 
p;.n:.imeters. 1-Ihen nesting sites are located, they will be monitored to 
rletermine nesting success and continued occupancy. Only after the above 
information is compiled can protective measures by implemented. 

11. Detennine essential habitat. 

Habitats essential to the continued existence · of sandhill cranes fall 
into three categories, nesting, staging and migration (Appendices 1 & 2) 
The nesting areas primarily consist of large marshes and willow-
lined drainages of mountain meadows in close proximity to streams. The 
nesting areas also include the adjacent feeding areas which support the 
hreeding pairs and their young. Staging areas generally include 
migration areas, areas where botl1 the breeding and non-breeding birds 
gather each spring and fall. 

111. Identitv nesting habitat, including feeding areas. 

Each nestinR area is composed of the nest site itself and ~ssociated 
foraging areas utilizen by breeding pairs t0 sustain themselves and 
their oftspring. Any measures to protect nesting areas must also be 
directed toward key feeding areas as well. 

14 
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1111. Anc])'Ze and monitor l~E esently-used nesting locations and 
_t hE: su-rrounciing are;:;.., 

Criteria must be established and refined to assist in · the d0termin
ation and event11al protection ot nes t ing sites and adjacent feeding 
areas. Nest sites which were active ·,,ithin the past two years 
will be inspected and essential fact ors establish~d. Helicopter 
surveys every year or so would be the most efficient, with flights 
in rniC-:-Ja-:.;- . The development of a list of tac tors ,,1hich are essen
tial to occupancy of sites by breeding pairs also wiil provide 
assistance in evaluating the suitability of unoccupied areas as 
well as dete1-r.,ining potential production sites. 

Since difterent agencies and individuals will undoubtedly be 
invoi ved, unitonni ty must be maintained when gathering dat8 used 
in analyzing nesting locations. This requires that particular 
instructions be pro·vided to investigators. Upon completion 
of examination of nesting sites, copies of the pertinent data 
should be provided to tl1e agencies involved. From this data, a 
list of factors will be compiled to assist State and Fe<leral 
agencies in the evaluation ot potential nesting habitat • 

.Jobs l lill ( Evaluate physical parameters of each active nest · 
site), 11112 (Evaluate physical parameters of each active nest 
site) and 11113 (Detennine disturbances occurring at each -nest 
site and establish toleranci:::s) can all be accomplished concurrently. 

While the Forest Service has overall responsibility for coordinating 
this plan, the State Wildlife agency will coordinate this task to 
assure that uniformity is maintained, and in addition, will he 
responsible for surveyirig non-federally administered lands. Land 
management agencies \Jill be responsible for surveying nests on 
lands under their administration. 

11111. Evaluate physical parameters of each active nest site. 

Active and recently occupied sites should be investigated to 
esta.blish these physicaJ. panrn1eters common to all sites. Among 
those factors which should be recorded are: topography, altitude, 
climate, soil and vegetative types, presence of and distance to 
water, nest height, presence of alternate nest sites, possible 
predators, huoan activities occurring. within the immediate 
vicinity of the site, and interspecific interactions. 

11112. Evaluate physical parameters of each active nest site. 

Due to the mobility of sandhill cranes, an area of approximately 
1 miJ.e fror:1 each active nest should be surveyed to establish 
potentia l and actual areas occupied by breeding adults and later 
by the chicks. 1;actors whicr, will he designated are: location 
and distance of key feed~ng area, vegetation types throughout the 
area, topography, presence of physical features which isolate or 
make them vulnerable to pr edators, climatic factors, and inter
specific competitio~. 
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site and est ablish tolerances. 

l~urnan activites, visual and ~udio distutbances, and land 
use practices rs11ould be c'leter'mined at nest sites and 
wi t}1in 1 mile Gf the ii(->.sts. BTeed:Lng paj_rs should be 
observed to determine 1·e.1ctions to potential disturbancei. 
in orcieT to establish tolerance levels. 

1112. Detennine, analyze ani:'I monitor areas formeri.y 11s(~d ------ --'--- . 

bv hreedin~ cranes and identify presently favorable 
areas. 

It is j_:nportant 
nesting areas. 
used _ to assess 
sites \-:ill be 
reoccupied in 

tor bxeeding pairs to reoccupy formerly used 
The criteria developed in Job 1111 will be 

the suitability of unoccupied sites. These 
monitored periodically, since they may be 
the event of a population expansion. 

lJ. E. _!:ocate, analyze and monitor 1~_re:3.:onsly unknown nestini: 
sites. 

There are alot of 2re2s tl1roughout northwest Colorado ·that 
have not been surveyed to date. Investigations to locate 
potential nest sites (Job 1114) And efforts to locate new 
sitEs will undoubted}y provide sites previously unknown. The 
newly located sites will be evaluated as in Job 1111 and 
productivity ascertained. 

1114. Locate and evaluate potential nesting sites. 

Se:ne· historic nesting sites are uninhabited because of lm 
encroachment .snd habitat alteration. nabitat, unoccupie<l but 
potentially suitnble tor occupancy by breeding pairs, will be 
surveyed and evaluated through criteria in Job 11 i 1. 

112. Identify non-nesting habitat. 

The resident crane population could be classified into two 
categories, breeders and non-breeders. Breeding cranes are those 
that have known nest sites or recognizable territories. Non
breeding birds do not have nest sites and usually have ill-defined 
home ranges. 

1121. Initiate research to determine location and related 
habitats utilized by non-breeding cranes during the 
breeding ~':._~son. 

Observations of non-'.:ireeding cranes ~.;re . few; occas:i.onaliy 
unattached cranes are sighted during the breeding season. 
Investigations will supply information about non~1reeding 
activities an<l movements. 

ll 
I_ 

E:-:tent, duration mid !Cutes of 1:1i grat.ing tabida cranes ar 
docu::iented. Use ot plastic iep.. bands should aid in ide:nL 
cation of ~igration areas. 

_I 
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1122 J.. Det_ermine _!11igration pat terns and chronology. 

Mi~ration patterns and chionology will be established 
through the compilation of sightings of banded individ
ua1.s. 

11222. Locate and analyze feeding and resting areas. 

Jfabitats which are habitually utilized by migrant cranes 
(located and followed by techniques described in Job 11221 
are well documented. Key areas should be managed for 
preservation to assure continued usage by migrants. 

1123. Initiate research to determine other habitat needs. 

Some infonnation is available about habitat needs of non
nesting cranes and a~~itional habitat requirements may be dis
covered; thus, effor · should be directed toward establishment 
of t]·,ese ,,cJ di tional ! ,::quirements. 

12. Maintain and up~rade suitable habitats to insure they iemain 
attractive to the cranes. 

1 t is recognized that habitat loss was among the factors causing the 
crane's decline; therefore habitat preservation is essential to ma~n
tain or reestablish the crane. Because some of the presently unoccupied 
habitats are unsuitable foi reoccupancy by sandhill cranes, it will be 
necessary to protect and upgr.ade other habitats so that population 
expansion can take place. 

121. Monitor land-use ~hanges within occupied and potential 
sandhill crane habitat and r~soond to potentially untavorable 
or,erations. 

Proposed detrimental habitat alterations or land-use practices with
in essential habi tP.ts (Job 11) will have to be eliminated where 
feasible. The most effective method of determining unfavorable 
habitat alteration is to review pertinent Environmental Assessments 
(Joh 1211) and Lann-Use Planning rlocuments (Job 1212). If such 
plans are proposed for puhlic lands, the appropriate agencies must 
be notified (Job 1213). 

122. Eliminate unfavorable land-use activities and public 
disturbances of key habitats. 

After the unfavorable land-use practices and adverse disturbances 
have been identified, steps should be taken to reduce or eliminate 
those practices. The protective measures implemented will depend· 
on the type of disturbance or habitat alteration and the habitat 
affected. 

1221. Prohibit l2nd-use p1·;~c::ices 2nd development wliich alter 
Cl:--eII;-inate the c.ii;-)_·3cter ci• ~he habitc:t. 
- -

A survey ot all suitahle historic, · currently active or poten
tial nest sites will need to be conducted, and key feeding 
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areas and disturbances will he established (Jo~ 1111). Prac 7 

Uces which would recluce the numhers, distribution or avai}
abilitv of habitat shculd he prohibHed. Pen~1anent distur
bances, such as develo;)ments or othe1· i,uman octivi ties, shoul:d 
be prohihi ted. This 1:,ay include special c1.osures and app,--.,._
riate signing and administration. ' 

1222. Prchihi t disturbances and lrnman activities between ~-'. av ] 
·,mo .July 1 lcrane ;·r::sting rieriod). Ij- necef;sarv r, uhlic 
access on Forest Route 150- shc,uld be rest::-icted during 
the nesting period. 

To i-estrict disturbance during crane nesting period, human 
activities should he prohibited. 

123. Manage key habitat on private lands ·throl.!;:h purchase, exchange 
lease, or cooperative agreements. 

Consideration must be given to the protection of sandhill cranes 
utilizing private property . The obvious way to gain control of 
these priva te}y owned hahi tat areas is through binding agreer.1ent, 
lease, exchange or p1n·chase. Tl1e appropriate State agencies will 
be responsible for negotiating with the respective landowners. 
The CDOW is working on this. 

124. }·J~nage key liabi tat on public lands through agreement with 
responsible agencies. 

On occasion, certain beneficial activities may be enc6uraged on 
public lands through agreement with the administering agencies - ()n ,, 
public lands, the land management agencies will be encouraged 
enter into cooperative agreements with respective State Wildli\ ___ . 
Management agencies for the management of key habitats. These 
cooperative agreenents would provide for a jointly developed 
Habitat Manager,1ent Plan. 

125. Research and implement means of enhancing the physical 
attributes of nests and surrounding areas to improve ~abitat. 

Manipulation of nesting areas through association with beave1 
activity may be necessary to assure utilization by a pair of cranes 
( the cranes apparently need drainages with beaver activity, since 
they prefer to nest on old beaver dams). 

13. Provide nrotection of occupied and suitable habitats (key habitat). 

To ins:n·e a future for the sandhill crane, various protective J7le2sures 
must be t ~ken to safeguard occupied and suitable nesting sites. 

131. Encourage enactment ot a apropriate State legislation for 
protection of habitat. 

Encourage the State to maintain legislation ai lo~7 ing them to total l:y 
mana g e their wildlife resource. 

18 
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1311. 'Fncour;-ife adontioi:__ of a State Endani!ered Species Act 01 

si1:1ila1 authority. 

The State of Colorado has recognizecl the need for l.s,,s simil;al 
to the Endangered Species Act to more fully protect the spe~ie 
and their habitats. With the passing of the State Non-Game en 
Endangered Species Act by the legislature in 1973, responsi
bility tor protection and enhancement of this species has be-en 
charged to the Division of Wildlife. 

1312. !~~c~ur~ge adoption of a State Coordination Act or 
simil2r authority. 

Coordin2tion of the activities of the State agency is neces
sary to orevent further detriment to essential crane habitat 
as well as wildlife habitat in general. 

1313. lise State power of eminent domain. 

It mav be necessary for the State to invoke the power of emine 
domain in extreme cases where negotiation for the protection o 
active habitat sites has failed. 

2. Monitor productivity of breeding pairs. 

Increased survival of chicks and subsequent recruitment to replace or expand 
the breeding population is essential for attainment of the Prime Objective. 

21. Man<lge the population for maximum productivity. 

Continue with efforts to minimize or eliminate detrimental impacts which 
woulrl reduce productivity. 

,21_1. Obtain accu-rate annual field data on nest occupancy and 
productivity. 

Essential to any management plan is the need to monitor the 
reproductive success of the population to ascertain results of the 
management efforts. An initial indication that management efforts 
are successful is the occupancy of suitable nesting sites. Active 
sites will be inspected annu2lly by the State or Forest Service to 
ascertain reproductive vi3or of t11e nesting pai1. The Active sites 
will be the first surveyed in Job 1111. 

212. Rese;:;rch and imnlement means of en11;mcing the physical 
attributes ot nests and surroundin~ areas to increase 
population. 

As rnore details are obtained througl, Jobs illll, 11112, and 125, 
certian technigucs will be suggested to improve physica} attri
butes of specific sites. 
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The following are examples of activities which mi.gh't he undertaken 
to i1:}prove nesting success. 

(a) reduce or eliminate human activities or other disturbances 
which preclude use of nesting areas hy sandhill cranes. 

(b) ?rovirie nesting areas as a result of heaver 2ctivity. lnc1~asir 
water availability by p1oviding impoundments, r.iar,;hes, sloughs 
may increase nesting activity. 

22. Protect greater sandhiil ci·anes throufh implementation of 1egis
lation. 

ln addition to protection ot active, and suitable nest sites, certain 
measures are necessary for the protection of the species itself. 

221. Implement State regulations. 

State wildlife regulations protect the sandhill crane, but the 
State doesn't have sufficient manpower to provine the protection 
neccessary. 

lntonnation and eciucation programs designed to acquaint the 
public with t11e plight of the crane and efforts to restore it may 
be the most effective tool for protection in the long run. 'Public 
interest wil 1 generate support for tl1e management effort and 
strengthen law enforcement measures. 

The public will learn the reasons for restricting access to nesting 
areas, will respect this limitation during the nesting season 
will assist in reportin~ intrusions into nesting areas. 

A careful1y and properly funded and implemented education program 
will benefit the sandhill crane. 

3. Conduct informatj_on and education progra-ns designed to fain support for 
protection 01 and efforts to increase the Ean<lhill crane population. 

People mana~ement w.1.1 become one of the most important elements for management 
of the sandhill crane.. A well-designed and executed public education program 
will shape agency and public opinion to assist in efforts to increase the 
sandhill crane population in northwest Colorado. 

A good communication program 
the sandhill crane throug11: 
in key production areas, and 

will help solve some of the problems facing 
reduction of l1ui11an activity and disturbance 
reduction of thoughtless shooting. 

31. Develop and produce needed infonnation and e<lucation materials. 

The task of develop:i.:ig and disseminating newsletters, .brochures, news 
releases, etc., will he done cooperatively with the Division. Due to 
time, budget and personnel constraints, it is not feasible to expect a 
public agency to take charge of such a urogram. 
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Definitive color folders t'escribing the s~ndhill crane, including 
its ir.1entificaiton, a t,._-iL, f life 11istory 2nr. ... r:1;inc:!ger.1ent eftorts 
under;,,2y will be printed in large quanti'.:il:S (on the order of 10,000 
and distributed to public agencies to be made available to the 
public. 

312. Develop . .A_ud io-Visual vrogr2:ns f:01~ 1oan to schools and 
loc2.l conservation groups. 

Slide series and film strips will be developed for use in Conser
vation-Education Programs and \ri.ll be made available to the 
public tnrough loan from various public cgencies. These prograras 
will discuss the sandhill crane, its life history, habitat needs 
and activities underway to protect the sandhill crane. The prograis1s 
also will include discussions on agency and public participation 
and support. 

313. Develop press release kits with photographs. 

Press kits (color slides or film for television glossy photographs 
and lead articles for newspapers) will be provided to the agencies.· 

314. Develop hunter posters, leaflets and signs. 

It is essential tliat the shooting public be informed about t11c 
birds status, identification, and management effor'ts. IdentiH.ca
tion leaflets and fact sheets will be developed for distribut Jon. 
Areas should be posted \vi th · identification poster.s and leaflets. 

315. Develop public service ads. 

Considerable benefits are obtained by furnishing public service 
advertisements to various magazine and newspaper publisl1ers. 
These ads should be developed ~nd furnished to a publisher to use 
when space is available in his publication. 

316. Develop and provide audio-visual packets for use on television 
and radio. 

Taped, one-minute spots will he prepared for television stations 
and appropriate State Information-Education Departments. 
Likewise, prepared tapes or scripts should be made available to 
radio stations. 

317. Develop films on the greater sandhill crane. 

A 16mm film will he produced with enough prints to allou rot2tion 
among television stations, as well as distribution to state 
and Federal agencies and Conservation Organizations. The film's 
theme will reflect the philosophy of the sandhill ctane's rnanage
r.1ent effort. It should be of "awarrl winning" caliber to insur·e 
wide exposure. 
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32. }lake the nublic ;;watc of ~~c_s:rndhiil cnrne, its plight, hc1bi.~11t . 
needs and ;:,2na;-,.enent et l orts currently unJerway. 

The success ot the sandhill crane ~anagement effort depends upon 
rublic acceptance. Activities of public agencies must be !':11prortPf'~ 
1:-y the puhlic as a wh.ole before the efforts exvench:?d will cffecth ·; 

I 

le.:;d toward tr1e increase in the sandhiU. crane populations. Varian •. 
media must be utilized for an effective and successful public 
education program. 

321. Provide printed and audio-visual ~aterial for ctisseminntion 
by public agencies and conservation org2nizations. 

While the public relations departments of many public agencies 
cannot afford the money or manpower necessary to develop the 
materials, most are eage~ to utilize those materials t~ich are 
supplied to them. Therefore, well designed information packets, 
news releases, public service announcements, slide shows and films 
developed in Job 31 will be rnade available for their use 
whenever possible. 

322. Conduct public attitude surveys to det.err.iine effectiveness 
o± this Information-Education Program. 

Ideally,, a program of this scope will include a pre-campaign su1.--vey 
of the public attitude toward the cranes and non-game birds in 
general. After the progrllin has been in operation for a yenr, a 
second car.apai8n study will determine the influence th~ program has 
had upo-:i public attitude. \·!hile the program can he conducted ,.;it~1-
out the survey, this is the only true means of measuring its ' 
effectiveness. 

33. 1·1.:ike n:iblic agencies aware of sandhill crane identification, 
-habit2t needs, and· manage':lent etforts currently underway and 
clarify agency responsibilities in the management effort • 

Responsibilities for State Endangered Species and their essential 
habitat should be rnade clear to land managing agencies~ 

Many State Conservation agencies are concerned about possible usurpation 
of State's rights by Federal involvement in their wildlife species. 
1-12.iiy well-intentioned efforts are likely to be viewed with suspicion 
£and full State cooperation and can only be sur-mounted by fluent co,:imuni
cat.ion between all agencies. 

331. Provide wo-r\:shops for publj_c agencies to in'· ··nn the:n cf t1,~ir 
respons .i.bilities 2nrl involve them in Inform::,::.i.on-Erh~~:::t~on 
Programs. 

Workshops will be developed to i.nfor,n agency personnel about 
crane .identification, recognition of essential habit.at, and 
nanagement of habitat . 

Separate ~orkshop will de2] specifically with presentation of 
conservation prograr:1s to the public. :-laterials such 
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as brochures, intormation leaflet s , photographs, slide series, 
a11d films wj_ll be 1;-!ade available ~nd their. application dj_scussed. 

332. Initiate, produce and disseminate a per.io<lic ne,,'sletter. 

It is important that all cooperators as well as interested 
parties be kept informed of progress made toward rnanage~ent 
of the sandhill cr,=rne. A newsletter format will be designed 
and mailing lists compiled. The newsletter would be mailed 
out at least bi-yearly and _· more frequently as activities 
neccessitate. 
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BUDGET 

If, u;ion reviewing the budget or step-do:vn portion of the plan, more ( · 
info1:-:nation is required, please refer to the narrative section for the 
particular job. The narrative section serves primarily to provide 
_iustification for the budget crnd describe specific actions which are 
to be acco1:1;)lished hy each job. ln several cases, _iobs are combined to be 
acco::iplisheci concurrently and a budget is assigned to the entire group. 

The hudget ;;as been -broken into separate components for assignment ol· 
costs hy responsible agencies. That amount which has been budgeted for 
the State Conservation agency, is the total cost for them to implement 
each job. The Forest Service will be expected to allocate their o-;.,'Tl 
funds to implement portions of the plan for which they are responsible. As 
r:10re information becomes available, various portions of the budget 
will have to he revised. 

Various jobs are ranked in order of priority tor accomplishment and those 
jobs of equal importance are aw;i rded the scr:ie priority ranking and should 
be undertaken concurrently. 

Priority ranking 2nd time frames for specific jobs may change from agency 
to agency. The budget 11as been developed only for those jobs which should 
be completed within five years after the plan is approved. Tlie sche<lule as 
prep2.red wil 1 vary depending upon funding made available to the Fa.rest 
S,~;:,-vice and Division of Wildlife. Year 1 tentatively corresponds to FY1979. 

The agency as.sigr.ments within the budget were based upon the following 
as.su::iptions: 

l. State agency would fund tasks concerned with species management. 

2. Forest Service would fund those tasks concerned with the protection 
an<l management of essential habitat on lands under their administrative 
jurisdiction. 



ESTI:·lATr~D ,\:·1NUAL EXPENDITURE BY AGENCY 

r ") A'.?ency 1979 1980 19S 1 ' 1982 1983 

Colorado Division o: 
Hiidlife 5000 1000 1000 

Forest Service 1500 1500 1500 4000 5500 
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PTIOSPECTU!: 

In Ap :12 ,1eHx 1, \-;e lis-:: \,ha-:: we know abo1.Jt nesting clis-::uroution. There 
is :'! Jefinj_-::e need to confirm whether birds are nesting in t11e are :_,s 
,-;ith :o. "?". l•ie .. J.so need to deter:;iine ho,,' many pairs are nesting in 
tl!e m ·22s indicated wit·h n "C". Additionally, we need to obtain better 
popub·::ion data tor tr.e drainag es co:ning off the north side of the 1.fnite 
River \ational Fores -:- - Trou-:: Creek, etc. Furthermore, better information 
is neo-::d ed on "how r:1a ny 2nd where" the c1:2nes are in North Park. For 
instance, are there cra nes nesting in the southeast corner of North Park . 

He 2lso need to consider a long-term, overal 1 monitoring prograni to 
detect any population changes in key areas. Specifically, the California 
Park - Little Snake Drainage, and Elk River drain•age areas would be a good 
examplt:. Helicopter surveys every year or so would be the most efficient 
flights in mirl ;-Jay. Alternatively, . your people might be able to check 
known ne,==t sites in these areas e<lch spring. 

(-

Alt~ough ,.;e do not have precise inforr.1ation on the limiting factors for 
nes'.:ing factors tor nesting cranes in this area, we do have some inforr.Jation. 
Ti.1is information is given in the HABITAT AND FOOD REQUIRE"!ENTS section of 
this document. 
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APPENDIX I 

The folim.ing is -::he list of clraina~es or areas where nesting has 
been confirr:·,-2d (C) o::, bar;e<l on ohserv3-::ions of birds in the snnme1, 
is e:-:-::re!11ely p:rob2ble (?). 

LITTT.E S~;AKE RIVER AREA 
:-!iddle Fork 
Independence Creek 
Sumrili t Cree~; 
'.:r1ith Creek 
]3ox Creek 
Dudley Creek 
Tennessee Creek 
J:.edrock Creek 
King Solomon Creek 
Fniskey Creek 
Crane Park 
Sou th Fork 
Lopez Creek 
.Johnson Creek 
Willow Creek 

SLATER CREEK AREA 
Grizzly Creek 

ELKHEAiJ CREEK 
First Creek 
Second Creek 
Jackodowski Creek 
Circle Creek 

Torso Creek 
Annstrong Creek 

ELK RIVER 
Deep Creek 
f"~ock Crt:~·E.~ 
Reed Creek 
Hin!:!an P2rk 
, ~ . r, , i-<..in:nan ~ree:< 
Rec Creek 
Hill Creek 
Floyd Creek 
Larson C:!.-eek 
Dutch Creek 
Wiiiow Creek 
13eaver Cree~; 
Pearl Lake 

10 

(Possible Nesting Areas) 
p 
p 

C 
p 

C 
p 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
.C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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YA:lPA RIV2R 

(above Ste._~mboat) 
Harrison Cree:, 
Green Creek 
Pleasant Valley 
(Steam1Joat to Hayden) 
hlolf Creek 
}!organ Cree:, 
Trout Creek 
Nor32.n Bot to!n 
(S\.J of Craig) 
Big Bot tom 

NORTH PAR.'< 

Chedsey Creek 
Little Grizzly Creek 
Colorado Cree~ 
Grizzly Creek 

'2 i 
,; ' 

p 

p 

r 

C 
C 
C 
F 

C 

p 
p 
p 

C 
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APPENDIX 2 

ANALYSIS OF 
GREATER SANDHILL CR!\lm US E o~~ 
DRAINAGES IN COLORAD O 

c - common seasonally 
o - occasionally present 
u - status unknown 

ke" --·' 

+ - indicates that more crane~ · are probably present 
x - reported~ but numbers not available 
P Possibly nesting 
T Areas traditionally used 
SPR - spring (March -- }·lay) 
SUM - summer (~ay -- August) 
FALL - fall (August -- October) 

Digits under NESTING - STAGING 
indicated n~T.bers of cranes. 

DANCING - .FEEDING 
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I DRAINAGr: z CJ. C 

,. 
V: t.:.. [~ E--<>- . Ji] 

I LITTLE SNAi(E RIVER 15 2 u 72 74 SUM 
Middle fork p :..:: u 73 74 SPR SUM 

I Independence Creek p ): ),; ll 73 74 SPR SUM 
Summit Cn:e,k 2+ ') 

C 73 71~ SIJR SllM .., 

Smith· C1. ed, p :~ l1 74 74 SPR SlJM 
I Box Creek (i 6 C fi 7 74 SPR SUM 

I 1,udiey Creel< r ~ 

C 72 7L, Sl'R SUM 

I 
Tennessee r:1:eek 2+ l C 73 7L1 SPI~ SIIM 

Berl;. ock Creek 2+ f, u 72 7L1 SPR sm1 
l~ing Solomon C1: eek 4+ 2 \1 69 74 SPR SUM 

t 
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INTRODUCTION 

In August 1999, the Washington Office of the USDA Forest Service published 
Miscellaneous Report FS-643 titled "Roads Analysis: Informing Decisions about 
Managing the National Forest Transportation System". The objective of roads analysis is 
to provide decision makers with critical information to develop road systems that are safe 
and responsive to public needs and desires, are affordable and efficiently managed, have 
minimal negative ecological effects on the land, and are in balance with available funding 
for needed management actions. 

In October 1999, the agency published Interim Directive 7710-99-1 authorizing units to 
use, as appropriate, the road analysis procedure embodied in FS-643 to assist land 
managers making major road management decisions. The Rocky Mountain Region of 
the Forest Service then published a roads analysis guidance document as a supplement to 
_Appendix 1 ofFS-643. This document provides guidance concerning the appropriate 
scale for addressing the roads analysis. 

Background 
The initiation of the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area (EMGA) Roads Analysis was in 
part due to travel management concerns raised by the California Park Work Group. 
Several projects were identified by the workgroup that have issues related to roads and 
road management. These projects include watershed improvement, recreation, and 
wildlife management. To evaluate and possibly implement these projects, a Roads 
Analysis is needed to identify and prioritize these potential projects. While the California 
Park Special Interest Area (CPSIA) lies within both the Slater Creek and Elkhead 
Mountain Geographic Areas, the Geographic Area scale was determined to be the most 
appropriate scale of analysis, in order to fully evaluate the transportation system affecting 
the CPSIA. Furthermore, a Geographic Area scale roads analysis would be useful to 
many other projects that would occur within the EMGA in the future. 

Purpose and Need 
Although the roads analysis was initiated due to ecosystem management needs of the 
CPSIA, the roads analysis will benefit all resource areas in the geographic area. Roads 
analysis helps implement Forest Plans by identifying management opportunities that can 
lead to site-specific projects. For example, through a roads analysis the ID team may 
discover that the watershed adjacent to dispersed campsites would benefit by improving 
dispersed campsites with a hardened surface. A roads analysis can lead to projects such 
as interpretive education, range improvements, fire management, etc. 

Pwpose: Roads analysis is an integrated ecological, social, and economic 
science-based approach to transportation planning that addresses existing and 
future road management options. Roads analysis informs management decisions 
about the benefits and risks of constructing new roads in unroaded areas; 
relocating, stabilizing, changing the standards of, or decommissioning unneeded 
roads; access issues; and increasing, reducing or discontinuing road maintenance. 
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Need: Roads analysis is important to identify the important travel systems; 
maintenance of individual roads and the cost effectiveness of maintaining; 
identifying public and private access needs, and the ecological impact of roads on 
theEMGA. 

Products 
The product of this analysis is a report for decision makers and the public that documents 
the information and-analyses used to identify opportunities and set priorities-for future 
National Forest road systems. Included in this report is a map displaying the known road 
system for the EMGA analysis area, and the risks and opportunities for each road or 
segment of road. The goals of this EMGA analysis are as follows: 

-❖ Identify important travel systems for social, economic, range, recreation, 
wildlife, timber, and fire management purposes and maintain these roads 
in a cost effective manner. 
Identify the need for accessing areas of EMGA that do not offer public or 
government access for purposes of timber, range, recreation, wildlife, or 
fire management. 

-<} Identify roads that need maintenance for government and/or public access, 
but improvements are necessary. 

-❖ Identify roads causing resource damage where the decommissioning 
would benefit watershed, fishery, wildlife and sensitive species habitats. 

Roads Analysis Process 
Roads analysis is a six-step process. The steps are designed to be sequential with the 
understanding the process may require feedback and iteration among steps over time as 
an analysis matures. The amount of time and effort spent on each step differs by project 
based on specific situations and available information. The process provides a set of 
possible issues and analysis questions for which the answers can inform choices about 
road system management. Decision makers and analysts determine the relevance of each 
question, incorporating public participation as deemed necessary. The six-step process 
followed by the Interdisciplinary Team is as follows: 

Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area Roads Analysis Process 
Step 1. Setting up the analysis 

• Identify IDT 
• Statement of objectives 
• Identify scale/analysis area 
• Develop plan for analysis 
• Identify basic information needs 

Step 2. Describing the situation 
• Describe existing road system . 
e Description of access needs 
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Step 3. Identifying issues 
• Identify important road-related issues 
• Identify specific information needed to address these concerns 

Step 4. Assessing benefits, problems, and risks: the 72 questions 
• Systematically examine the major uses and effects of the road system 
• Develop synthesis of benefits, problems, and risks of current and new roads 

Step 5. Describing opportunities and setting priorities 
• Identify management opportunities 
• Formulate technical recommendations 
• Establish priorities: roads matrix 

Step 6. Reporting 
• Report describing management opportunities and priorities 
• Map of management opportunities 

EXISTING CONDITION 

Description of the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area 
The Elkhead Mountain Geographic Areas encompasses a portion of the Bears Ears side 
of Hahns Peak-Bears Ears Ranger District. The Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area 
encompasses 72,303 acres of Forest land and is located just south of the Slater Creek 
Geographic Area in the Northwest portion of the Routt National Forest. The forested 
cover is composed of: Aspen (55%), spruce-fir (23%); and grass, forbs, and shrubs (20%) 
dominate this 72,303 acre area. Within the forested area, 60% is considered late 
successional. This area has valuable habitat for marten and goshawk. 

Unique features include: 
• The Elkhead Mountain Range, Black Mountain, and California Park. 
• Some unstable soils. 
• North Fork Elkhead and Sawmill Creek Preliminary Conservation Planning 

Areas. 
• Colorado River cutthroat trout. 
• Highest levels of recreation use in the fall during hunting season. Historic stock 

driveways located throughout the area. 
• An electronic site located along the boundary common to this geographic area and 

the Slater Creek geographic area. 
• Special Interest areas, California Park and Black Mountain. 
• Low motorized travelway density. Primary access provided by Forest Roads 110 

and 150. 
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Table 1: Management Area Prescription Allocation -
Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area 

Percent 
of Total 

Management Area Prescription Acres Area 
1.32 Backcountry Recreation, Nonmotorized 21,428 30 
2.1 Special Interest Area 18,234 25 
4.2 Scenery 2,188 3 
4.3 Dispersed Recreation 2,518 3 
5.11 General Forest and Rangelands- Forest Vegetation Emphasis 21,706 30 
5.12 General Forest and Rangelands- Range Vegetation Emphasis 2,801 4 
5.13 Forest Product 699 1 

Nonfederal Land 2,728 4 
Total 72,303 100 

Source: GJS (ARC/Info). a/location and geographic area layers 

Existing road system 
The roads that affect or provide direct access to the Analysis Area include the following 
F t D 1 t R d (FDR)/C t R d (CR) ores eve opmen oa s oun y oa s 
l\foffatt County Roads and Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area FDR 

CR 80 (FDR 150) I CR 76 (FDR 123) I CR 27 (FDR 110, 134) 
CR 11 (FDR 112) I CR 56A (FDR 475) I CR 62 (FDR 42) 

The roads within the Analysis Area are as follows: 
FDR within Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area 

109 99 94 110 I 162 130 I 133 I 163 I 151 I 116 I 159 
119 158 118 154 I 156 126 I 150 I 49 I 42 I 487 I 48 
The above list of roads does not include spur roads. For an overview of all roads in the 
EMGA see map included with this roads analysis. 

Desired Condition of the Elkhead l\fountain Geographic Area Roads 
The areas seen from Forest Roads 110 and 150, sites within the California Park Special 
Interest Area, and certain recreation sites will have a natural appearance. Human-caused 
disturbance will not be apparent in areas allocated to backcountry nonmotorized 
recreation. Management activities will be visible in areas allocated to forest products and 
general forest and rangeland prescriptions. The area will provide year-round motorized 

. and nonmotorized recreation opportunities, with the heaviest use in fall and winter. 
Dispersed motorized and nonmotorized recreation opportunities will be available. The 
central portion will provide backcountry nonmotorized opportunities. Visitor interaction 
will be infrequent in most areas. Nonmotorized winter recreation will be provided in this 
area. A low motorized travelway density will provide access prima1ily for timber and 
grazing uses and for dispersed recreation. Road standards will accommodate vehicles 
ranging from light trucks and utility vehicles to commercial vehicles. No roads will exist 
in the portion allocated to backcountry nonmotorized recreation. 
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Map #1 Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area and Existing Road System 

Routt National Forest 
Hahns Peak Bears Ears 

Ranger District 

Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area 

Note: Please refer to detailed map included with the roads analysis for a more detailed 
description of the existing road system. 
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SUMMARY OF ROAD RELATED ISSUES 
The following summarizes issues and concerns of technical specialists, managers, and the 
public related to the road system. 

Access for timber management: Current access for timber and bark beetle management 
is sufficient to meet current needs. It is not clear if the existing roads system is sufficient 
to meet future needs. Several old logging roads may not be needed for active 
management and may be contributing to impacts to watershed, fisheries and wildlife 
habitats. These roads are identified in the roads matrix and improving closures or 
decommissioning should be considered 

Social and recreation concerns: The Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area has a relative 
low level of summer recreational use. The unroaded areas are becoming increasingly 
important for people seeking solitude and avoiding crowded forest areas closer to 
Steamboat Springs. This area is of high importance for use during the fall hunting 
periods. Many impacts occur to the road system during the fall hunting periods due to 
heavy use during the hunting periods when roads become saturated with fall rain and 
snow. 

'\Vatershed concerns: There are several areas that have been identified in the roads 
matrix (Appendix A) that are resulting in impacts to watersheds. Reducing these impacts 
is very important for restoring the health of the Elkhead creek watershed. Many impacts 
can be resolved by improving and upgrading road conditions, others decommissioning or 
closing may be necessary. 

Wildlife: Several of the roads in the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area are 
contributing to the movement of elk off the Forest during the fall hunting season. This 
results in decreased hunter success and limited control over a growing elk population. 
Seasonal or permanent closure of key roads may help to maintain elk on the Forest, 
increase hunter success, and help reduce the elk herd. Some timber management areas 
have high road density that is increasing the fragmentation of lynx habitat. 
Decommissioning and revegetating these roads would improve lynx habitat. A few roads 
are impacting nesting goshawk territories, seasonal or permanent closure is recommended 
to alleviate these effects. Appendix A identifies and prioritizes the roads and the wildlife 
issues. There is a need to maintain the spring closure of FDR 150 for the benefit of 
nesting sandhill cranes, breeding boreal toads, calving elk and sharp-tailed grouse. 

Private land access: the current road ·system provides adequate access to private land 
and private land inholdings. Arrangements have been made with private inholding 
owners to meet the needs of reasonable access. 

Road maintenance and decommissioning costs: Road maintenance can be very costly. 
Many of the roads in the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area are significantly impacted 
during the wet fall hunting periods by motorized vehicles. This annual impact has made 
it expensive and prohibits annual maintenance of all roads used by hunters during the fall. 
This has resulted in continued dete1ioration of road conditions and impacts to other 
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resources such as watershed. An example of this is the First Creek Road East-FDR 
150.2D. Seasonal or permanent closure would decrease these high impacts and costs. 

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS - "The 72 Questions" 

To assess the effects of roads in the analysis area, the process described in Step 4 and 
Appendix 1 in "Roads analysis: informing decisions about managing the National Forest 
transportation system" (USFS, 1999a) was used. The Region 2 Roads Analysis Guidance 
package (USFS, 2000) provided additional guidance in addressing these questions. 
Detailed information such as field surveys to support the findings in this section can be 
found in the project file. 

ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES (BF) 

EFl: What ecological attributes, particularly those unique to the region, would be 
affected by roading of currently unroaded areas? 

Areas without roads are relatively rare in this region of Colorado. Unroaded areas 
provide important wildlife habitats with reduced human related disturbance. Many of the 
unroaded areas contain unstable soils that may negatively impact the watersheds and 
riparian function in the area ifroading occurred. It is likely that roading unroaded areas 
in this geographic area would displace wildlife to private lands and habitats oflower 
quality. Large lower elevational roadless areas are uncommon in this region of Colorado 
and therefore these areas are important controls for evaluating effects of road 
construction and use in other areas of the geographic area. 

EF2: To what degree do the presence, type, and location of roads increase the 
introduction and spread of exotic plant and animal species, insects, diseases, and 
parasites? What are the pote~tial effects of such introductions to plant and animal 
species and ecosystem function in the area? 

As discussed in the Noxious Weed Implementation Plan (USDA Forest Service, 2000), 
"noxious weeds are any plant which has been designated by a federal, state, or county 
government to be injurious to public health, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, or any public 
or private property [see Appendix C for list of noxious weeds on the Forest]. They can 
dominate native plant communities to the extent plant diversity and ecosystem integrity 
are threatened. 

Noxious weeds occur throughout most plant associations and geographic areas of the 
Forest. In general, noxious weeds are most common in areas where human activity is 
having, or has had, the greatest impact on soil and vegetative resources and/or where 
human activities have resulted in the introduction of seed sources. 

Ground disturbing activities or areas where herbaceous cover has been removed are the 
sites most susceptible to noxious weed invasion and spread. These areas include 
roadways, rock or bonow pits, timber harvest areas, livestock concentration areas, beaver 
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dams, areas where mining & oil and gas activity have occurred, trailheads, ORV use 
sites, dispersed recreation campsites, areas where hay is fed to livestock, and areas where 
heavy vehicular traffic occurs." 

Roads are frequently sources of noxious weeds, sites with high potential for new 
infestations, and effective means of spreading weeds and weed seeds to new, uninfested 
areas. Weed seeds can be picked up, transported, and deposited by vehicles, in mud 
sticking to the vehicle, in wheels, and in other pa.Iis of the undercarriage of the vehicle. 
Existing weed infestations on the forest can be spread to other areas and new weeds can 
be introduced to uninfested areas. Although disturbed sites are more susceptible to 
noxious weed invasions, noxious weeds have become established in relatively 
undisturbed ecosystems as well (USDA Forest Service, 1998). 

Noxious weed infestations can lead to the establishment of undesirable vegetation 
monotypes, and to declines in watershed conditions. As noxious weeds outcompete 
native and desired vegetation, wildlife and livestock forage amounts and qualities can 
decline. The natural diversity in plant species composition can also decline. The presence 
ofroads in an area requires more diligent monitoring and treatment of noxious weeds, to 
avoid or at least minimize the adverse effects of noxious weed infestations. This 
obviously requires an investment of money and people's time. 

The road system may cause indirect habitat loss to at-risk aquatic species by increasing 
sedimentation in adjacent streams. The increased sedimentation can cause habitat loss by 
changing stream flow and riparian vegetation composition, which in turn may reduce 
available cover, rearing, and spawning habitat for at-risk aquatic species. The FDR 
150.2D and dispersed campsite is causing increased sedimentation to the Cutthroat 
fishery of First Creek. 

Although the road system provides several locations for fishing opportunities to small 
and large creeks and ponds as well as access to Freeman Reservoir, a moderate level of 
recreational anglers visit this analysis area. The entire road system in the analysis area 
provides access to the aquatic habitats that may lead to poaching opportunities. 
Anywhere the road system crosses a stream or wet area will provide potential for 
poaching opportunities of fish or other aquatic species. However, there are no locations 
where this is a significant concern. 

EF3-4: How does the ro·ad system affect ecological disturbance regimes in the area? 
To what degree does the presence, type, and location of roads contribute to the 
control of insects, diseases, and parasites? 

Engelmann spruce bark beetle (SBB) and mountain pine beetle (MPB) are increasing in 
the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area. Epidemic populations of SBB are expected 
over the next several years. Existing roads in timber management areas, including roads 
closed to the public will improve the ability for the Forest Service to manage this 
epidemic. Most Forest roads in timber management prescription areas (5.11 and 5.13) 
are high quality roads that will allow efficient access to areas of infestation. 
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EFS: ,vhat are the adverse effects of noise caused by developing, using, and 
maintaining roads? 

The Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area generally gets relatively low public use outside 
of hunting season. Current level of summer use and maintenance is not having any 
significant ecological effects. Fall use may impact roads during muddy conditions. There 
is a high level of disturbance to wildlife from public use of these roads during the fall 
hunting seasons. This disturbance usually results in elk herds leaving the Forest and 
moving to private lands. This has resulted in decreased hunter success and comments 
and concern from the public regarding this problem (see Appendix E). Early spring use 
is disturbing to calving elk and nesting sandhill cranes in the Slater Park Area. 
Comparing wildlife use between the closed California Park area and the Open roads in 
the Slater Park area clearly illustrates the effects of springtime recreational disturbance. 
Road development typically has high but short-term effects due to the actual development 
disturbance but often long-term significant ecological effects to wildlife habitats. 

AQUATIC, RIPARIAN ZONE, AND WATER QUALITY (AQ) 

AQl: How and where does the road system modify the surface and subsurface 
hydrology of the area? 

Roads expand the channel network, convert subsurface flow to surface flow, and reduce 1 

infiltration on the road surface. These factors affect the surface and subsurface flow, and t 
overall hydrology of an area. The channel network is expanded through road ditches, 
which act as stream channels in previously unchannelized areas. Road ditches intercept 
shallow subsurface flow and convert it to surface flow, which is delivered to the stream 
channel through road ditches. An expanded channel network augments peak flows since 
water traveling as surface flow reaches the channel faster than water traveling as 
subsurface flow (Wemple et al., 1996). Reduced infiltration contributes to additional 
surface flow since water does not infiltrate and become stored in the soil profile, but 
rather runs off as overland flow. 

While all of the road drainage ditches modify the surface hydrology to a degree by 
creating additional surface flow paths, specific areas of concern include: 

• FSR 150.2d (First Creek road east): Drainage on this road is inadequate. Water 
from the uphill side of the road is intercepted by the road, and then flows down the 
road until diverted by a drainage structure into First Creek. Over time, the road has 
become incised which results in further interception of subsurface flow and effects 
to the hydrology of the area. 

AQ2: How and where does the road system generate surface erosion? 

Surface erosion is highly dependant on soils, road grade, road surfacing, and the 
effectiveness and spaciilg of drainage structures. Soils with little binder material, and 
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long distances between drainage structures, particularly on steep slopes, are all factors, 
which contribute to surface erosion. There are opportunities at the following locations to 
reduce surface erosion and subsequent sedimentation to the stream system: 

• FSR 150.2d: Inadequate drainage results in surface erosion on this road. Eroded 
materials are delivered to First Creek through connected disturbed areas, 
particularly in the first half mile of the road. This road has become incised which 
makes improving drainage to reduce surface erosion more difficult. 

AQ3: How and where does the road system affect mass wasting? 

The primary effect of the road system to mass wasting is by changing the subsurface flow 
of water as well as removes the toe of the slope, which causes mass movement. Roads 
should be constructed to avoid areas that are very prone to mass movement or if that 
cannot be done, use management practices to stabilize the slope. 

• FSR 150.2D First Creek Road is cutting at the toe of an unstable slope., which is 
causing mass movement. 

• FSR 116.2 Road is located in an area of slag ponds and the soils in this area area 
unstable. The road dead-ends at this location of ponds and unstable soils. The 
road closure could be moved back a short way out of this area. 

AQ4: How and where do road-stream crossings influence local stream channels and 
water quality? 

The primary effects to local stream channels and water quality at road-stream crossings 
are due to 1) changes in the natural hydrologic function of the stream channel due to 
channel constriction, misalignment relative to the natural channel pattern, or improperly 
sized culverts, and 2) delivery of sediment directly to the stream channel through 
connected disturbed areas which degrades water quality. Connected disturbed areas are 
defined as 'high runoff areas such as roads ... that discharge surface runoff into a 
stream ... connected disturbed areas are the main source of damage in all regions' (FSH 
2509 .25-99-2). 

There are opportunities as the following locations to reduce the effects of road-stream 
crossings on local stream-channels and water quality: 

• FSR 150.1 at the First Creek road-stream crossing: The culvert at this location is 
not set in alignment with First Creek. As a result, a large back-eddy scour pool has 
developed below the culvert outlet. The back-eddying has resulted in raw 
streambanks on both sides of the channel, and widening of the stream up to two 
times its natural width. The raw streambanks and channel widening have increased 
sediment loads in First Creek. AQ 11: In addition to the direct effects of the 
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culvert on channel dynamics, a dispersed campsite has developed immediately 
adjacent to First Creek. The riparian condition has been degraded by use of this 
campsite, which further contributes to the streambank instability created by the First 
Creek culvert. 

• FSR 150.1 at the Second Creek road-stream crossing: The culvert at this location 
appears to be improperly set, and possibly too small. Beaver frequently dam the 
culvert, resulting ·in spring flows sometimes overtopping the road. Efforts to 
remove the beaver dams with heavy equipment have damaged the culvert inlet. 
Sediment deposits are evident in Second Creek below the road due in part to 
sediment from the road, and partly from sediment deposits released from the beaver 
dam every year when it is removed during the summer months. 

• FSR 150.1 at the Upper Elkhead Creek crossing: This culvert is inadequate to pass 
peak flows and is affecting channel function and physical processes. 

AQS: How and where does the road system create potential for pollutants, such as 
chemical spills, oils, deicing salts, or herbicides, to enter surface waters? 

All road-stream crossings and areas where roads are adjacent to streams are potential 
sites for pollutants to enter surface waters. However, there are no locations where this is 
a significant concern. 

AQ6: How and where is the road system "hydrologically connected" to the stream 
system? How do the connections affect water quality and quantity? 

Water quality and quantity are affected where connected disturbed areas deliver water 
and sediment directly to the stream channel. Most of the locations affecting water quality 
and quantity are identified in AQ 1, AQ2, and AQ4. In addition, the following location is 
a connected disturbed area that is affecting water quality and quantity: 

• FSR 150.1- unclassified spur road near Armstrong Creek: This unclassified road is 
part of an old road system that accessed a homestead on the west side ofElkhead 
Creek. A carsonite post at the Elkhead road-stream crossing indicates that this road 
has been technically closed (??), although there are signs of occasional use. This 
road accesses a couple of dispersed campsites, including one immediately adjacent 
to Elkhead Creek in the floodplain. The road runs down the fall-line as it drops 
from the high terrace down to the floodplain. Drainage is inadequate in this section 
ofroad, resulting in gullying of the road surface. Sediment derived from the 
gullying is delivered directly to Elkhead Creek at the road-stream crossing. 
Opportunities to reduce sedimentation and impacts to water quality include closing 
the road on the upper terrace before it drops down to the floodplain. There are still 
opportunities for dispersed camping on the terrace while reducing effects to water 
quality in Elkhead Creek. 
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AQ7: ,vhat downstream beneficial uses of water exist in the area? What changes 
in uses and demand are expected over time? How are they affected or put at risk by 
road-derived pollutants? 

State designated beneficial uses for the Slater Creek geographic area include aquatic cold 
life 1, recreation 1, water supply, and agriculture. None of the streams are listed as 
impaired on the Colorado 303(d) list (CDH, 1998), although First Creek is on the state 
monitoring and evaluation list. Streams are placed on this list in when there are reasons 
to suspect water quality problems, but uncertainty exists regarding one or more factors. 
Sediment derived from roads is one of the factors contributing to the potential concern. 

There are no other expected changes in demand or use over time. Road derived 
pollutants may be increasing sediment deposition which may affect the aquatic cold life 1 
designated beneficial use. 

There are no other expected changes in demand or use over time. Road derived 
pollutants may be increasing sediment deposition which may affect the aquatic cold life 1 
designated beneficial use. 

AQS: How and where does the road system affect wetlands? 

Wetl.ands were included as part of the Routt Riparian Inventory (RNF, 1993). Map XX 
displays the road network relative to the stream network and riparian areas including 
potential wetlands. Field reconnaissance found that there are no locations where the road 
system is significantly affecting wetland condition or function. 

AQ9: How does the road system alter physical channel dynamics, including 
isolation of floodplains, constraints on channel migration, and the movement of 
large wood, fine organic matter, and sediment? 

AQ 4 identifies road-stream crossings where the road system is affecting channel 
dynamics. One additional area of concern is where FSR 154.1 has constrained channel 
migration. Slater Creek recently blew through FDR 154.1 in the vicinity of the Slater 
Creek road-stream crossing. The road created a weak point on the outside of a meander 
bend. Over time, Slater Creek eroded the outside of the meander bend and eventually 
eroded all the way through FSR 154.1. A new channel was developed with the following 
effects: 1) The new channel is much shorter than the existing channel. Shortening 
stream channels increases water slope, which increases stream power and the energy 
available for streambank erosion. 2) The new channel contributed approximately XX 
cubic yards of sediment to Slater Creek below the blowout. 3) The new channel re-enters 
Slater Creek perpendicular to the old channel. This results in the current flow being 
directed directly into one of the Slater Creek stream banks, which is causing 
destabilization of this stream bank, and contributing additional sediment to the stream 
channel. Opportunities to restore local stream channel function and reduce water quality 
impacts include returning the Slater Creek to its original channel. 
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AQIO: How and where does the road system restrict the migration and movement of 
aquatic organism? What species are affected and to wliat extent? · 

FDR 150: 
• The culvert located on Armstrong Creek on FDR 150 is in bad repair at the inlet, 

making it very difficult for fish passage because culvert is bent, twisted, and water 
flows underneath. Cutthroats are present above and below the road. 

• The culvert located on Elkhead Creek lies at a gradient of 2.5% and is the 
uppermost crossing of the drainage. The culvert is severely damaged on the 
upstream side. The stream flow is obstructed by the edges bent in front of the 
mouth of the culvert. 

• It is evident that the culvert on First Creek is too small for runoff flows due to the 
erosion and resource damage occurring at the outlet. Cutthroat trout are present 
on both sides of culvert and the population would benefit through ease of 
migration if the culvert was replaced with a bottomless arch. 

• · Replacing the culvert located on Torso Creek with a bottomless arch culvert 
would benefit cutthroat and brook trout populations by providing unobstructed 
migration and movement to historic spawning areas. 

AQl 1: How does the road system affect shading, litterfall, and riparian plant 
communities? 

There road system is affecting riparian plant communities at road-stream crossings, with 
the problem areas being identified in AQ4. There are additional concerns on FSR 
118.2A. This spur road runs through the riparian meadow adjacent to Grizzly Creek, and 
is having localized effects on riparian condition. There may be opportunities to establish 
a trailhead near the intersection of FSR 118.1 and 118.2A, and decommission the rest of 
the road to reduce effects to the riparian meadow. 

AQ12: How and where does the road system contribute to fishing, poaching, or 
direct habitat loss for at-risk aquatic species? 

The road system provides several locations for fishing opportunities to small and large 
creeks and ponds. The entire road system in the analysis area provides access to the 
aquatic habitats, which could lead to poaching where the road system crosses a stream or 
wet area. 

The road system may cause indirect habitat loss to at-risk aquatic species by increasing 
sedimentation in adjacent streams. The increased sedimentation can cause habitat loss by 
changing stream flow and riparian vegetation composition which in tum may reduce 
available cover, rearing, and spawning habitat for at-risk aquatic species. The road that 
parallels First Creek has prevalent resource damage and is causing sedimentation in this 
Cutthroat stream. 

AQ13: How and where does the road system facilitate the introduction of non
native aquatic species? 
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Anywhere the road system crosses a stream or wet area and there is enough suitable 
habitat to support a species long enough for it to migrate to a more desirable habitat is 

· where the road system would facilitate the introduction of non-native aquatic species. 

' AQ14: To what extent does the road system overlap with areas of exceptionally 
high aquatic diversity or productivity or areas containing rare or unique aquatic 
species or species of interest? 

First Creek has high aquatic diversity with Cutthroat trout present and a historic breeding 
area for boreal toads. The dispersed campsite and the road that runs along First Creek is 
decreasing productivity for these sensitive species as well as the riparian/willow area by 
causing resource damage and increasing erosion and sedimentation into the streambed. 

TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE (TW) 

TWl: What are the direct effects of the road system on terrestrial species habitat? 

The general direct effects include population isolation, edge effects, habitat loss and 
fragmentation and reducedhabitat effectiveness. These direct effects can: 

1. Isolate populations of species with low mobility, such as the boreal toad, 
depending on the type of road and the level of use. 

2. Increase the presence of edge species (birds, mammals, plants). An increase in 
edge species can result in greater predation risk to animals in forested ecosystems. 
For example, the opening of habitat and creation of edge may make species such 
as red squirrel and snowshoe hare more vulnerable to avian predation from 
species such as red-tailed hawks that would not typically forage in a closed forest 
canopy. Additionally, some wildlife species will avoid crossing roads, which 
limits the available habitat to wildlife. Edge effects from roads can be most 
pronounced in forested landscapes. 

3. Fragmentation can result in both the direct effects ofloss of habitat, decrease 
connectivity of populations, increase predation, result in higher demographic 
stochasticity and change population structure from contiguous habitats to isolated 
metapopulations. 

4. Use of the roads by people can result in increased disturbance and avoidance of 
roaded habitats. 

5. Presence of roads increase winter snowmobile use in an area due to the 
constructed road prisim. This results in disturbance to wildlife during critical 
winter periods. Increases compacted snow routes and may facilitate the 
movement of competitors of lynx (ie - coyote) into lynx habitat, 

6. Road construction will decrease elk and deer habitat effectiveness by reducing 
security areas. The elk habitat effectiveness in the Elkhead Mountain Geographic 
Area is presented below. 
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Elk Habitat Effectiveness 

Hiding Open Road 
Cover Density % Habitat 

Geoeraphic Area Index miles/section Road Densitv Index Effectiveness Standards and Guidelines 

Elkhead Mountain (IB) overall 0.618800 0.56 0.74 45 . 79 50% STANDARD 

Elkhead Mountain 5.11 0.769875 0.65 0.71 54.66 60% Guideline 

Elkhead Mountain 5.13 0.705500 0.46 0.78 55 . 03 50% Guideline 

TW2: How does the road system facilitate human activities that affect habitat? 

In general, the analysis area road system provides access for permitted fire wood 
collection which reduces density of snags and/or area where snags are present due to 
removal near roads, as facilitated by road access (Hann and others, 1997). Fire wood 
collectors often harvest snags or down logs that provide habitat for pine martens, owls, 
and woodpeckers. Firewood collectors reduce habitat for these species in areas where 
roads are in close proximity. No particular area has been identified where this is a 
concern. 

The road system facilitates human activities that result in disturbances to wildlife. Elk 
are known to leave the area during the fall due to increased human activities on ridgeline 
roads and roads that run into interior forested habitats. This results in elk and deer unable 
to use habitats during the fall periods. 

Roads provide the prism for winter snowmobile use. Winter snowmobile use on these 
roads increases snow compaction, which might facilitate coyote moving into suitable 
lynx habitat. 

TW3: How does the road system affect legal and illegal human activities? What are 
the effects on wildlife species? 

In the EMGA, the motorized use ofroads during the fall hunting seasons as well as the 
increased pressure by the hunters has negatively impacted big game in this area. The elk 
respond to this increased pressure by leaving National Forest land and moving to adjacent 
private land where they remain throughout the hunting seasons. The elk heard in this 
SCGA are beyond the desired herd objective set by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

Open roads facilitate access for legal hunting and trapping. Effects include direct human 
caused mortality and injury from hunting and trapping activities. Closed but not 
decommissioned or obliterated roads increase human access, including illegal use of 
closed roads by ATV's. This has been demonstrated to be problematic on many of the 
closed roads in the Slater Creek Geographic Area during the hunting season. Closed 
roads increase hiking and mountain biking activities in areas not usually accessed by 
humans. This can result in disturbance to wildlife species 

TW4: How does the road system directly affect unique communities or special 
features in the area? 
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Within the EMGA are the Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area 
(SPMPCP A) and the California Park Special Interest Area (CPSIA). The CPSIA was 
selected for designation based on it geological, zoological, historical, paleontological, and 
scenic values. The CPS IA contains the highest diversity of threatened, endangered, and 
Region 2 sensitive species on the Routt National Forest. 

The SPMPCPA is one of three macro sites identified by the Colorado Natural Heritage 
Program for the Routt National Forest. The SPMPCA boundary was delineated to 
identify significant natural communities and the breeding habitat of wetland and upland 
birds and amphibians in need of protection and specific management. The Colorado 
Natural Heritage Program designated this area as such due to the rarity of the species the 
community supports. 

ECONOMICS (EC) 

EC (1): How does the road system affect the agency's direct costs and revenues? 
What, if any, changes in the road system will increase net revenue to the agency by 
reducing cost, increasing revenue, or both? 

This analysis will be completed as part of individual project EA/EIS. 

EC (2): How does the road system affect the priced and non-priced consequences 
included in economic efficiency analysis used to assess net benefits to society? 

This analysis will be completed as part of individual project EA/EIS. 

EC (3): How does the road system affect the distribution of benefits and costs among 
affected people? 

This analysis will be completed as part of individual project EA/EIS. 

COMMODITY PRODUCTION (TM, MM, RM) 

Timber Management 

TMl: How does the road spacing and location affect logging system feasibility? 

Wider distances between roads in suitable lands results in an increase of costs due to 
higher logging costs (skidding distances). Non-ground based systems also rely on roads 
adjacent to harvest units in order to keep logging costs feasible to meet resource 
objectives. These systems have a higher operating costs, this presence and proximity of 
existing and new road construction is important. 
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TM 2-3: How does the road system affect managing the suitable timber base and 
other lands? How does the road system affect access to timber stands needing 
silvicultural treatment? 

Approximately one-third (31 %) of the analysis area is in the suitable timber base (MA 
5.11, 5.13) and some of these areas have been harvested, with varying levels of intensity. 
Previous forest management has resulted in the existing network of roads, necessary for 
the-removal oflogs. Without these roads, timber removal would not be feasible due to 
access and lack of alternative logging methods in the area, and all suitable lands would 
need to be removed from the suitable base. 

The road system will need to be expanded if silvicultural treatments in suitable MA's 
where harvesting has not previously occurred is proposed to implement the Forest Plan. 

Minerals Management 

MM 1: How does the road system affect access to locatable, leasable, and salable 
minerals? 

The existing road system provides sufficient opportunity for access to locatable leasable 
and salable minerals. 

Range Management 

RM 1: How does the road system affect access to range allotments? 

The existing road system provides sufficient access to range allotments for the perrnittees 
and the Forest Service rangeland managers. Most of the range allotments are only fully 
accessed by horseback. The current amount and distribution of roads is sufficient to allow 
efficient movement oflivestock to and from the allotments, efficient trailering of horses 
to the allotments, and access for construction and/or maintenance ofrange improvements. 

Many of the roads in the area are not needed for access to the allotments. See Appendix 
A for a listing of the roads and their importance to range management. 

WATER PRODUCTION (WP) 

WPl-3: How does the road system affect access, constructing, maintaining, 
monitoring, and operating water diversions, impoundments, and distribution canals 
or pipes, municipal watersheds, or hydroelectric projects? 

There are no operating water diversions, impoundments, distribution canals, pipes, or 
hydroelectric projects in the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area. These types of projects 
are not affected by the existing road system. · Elkhead Creek flows into Elkhead Resevoir 
(private land) which is a municipal watershed. 
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SPECIAL FOREST PRODUCTS (SP) 

SP 1: How does the road system affect access for collecting special forest products? 

Collecting special forest products often depends on using existing forest roads. These 
activities provide employment opportunities, but typically do not support developing or 
maintaining roads. The Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area provides limited special 
forest products. The existing road system is sufficient to accommodate the current and 
predicted need. 

SPECIAL USE PERMITS (SU) 

SU 1: How does the road system affect managing special-use permit sites 
(concessionaires, communications sites, utility corridors, and so on)? 

Many of the special-use areas on national forest lands are by permit, for profit or are 
access needs to private land, which may include: commercial recreation ( outfitter and 
guides), communication sites, utility corridors, and right-of-ways for access to private 
land. Special-use permittees need for quick and efficient access to permit areas directly 
affects the profitability of their business. 

Recreation Special-Use Permits: 

• 

• 

• 

First Creek Ranch (Tracey Phillips) special-use permit is for packing game meat 
for clients. Although the permit is for district-wide, the permittee owns a private 
inholding along Quaker Mountain where access needs will be focused. Analysis 
area access needs include FDR 150 and 115 to Quaker Mountain. 
Rhynne Outfitters (Bruce Rhyne) special-use permit is for outfitter/guide for 
hunting, bicycling, and horse backriding. Access needs include, FDR 150 and 42 
for big game hunter outfitter/guide services and FDR 110 and 133 for bicycling 
and horseback riding outfitter/guide services. 
Wilderness Tracks (Harley Johnson) special-use permit is for big game hunting 
outfitter/guide services. Access needs include, FDR 112. 

Other existing permits, which have access needs include: 
• Electronic site on Blk Mtn - FDR #110 
• Freeman Reservoir (DOW)-FDR #112 
• Sherman Youth Camp - FDR 112.2b/c 
• FDR #115.1, 115.la (First Creek Ranch) 
• FDR 109, 99, 94 are NOT legal access to private - LOW priority roads 
• ditches -FDR #150 only, no small roads needed 

GENERAL PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (GT) 

GT(l): How does the road system connect to public roads and provide primary 
access to communities? 
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The county road (CR) 80, connects with FDR 150, is the main public access to the 
analysis area for the Hayden community. FDR 150 is primarily a summer.travel road and 
is not used as a road system that provides access to communities. The county road 27, 
connects with FDR 110 and 134, provides public access to the analysis area for the Craig 
and Hayden communities. FDR 110 and 134 are primarily summer travel roads and are 
not used as a year-round road system that provides access to Hayden and Craig 
communities. See table below for list of county roads that connect with forest roads. 
Note: The analysis area roads are primarily used during the summer and fall months and 
are closed during the winter. Snowmobiles are used for winter access and recreation. 

Moffatt County Roads and Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area FDR 
CR 80 connects to FDR 150 CR 76 connects to FDR 123 CR 27 connects to FDR 

110, 134 
CR 11 connects to FDR 112 CR 56 connects to FDR 475 CR 62 connects to FDR 42 

GT(2): How does the road system connect large blocks of land in other ownership 
to public roads? 

The analysis area has one private land in-holding. FDR 115 provides access to a private 
land in-holding, which can be accessed from FDR 150. 

GT(3): How does the road system affect managing roads with shared ownership or 
with limited jurisdiction? (RS2477, cost share, prescriptive rights, FLPMA 
easements, FRTA easements, DOT easements) 

FDR 150 is managed by Routt County. FDR 150 is a county road. The Forest Service 
has an agreement with the County to maintain the spring time closure and assist when 
possible at maintaining culverts along the road. 

GT(4): How does the road system address the safety of road users? 

The road system safety conditions are consistent with road maintenance levels, as well as 
expected use and users. The road system is configured and signed to reduce safety 
hazards within the context of financial, topographic, and use levels. The roads that are 
currently damaged or eroded pose hazards to users during wet conditions and may 
become impassable. Highly impacted roads should be improved for safety or closed and 
decommissioned if use is determined to be low. 

ADJ'lt/INISTRATIVE USE (AU) 

AU 1: How does the road system affect access needed for research, inventory, and 
monitoring? 

The existing road system is adequate for needed research, inventory and monitoring. 
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AU2: How does the road system affect investigative or enforcement activities? 

Investigative and law enforcement activities are minimal in the analysis area throughout 
the majority of the year, except for hunting season. A change in the road system may 
affect law enforcement by displacing hunters outside of the analysis area and into other 
portions of the district, which may increase the need for law enforcement in other areas 
during hunting season. 

Closed roads, but not decommissioned or obliterated roads, increase illegal activities and 
thus increase the need investigation and enforcement of illegal use. Decommissioning 
and obliteration of unnecessary roads will facilitate enforcement activities by 
discouraging unauthorized use of closed roads. 

PROTECTION (PT) 

PT 1: How does the road system affect fuels managements? 

Fuels management falls into two basic categories within this watershed. The Spruce-Fir 
at the higher elevations is actively managed as a timber resource, and the 
Aspen/grass/forbs and shrub vegetation groups at lower elevations. 
Harvest activities with associated fuels treatments comprise most of the fuels 
management within these stands. These activities depend heavily upon the present road 
system and needs only minor temporary road development in some areas to allow fuels 
treatment. These temporary roads are generally built in association with the harvest 
requirements for timber sales. 

The grazing that occurs on the lower elevation sites (aspen stands) is moderately 
dependent upon road access, so the roads are important for these activities as well. 
Grazing has a significant impact upon the fire hazard within these areas as much of the 
annual increase in biomass is removed each year. The present road system is sufficient to 
support these activities. Any decrease in road access may limit grazing utilization that 
would result with an increasing fire hazard within the aspen and shrub vegetation types. 

The most critical fuels management concern within the watershed would be to continue 
effective fuels treatment activities within activity-generated slash. 

PT 2: How does the road system affect the capacity of the Forest Service and 
cooperators to suppress wildfires? 

This area has limited road access and much of the fire suppression efforts will be 
dependent upon either aerially delivered fire fighting resources or hand crews with an 
extended response time. Engines have a limited function within the Slater Creek 
Geo graphic Area. 
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Most suppression efforts within this watershed will be dependent upon hand crew 
resources. Some of the roads that do exist require high clearance vehicles and may limit 
the access to four-wheel drive vehicles only. 

The biggest affect of the road system will be to delay response and extend contain/control 
times due to difficulties associated with logistical support. 

PT 3: How does the road system affect risk to firefighters and to public safety? 

There are no distinctive fire fighter or public safety risk associated with fire suppression 
within this geographic area. The road system provides for marginal access and regress, 
and to this road system is the one-way access or regress on forest road 116. Regress and 
evacuation could become a problem if severe fire behavior were to occur blocking the 
road during regress or evacuation efforts; however, this road system has no campgrounds 
or other specific forest-user destinations on it so this risk would be minimal. The risk to 
fire fighters should also be easily mitigated by proper planning and the identification of 
safety zones as needed. 

PT 4: How does the road system contribute to airborne dust emission resulting in 
reduced visibility and human health concerns? 

Airborne dust emission reducing visibility and human health are not a concern in the 
analysis area. 

RECREATION (UR, RR) 

Unroaded Recreation (UR) 

UR 1: Is there now or wilJ there be in the future excess supply or excess demand for 
unroaded recreation opportunities? 

Unroaded recreation is expected to increase in the future. The Forest is seeing increased 
use over the past few years of the unroaded recreational areas in the Elkhead Mountain 
Geographic Area. These areas appear to becoming more and more important for folks 
trying to get away form increasingly crowded wilderness areas closer to towns such as 
Steamboat Springs. It is not known if the current supply ofunroaded areas will meet the 
future demand for this recreational experience. Due to the rapid rate of human growth in 
this area, roadless areas are expected to become increasingly important for this need. 
Closures or decommissioning/obliteration of old roads in poor condition may help 
provide larger areas for recreationists seeking this type of experience. 

UR 2: Is developing new roads into unroaded areas, decommissioning of existing 
roads, or changing the maintenance of existing roads causing substantial changes in 
the quantity, quality, or type of unroaded recreation opportunities? 
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Currently, there is no plan to develop, decommission, or change the maintenance of 
unroaded areas in the geographic area. There will be no effect on the quantity, quality, or 
type of unroaded recreational opportunities. Because no new roads are being developed 
in roadless areas, the character of existing roadless areas will be unchanged. 

UR 3: ,vhat are the adverse effects of noise and other disturbances caused by 
developing, using, and maintaining, on the quantity, quality, and type of unroaded 

• recreation opportunities? 

There have been complaints by hunters on the adverse effect of ATV noise on hunting 
success. 

UR 4: ,vho participates in unroaded recreation in the areas affected by 
constructing, maintaining, and decommissioning roads? 

The Forest users include: non-motorized trail users, outfitter guides and clients, hunters 
(small and big game), anglers, horse users, organized horse club participants, and 
motorized trail users. 

UR 5: What are these participants' attachments to the area, how strong are their 
feelings, and are alternative opportunities and locations available? 

Attachments to these areas include: long-time use of same area; annual vacation event 
(hunting camp); income (outfitter/guide); source of trophy and/or food. 

Feelings about these areas are strong and alternatives areas are not as desirable. 

Users and their values were identified through: public scoping responses, recreation use 
surveys, and field personnel interviews/experience. 

Road-Related Recreation (RR) 

RR 1: Is there now or will there be in the future excess supply or excess demand for 
roaded recreation opportunities? 

The current level ofroaded recreational opportunities appears to be sufficient for the 
Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area. Much of this area exhibits low use during the 
summer months but much higher use during the fall hunting periods. During the summer 
months there may currently be an excess supply of roaded recreational opportunities, this 
supply should accommodate future needs. 

RR 2: Is developing new roads into unroaded areas, decommissioning of existing 
roads, or changing maintenance of existing roads causing substantial changes in the 
quantity, quality, or type of roaded recreation opportunities? 
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Decommissioning existing roads that are in exceedingly poor condition are not 
significantly affecting roaded recreational opportunities because these roads get little use 
during most of the year with the exception of fall hunting seasons. Developing new roads 
into unroaded areas may impact recreationists seeking unroaded recreational experiences. 
Some hunters express dependence on road access for their hunting success. 

RR 3: What are the adverse effects of noise and other disturbances caused by 
constructing, using, and maintaining roads on the quantity, quality, or type of 
roaded recreation opportunities? 

For the majority of the year noise is not an issue with forest users in the analysis area. In 
the fall hunting season, noise (disturbance) is an issue to some forest users camping along 
or using remote roads when ATV travel is noisy and frequent during hunting hours. 
Other forest recreationists have complained of excessive ATV use during the fall. 

RR 4: Who participates in roaded recreation in the areas affected by road 
construction, changes in road maintenance, or road decommissioning? 

Public land users from the communities of Baggs, Craig and Hayden are the primary 
roaded recreation users in the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area. During the fall 
hunting season recreationists visit from across the Nation to hunt the area. Hunters 
would be most affected by changes in road availability. Closing roads may make access 
more difficult but also improve hunter success. The vast majority of the roaded 
recreationists use the primary access routes FDR 110 and FDR 150 and use this area for 
scenic drives, wildlife viewing and camping. 

Users include: campers (camping with vehicle); hunters (small game, scouting, game 
retrieval, bringing in camp); driving for pleasure, sight-seeing; anglers (to access fishing 
spots); outfitter/guides (to bring in supplies, clients, retrieve game); Freeman and 
Sawmill campground and day use area users; private landowners; aging or disabled forest 
visitors; ATV users; 4x4 enthusiasts; some non-motorized users on less traveled roads 
( especially horse users). 

RR 5: What are these participants' attachments to the area, bow strong are their 
feelings, and are alternative opportunities and locations available? 

The Forest users and their values were identified through: public scoping responses, 
unsolicited letters and phone conversations, public meetings, recreation-use surveys, and 
field personnel interviews/experience. A public scooping brochure was produced and 
approximately 5000 copies were distributed during 2000. Distribution was focused 

- --- +1-m=ing-the-fall-hunt-ing-s€asons.------'Jhe-E-MGA-users-inGlude~ Gampers-(camping-wit-h--------
vehicle ); hunters (small and big game as well as game retrieval); sight-seeing; anglers; 
outfitter/guides (transporting supplies, clients, and game retrieval); and motorized 
recreationists (ATV, 4x4, and motorcycle enthusiasts); private landowners; aging or 
disabled forest visitors; and some non-motorized users on less traveled roads ( especially 
horse users) 
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n The participants' attachments to these roads in the analysis area may include: dependency 
on vehicles for forest experience (i.e., age, ability, amount of time); dependency on 
motorized access to retrieve game and transport hunting camp as well as supplies to 
desired location; business income (outfitter/guide); and access to private lands with no 
viable non-FS alternative. 

The feelings about these roads c-an be strong that is both in favor of keeping all roads 
open for easy access and in favor of closing many of the roads to provide better 
experience (i.e., primitive camping or hunting). 

Attachments to these areas include: long-time use of same area; annual vacation event 
(hunting camp); income (outfitter/guide); source of trophy and/or food. 

Feelings about these areas are strong and alternatives areas are not as desirable. 

Please see Appendix G for a summary of some key comments from the public identified 
during public scooping efforts. 

PASSIVE USE VALUE (PV) 

PV 1: Do areas planned for road constructing, closure, or decommissioning have 
unique physical or biological characteristics, such as unique natural features and 
threatened or endangered species (or cultural heritage resources? 

Less than two percent of the Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area has been surveyed for 
cultural resources. Twenty sites are recorded in the area. Historic GLO plats and Routt 
National Forest maps show additional historic trails, roads, structures, and a campground 
that have not yet been recorded. Many more umecorded cultural resources are expected 
in the area. Site specific survey is recommended when there is the potential to effect 
cultural resources. 

PV 2: Do areas planned for road construction, closure, or decommissioning have 
unique cultural, traditional, symbolic, sacred, spiritual, or religious significance? 

The cultural heritage maps show no burials, traditional cultural properties, or sacred sites 
in the geographic area. Only the people who hold these values can identify them, so 
consultation with groups that may hold these values is needed to identify these places. 

PV 3: What, if any, groups of people (ethnic groups, subcultures, and so on) hold 
cultural, symbolic, spiritual, sacred, traditional, or religious values for areas 
planned for road entry or road closure? 
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The cultural heritage maps show no burials, traditional cultural properties, or sacred sites 
in the geographic area. Only the people who hold these values can identify them, so 
consultation with groups that may hold these values is needed to identify these places. 

PV 4: Will constructing, closing, or decommissioning roads substantially affect 
passive-use value? 

Passive-use value is divided-into two components, existence value and bequest value. 
Existence value is value or benefit people receive from the existence of a specific place, 
condition, or thing, independent of any intention, hope, or expectation of their active use 
by the person receiving the passive-use benefit. Bequest value is value or benefit 
received because a place, condition, or thing is available for active or passive use by 
others. The California Park Special Interest Area has both existence and bequest values 
because of the riparian and upland community of bird species that it supports such as 
Sandhill cranes, Columbian sharp-tailed grouse, and Northern goshawks. This area also 
holds historic values such as the historic cattle drive trails. 

SOCIAL ISSUES (SI) 

SI 1-2: What are people's perceived needs and values for roads and access? How 
does road management affect people's dependence on, need for, and desire for roads 
and access? 

The primary social demand for roads in the analysis area is access for fall big game 
hunting. The secondary social demand for roads is summer use of dispersed campsites 
adjacent to the road system. The recreationists perceived values for these roads are 
strong. The public and hunters contacted through personal interview during hunter 
patrol, public meeting, and comment letters have strong attachments to the area and 
return year after year. Comments received from the public regarding this area pertain to 
providing appropriate access for recreationists and hunters with disabilities, health 
concerns, and senior citizens. Conversely, comments were received regarding a desire 
for more primitive hunting with less interference from All Terrain Vehicles. Complaints 
by hunters regarding excessive use of All Terrain Vehicles during hunting hours or 
providing access to areas that backpack hunters have hiked to either by road or trail has 
been a source of conflict within this user group. 

SI 3: How does the road system affect access to paleontological, archaeological, and 
historical sites? 

Closing roads protects cultural resources by decreasing the number of people in the area, 
thereby reducing collection and other forms of site damage. Closing roads in this 
geographic area does not adversely affect access for research or public 
education/interpretation. 
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SI 4: How does the road system affect cultural and traditional uses (such as plant 
gathering, and access to traditional and cultural sites) and American Indian treaty 
rights? 

The cultural heritage maps show no burials, traditional cultural properties, or sacred sites 
in the geographic area. Only the people who hold these values can identify them, so 
consultation with groups that may hold these values is needed to identify these places. 

SI 5: How are roads that constitute historic sites affected by road management? 

A number of roads and trails in the geographjc area are historic. A project specific 
cultural resource assessment should be completed for each undertaking, so the assessment 
can be tailored to each project. Generally, road closures or decommissioning does not 
affect historic roads unless ground disturbance is needed. Road construction, road 
realignments, and road upgrades may adversely affect historic roads. Project specific 
cultural resource assessments are recommended. 

SI 6: How is community social and economic health affected by road management 
(for example, lifestyles, business, tourism industry, infrastructure maintenance)? 

The seasonal use of the EMGA is primarily in the fall. The first, second, and third rifle 
seasons provide the towns of Craig and Hayden with income to local, business owners 
such as grocery, gas stations, restaurants, camping supplies, outfitter/guides, and hotels. 
Some of these business owners rely heavily on hunter and outdoor tourism industry to 
maintain their income throughout the remainder of the year. Direct effects to income of 
these business owners would be felt ifthere was major changes in road management. 
Major changes in road management may displace hunters to other National Forest areas 
or private land. Road maintenance, seasonal closures, and/or decommissioning of minor 
roads would have no economic effect to these businesses. 

SI 7: ,vhat is the perceived social and economic dependency of a community on an 
unroaded area versus the value of that unroaded area for its intrinsic existence and 
symbolic values? 

Unroaded areas within the national forests have a variety of societal and economic 
values. Some people value natural resources existing in unroaded areas for the economic 
contribution afforded by their extraction such as timber, minerals, and roaded access; 
others value roadless areas for the contribution they provide in an undeveloped state such 
as increased solitude for people or refugia for plants and animals (USFS, 199b ). The 
communities of Craig and Hayden are not dependent on forest natural resources in 
unroaded areas for social or economic mainstay. 

SI 8: How does road management affect wilderness attributes including natural 
integrity, natural appearance, opportunities for solitude, and opportunities for 
primitive recreation? 
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Road management affects wilderness attributes and primitive recreation opportunities in 
many ways. The closure, presence, or addition of new roads and their management in 
proximity to wilderness areas can change the natural integrity and opportunities for 
solitude because of differences in vistas, amounts of noise and dust, and crowding 
(USFS, 1999b). The EMGA roads analysis has not identified roads in proximity to 
wilderness or roadless areas slated for closure, presence, or addition of roads. 

SI 9: What are traditional uses of animal and plant species in the area of analysis? 

Through public scoping no traditional uses of animal and plant species in the SCGA have 
been identified besides fall hunting activities and summer fishing activities. There may 
have been some historic use of the area for plant collection when the Ute tribe occupied 
the area. Plant species collected included Yampa root and osha. Grazing of domestic 
livestock has been a historic use of this area for at least the past 100 years. 

SI 10: How does road management affect people's sense of place? 

"Sense of place" describes the character of an area and the meaning people attach to it as 
well as integrates the interpretations of a geographic place, considering the biophysical 
setting, psychological influences (memory, choice, perception, imagination, emotion), 
and social and cultural influences (USFS 1999b). The scoping comments received have 
identified strong emotional attachment to areas within the EMGA. The big game hunters 
that return to this EMGA year after year predominantly return to the same hunting camp 
location or within proximity to that area. The sense of place for this user group may be 
affected if major changes to road management occur. 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE (CR) 

CR 1: How does the road system, or its management, affect certain groups of people 
(minority, ethnic, cultural, racial, disabled, and low-income groups)? 

The occasional summer recreationists and fall big game hunters primarily use the roads in 
the EMGA. The roads are used for access to dispersed campsites and to hunting areas. 
The public scoping identified no minority, ethnic, cultural, racial, disabled or low-income 
groups affected by changes in road management in the EMGA. 
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OPPORTUNITIES 

This NFMA analysis identifies the opportunities for management actions to be 
considered in subsequent NEPA analyses for proposed projects in the analysis area. This 
document can be used with Appendix A to prioritize and identify opportunities for 
improvement projects. For example: Some roads are important for recreation but are 
impactive to watershed resources. These roads oould be improved. Other roads are not 
used much by the public or Forest Service and causing impacts to watershed, fisheries 
and wildlife, these roads should be closed or decommissioned. NEPA analysis will be 
required to explore the different opportunities and to disclose the effects of these 
opportunities on all resources. 

CONCLUSION 

The USFS Roads Analysis provides a useful tool to asses and prioritize road related 
projects in a geographic area. This document should provide the purpose and need for 
future projects and help in prioritizing the implementation of projects. The background 
provided in this document and the public scoping associated with this effort should 
greatly facilitate NEPA project issue identification and assessment of the existing 
condition. Now go and do good things for the land. 
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APPENDIX A: Roads Matrix 

t . G b" A R P . ·ty R d M t . 
Road# Pvt Cur- For- Impor Wild- AQ De- WIN Main- Jmpor- Impor- Main- Im- Impor-

ace- rently est tant Ques. com Project ten- tant tant tain pact tant 
ess Closed Plan for life # miss ance for for for on for 
(X) (X), (o) Rx fuels for for sumr. fall timber fish range 

=open mgmt/ water- H20 rec. rec. mgmt. cries mgmt 
fire shed I 
sup. aqu 

atics 
99 X 5.13 H UEik M H H H 
99.1A 5.13 H UElk L L H L 
109.3C X 5.13 M ULynx L L M L 
109.3D X . 5.13 M ULynx L L M L 
112 4.3 H N/G H H L H 
112.2A 4.3 M N/G H H L L 
112.2B X X 4.3 n N/G Pvt. Pvt. L L 
112.2C 4.3 M N/G H H L L 
112.20 X N/G L M L L 
134.1 X X H L* Pvt Pvt L L 
110 4.2 H N/G 3- X X H H H H 

4=H 
138 5.11 M N/G M H M M 
110.3A 5.11 L N/G M H L L 
110.3B 5.11 1:1 N/G L M M L 
I I0.3C 5.11 M N/G L H M M 
116 5.11 H M/Elk M H H H 
116.JA 5.11 H UElk L M M L 
116.ID X 5.11 H N/G L L M L 
116.IE X 5.11 M UElk/ L L M L 

Gos 
116.IF X 5.11 L UElk/ L L M L 

Gos 
157.J N/G L 
157.1A X ULvnx L 
123 H N/Poor M H L M 

Cond 
150 4.2 H M* 4,6=H X X H H H H 
41 2.1 L N/G L M L L 

115 X X 2.1 H N/G L L L L 

115.1A X X 2.1 H N/C Pvt Pvt L L 

150.2D 2.1 M H 1-3=H X L L L M 
150.2E 2.1 L H* L L 
150.2F 2.1 L N/G M M L L 
150.2H X N/G L M L 
Know! M*/ L 
es Other 
151 2.1 H H/Elk* M H L H 
153 4.3 H N/G M M M M 
153.IA X 2.1 M ULynx M M L L 
153.IB X 2.1 L L* L L L L 
117 4.3 M N/G M H L M 
42 2.1 H M * M H H H 

RATIONALE FOR RESOURCE MANAGEJ\1ENT PRIORITIES: 
• H=High 
• M=Moderate 
• L=Low 

Fuels lvfanagement and Access (or Fire Suppression (Safetv) 
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• H = Important for access to manage fuels and fire suppression 
• M = Moderate importance for managing fuels and for fire suppression 
• L = Roads is less important for managing fuels and for fire suppression 

Wildlife Matrix- E(fects on Wildlife (Positive. negative, assessment of effects). 
Note*: .t\n asterisk next to priority indicates specific recommendation. 
General 

Elk 

• N1G = No specific concern, general effect in spruce-fir or aspen habitat 
• N/C = No specific concern, maintain closure 
• L = General effect and disturbance to wildlife. (Low*- Roads 153.lB and 134.1: 

Maintain closure- obliterate or decommission to improve elk hunting success and 
decrease riparian impacts.) 

• M = Important for elk calving and sandhill cranes nesting. Medium*- Maintain 
spring wildlife closure (April 15 - July 1) for Roads 42 and 150. (Rd. 150-
Recommend road closure expansion to include North boundary of Slater Park.) 

• H = Impacts boreal toad, cutthroat trout, sandhill crane habitats. Recommend 
decommissioning ofrevegetation. (High*-Rd. 150.2E: close spur within 100 M of 
creek, recommend creating a hardened dispersed site.) 

• L/Ell<; = May be contributing to elk movement off of the forest due to hunting 
pressure in the fall, seasonal closure may alleviate. 

• M/Elk = Ridgeline road- may contribute to early season elk movement off of the 
Forest, seasonal closure may alleviate. 

• H/Elk* = Road 151- Resource damage occurs on last½ mile of road. Degrades 
prime elk hunting habitat. Recommend closing last ½ mile and improving surface 
on remainder of road. 

Lynx 
• L/Lynx = Increasing fragmentation in lynx habitat - recommend 

decommissioning or revegetation to improve. 
Goshawk 

• L/Gosh = Road is adjacent to historic goshawk territory- human use of road may 
impact future nesting. 

• H/Gosh = Impacting Northern goshawk nesting stand, recommend 
decommissioning or revegetation to mitigate. 

Other 
• M*- Knowles road- Recommend drawing back, enforce closure, and create 

hardened dispersed site. 

Hvdrology and Soils C40 question number) 
• H ~ Known problems such as erosion, rutting, or obvious groundwater 

interception 
• M = Less severe problems or moderate level of stability in valley-bottom roads 
• L ~ Stable mid-slope roads 
• X = Decommission for watershed; WIN project; or impm1ant for maintenance of 

water. 
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Recreation Summer, Fall, and Winter Priority 
• H = High priority (summer or fall); part of summer loop routes; fall hunter use; no 

alternative routes 
• M = Moderate priority; Some current summer use; some fall use 
• L = Low priority; Closed; or low current use; or viable alternative route available 

NOTE: No roads were listed in any recreational-use category. All roads had low winter 
use and were not listed in this matrix. In the winter, roads are physically closed to 
motorized use except snowmobiles. If a road is closed or decommissioned, the route will 
remain available for snowmobile use. 

Timber Management 
• H = High use for timber management (arterial and collector) 
• M = Moderate-use ofroads 
• L = Roads rarely used 

Impact on Fisheries and Aquatic Organisms 
H = Roads that severely impact fisheries or aquatic organisms 
M = Roads that moderately impact fisheries or aquatic organisms 
L = Roads that have less impact on fisheries or aquatic organisms 
X = Roads affect migration and movement of aquatic organisms. 
0 = Roads facilitating the introduction of non-native aquatic species. 

Range Management 
H = Important for access to range allotments 
M = Other routes are available for access to allotments 
L = Roads rarely used by permittees 
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APPENDIX B: Maps 

Map #2 - Location of 1.32 Backcountry Non-motorized Management Prescription Areas 

-1.02 

Routt National Forest 
Hahns Peak Bears Ears Ranger District 

Slater Cree Geographic Area 

tain Geo 

Location of 1.32 Management Prescription Areas 
in the Elkhead Mountain and Slater Creek 

Geographic Areas. 
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APPENDIX B: Maps 
Map #3 - Location of Inventoried Road]ess Areas 

Routt National Forest 
Hahns Peak Bears Ears 

Ranger District 

Elkhead Mountain and Slater Creek Geographic Areas 
Inventoried Roadless Areas 
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Appendix C: Noxious Weeds Present on the Medicine Bow/Routt National Forests 

Common Name Scientific Name Designated Forest 
State Weed Priority* 

Diffuse knapweed Centaurea diffusa WY,CO 1 
Spotted knapweed Centaurea maculosa WY,CO 1 
Russian knapweed Centaurea repens WY,CO 1 
Leafy spurge EuphorfJia esula WY,CO 1 
Yell ow toadflax Linaria vulgaris WY,CO 1 
Dalmatian toadflax Linaria genistifolia · WY,CO 1 
Saltcedar Tamarix ramosissima WY,CO 1 
Hoary Cress Cardia spp. WY,CO 2 
Musk thistle Carduus nutans WY,CO 2 
Purple Loosestrife Lythrum salicaria WY,CO 2 
Canada thistle Cirsium arvense WY,CO 3 
Ox-eye-daisy Chrysanthemum leucanthemum WY,CO 3 
Field bindweed Convolvulus arvensis WY,CO 3 
Houndstongue Cynoglossum officinale WY,CO 3 
Quack grass Agropyron repens WY,CO 4 
Skeletonleaf bursage Ambrosia tomentosa WY 4 
Common burdock Arctium minus WY,CO 4 
Plumeless thistle Carduus acanthoides WY,CO 4 
Bull Thistle Cirsium vulgare WY,CO 4 
St. J ohnswort Hypericum perforatum WY,CO 4 
Dyers woad Jsatis tinctoria WY,CO 4 
Perennial pepperweed Lepidium latifolium WY,CO 4 
Scotch thistle Onopordum acanthium WY,CO 4 
Perennial Sowthistle Sonchus arvense WY,CO 4 
Horsenettle Solanum carollinense WY 4 

* Forest Priority 

Priority I indicates weeds of highest priority for treatment and eradication if possible on National Forest 
System Lands. In areas where known infestations of these weeds occur on adjacent non-Forest lands, 
prevention and monitoring activities will be given highest priority, and all efforts possible will be made to 
coordinate control efforts, and to cooperate with and encourage the adjacent land owner or manager to treat 
their infestations. 

Priority 2 indicates weeds, which are increasing on National Forest System Lands. Efforts here will be to 
prevent new infestations and to contain or reduce existing infestations. Purple Loosestrife is not currently 
known to exist on the Medicine Bow-Routt, but its rapid increase on the front range makes our Forest a 
prime candidate for new infestations. Efforts here will be to spot infestations as soon as possible and to 
work toward eradication if infestations occur. 

Priority 3 indicates weeds, which are so common and widespread that eradication is not possible. Efforts 
here will be directed toward prevention of new infestations. 

Priority 4 indicates weeds, which are not currently kno,vn to occur on National Forest System Lands. 
Prevention will be the focus for these weeds. 
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APPENDIX XX: Deferred Maintenance Costs 

$.till wahj11g_ i1:(f.hi.~ fuJo,ITI}ation 

Deferred maintenance cost table 
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APPENDIX D: Responsibility Table / 
( 

The following reiterates Table 1 from the R2 Roads Analysis guidance with the addition 
of the 'Lead' listed in the last column. The Lead is the person responsible for seeing that 
this analysis question gets addressed in the analysis. 

Table 1. Summary of Analysis Questions 

EFl Exotics Robert 
EF2 pest management Robert 
EF3/4 disturbances Robert 
EF5 Noise Robert 

Af2l hydrology Liz S. 
AQ2 surface erosion Liz/Tommy 
AQ3 mass wasting Liz/Tommy 
AQ4 crossmgs Liz S. 
AQ5 chemical effects Liz S. 
AQ6 hydro connections Liz S. 
A07 beneficial uses Liz S. 
AQ8 wetlands Liz S. ' 

AQ9 Channel dynamics Liz S. 
AQlO aqua. organisms Kathy 
AQll Riparian/litterfall Liz S. 
AQ12 at-risk species Kathy 
AQ13 non-native aquatic Kathy 
AQ14 

. . 
Kathy uruque species 

TWl terrestrial habitat Missy/Robert 
TW2 human activities Missy/Robert 
TW3 legal/illegal Missy/Robert 

activities 
TW4 unique communities Missy/Robert 

ECl Financial efficiency NEPAProj. 
EC2 economic efficiency NEPAProj. 
EC3 distribution NEPA Proj. 

TM2 suitable base Kent 
TM3 silvicultural Kent 

treatment 

TMl logging systems Kent 

MM1 ! Minerals Tommy . 
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water facilities Liz S. 

WP2 municipal watershed Liz S. 
WP3 hydroelectric Liz S. 

SPI special products Lands 

SUI special uses Lands 

GTI Access Missy 
GT2 other owners Missy 
GT3 shared ownership Missy 
GT4 Safety Missy 

AUI Research, M&I Missy/Robert 
AU2 Jaw enforcement Robert 

PTI Fuels Glenn 
PT2 Safety Glenn 
PT3 wildfire cooperators Glenn 

r~ PT4 air quality Glenn 

\,,_ 
URI supply/demand Rec Shop 
UR2 unroaded opp's Rec Shop 
UR3 Noise Rec Shop 
UR4 Who participates? Rec Shop 
URS attachments Rec Shop 

RRl supply/demand Rec Shop 
RR2 roaded opp's Rec Shop 
RR3 Noise Rec Shop 
RR4 Who participates? Rec Shop 
RR5 attachments Rec Shop 

PVI unique characteris. Missy 
PV2 unique cultural Joann 
PV3 Groups Joann 
PV4 passive use value Missy 

Sll/2 needs/values roads Robert 
sn historical Joann 
SI4 Cultural Joann 
Sl5 historic roads Joann 
SI6 economic health I Robe11 I 

(j - -- ·--·7--·----' ---
Sl7 community depend. - [ Robert 
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traditional uses 
sno sense of place 

CRl civil rights 

A The question 
B Abbrev. Topic label 
C Typically, this question is used in the development of the FP 
D Direction in EIS relates generally to this question 
E Direction in EIS relates specifically to this question 
F x = analysis should be done at subforest scale (read project level) 

yes = it is a common issue and you must address it in this analysis 
no = it is not a common issue; address if raised in scoping 

G Page reference from Roads Analysis publication 
H Suggested lead to address question -- to be done by IDT 
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Appendix E: Documentation Table 

Documentation Table for Step 4 of the Roads Analysis procedures. (from Miscellaneous Report FS-
643). 

Question# Addressed in If directly addressed, page# If indirectly Rationale for not 
Analysis? · in Environmental addressed, addressing -
(YES/NO) Document; and/or S&G, or location in location in Project 

location in Forest Plan. Project Administrative 
Administrative Record. 
Record. 

EFI Yes 
EF2 Yes 
EF3 Yes 
EF4 Yes 
EF5 Yes 
AQI Yes 
AQ2 Yes 
AQ3 Yes 
AQ4 Yes 
AQ5 Yes 
AQ6 Yes 
AQ7 Yes 
AQ8 Yes 
AQ9 Yes 
AQIO Yes 
AQII Yes 
AQ12 Yes 
AQ13 Yes 
AQ14 Yes 
TWI Yes 
TW2 Yes 
TW3 Yes 
TW4 Yes 
ECI No Will be answered in 

individual project 
EA/EIS 

EC2 No Will be answered in 
individual project 
EA/EIS 

EC3 No Will be answered in 
individual project 
EA/EIS 

TMI Yes 
TM2 Yes 
TM3 Yes 
MMI Yes 
RMI Yes 
WPI Yes 
WP2 Yes 
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WP3 Yes 
n 

SPI Yes 

SUI Yes 

GTI Yes 

GT2 Yes 

GT3 Yes 

GT4 Yes 

AUI Yes 

AU2 Yes 

PTI Yes 

PT2 Yes 

PT3 Yes 

PT4 Yes 

URI Yes 

UR2 Yes 

UR3 Yes 

UR4 Yes 

URS Yes 

UR6 Yes 

RRI Yes 

RR2 Yes 

RR3 Yes 

RR4 Yes ( 
RR5 Yes 

RR6 Yes 

PVI Yes 

PV2 Yes 

PV3 Yes 
PV4 Yes 

Sil Yes 

SI2 Yes 

SB Yes 

SI4 Yes 

SI6 Yes 

SI6 Yes 

Sl7 Yes 

SIS Yes 

SI9 Yes 

SIIO Yes 

CRI Yes 
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Appendix F: Comments from Public Scoping 

Comments Received on the Management of Roads and Trails in the California Park and 
Black Mountain Areas Brochure 

• We have never used ATV's and we feel the closing of trail 1144 was a benefit to 
our hunting experience this past year. We noticed more animals in the Grizzly 
Park/Douglas Creek area and we feel it ,vas a result of closing trails and the lack 
oflogging. 

• It is my opinion that the roads and trails in the study area should not be restricted 
any more than current. I don't currently own or use an ATV, however I may want 
to do so in the future and I don't want to see any more restriction that may limit 
the use of these vehicles by me in the future. I am a snowmobiler during the 
winter in the study area and one of my concerns is that a one size fits all rule will 
come down restricting the use of snowmobiles in the subject area. By closing 
roads and trails to motorized vehicles, hunters will be displaced to other areas 
rather than deal with the restrictions that does not reduce the elk population it 
reduces human population. Maybe the Division of Wildlife should look at some 
innovative ways to increase harvest. 

• I do not think a total closure is in order. I do believe and understand the damage 
that can occur with wet trails, however at this time of the year, the trails were 
adequately frozen in the a.m. to where an ATV or other small weight vehicle 
would have done as much damage to one of the trails as the ATV would have 
done to a paved road. I restricted my hunt to areas close enough to pull the 
animal out by hand. I would suggest the trail closure ALLOW game retrieval on 
frozen roads and trails as an allowance to increase the harvest. I recommend a 
special hunting permit for hunters who did not fill their tags during the regular 
season. The DOW could guide hunters onto animals to thin the herd. 

• I don't believe closing areas for a time will improve the management. ,Part of the 
problem of temporary closure often leads to permanent closure! Once we get 
permanent closure, multiple use is denied to many. Even with temporary, 
multiple use is denied to many. 

• The restrictions would limit some of the early prime snowmobiling on the north 
side of Black Mountain. 

• As a backpack elk hunter, I have had four-wheelers seriously affect my last two 
years of hunting in the Shield Mountain area. In 1999 and 2000, the elk were 
present in the area when we set up our camp. In both years we witnessed four
wheelers traveling off trail and the elk immediately left the area. I recommend 
closing the 496 road to all motorized vehicles, erosion has made the road nearly 
impassable. Perhaps the elk ,vould not move as quickly to the Three Forks 
Ranch. 
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• Cattle cause as much or more soil erosion as motorcycles and ATV use. Are you 
going to kick them out too? 

• I believe there are many factors that encourage elk to gather on Three Forks and 
Gold Blossom for the rut, none of which include motorized use in the area. The 
sheep drove us out of upper Johnson Creek maybe the elk didn't like them either. 

• The archery hunters aren't pushing elk onto the private ranches the elk are there 
when the season starts. The ranchers cultivate the elk's presence on their property 
in many subtle ways and why not, its big money for them. 

• Archery hunters followed by black powder muzzleloader hunters are harassing the 
herds in Area 4 and 5. It would be nice if the DOW would cut the number of 
hunters way down to stop harassing and chasing the herds. Don't close these 
roads to the public. Just limit the number of hunters and the length of the total 
hunting period to about six weeks total. 

• It is only fair to keep the 1144 trail open to motorcycles and ATV's in this area, 
for it is the only motorized trail. In comparison to the Hahns Peak area which has 
many motorized trails. 

• The spring closure of California Park for crane nesting season already limits the ( 
public's time spent in this area. The few roads open to the public does not hurt or 
chase any game animals by normal public use other than hunting. Let's urge the 
DOW to limit the number of hunters and especially the length of season to six 
weeks. 

• The problem with easy access is that it attracts the slob hunters as was evident 
again this year. I now hunt only in areas banning motorized vehicles which is 
difficult, but rewarding. 

• I think closing roads and trails would end my hunting if I had to walk further than 
we already did, because all the trails and roads were closed to ATV's and we 
could not use the ATV we brought along. 

• I have witnessed private landowners and people who lease the adjacent land 
herding the elk through use of ATV's and on horseback onto their land so their 
clients could harvest these elk. Please enforce the law on game harassment so 
that there is elk on public land for all to hunt and enjoy. 

• Closing trails and roads in a lot of areas would limit my hunting because of my 
age. An ATV is very handy to retrieve game. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In August 1999, the Washington Office of the USDA Forest Service published 
Miscellaneous Report FS-643 titled "Roads Analysis: Informing Decisions about 
Managing the National Forest Transportation System". The objective ofroads analysis is 
to provide decision makers with critical information to develop road systems that are safe 
and responsive to public needs and desires, are affordable and efficiently managed, have 
minimal negative ecological effects on the land, and are 1n balance with available funding 
for needed management actions. 

In October 1999, the agency published Interim Directive 7710-99-1 authorizing units to 
use, as appropriate, the road analysis procedure embodied in FS-643 to assist land 
managers making major road management decisions. The Rocky Mountain Region of 
the Forest Service then published a roads analysis guidance document as a supplement to 
Appendix 1 ofFS-643. This document provides guidance concerning the appropriate 
scale for addressing the roads analysis. 

Background 
The initiation of the Slater Creek Geographic Area (SCGA) Roads Analysis was in part 
due to travel management concerns raised by the California Park Work Group. Several 
projects were identified by the workgroup that have issues related to roads and road 
management. These projects include watershed improvement, recreation, and wildlife 
management. To evaluate and possibly implement these projects, a Roads Analysis is 
needed to identify and prioritize these potential projects. California Park Special Interest 
Area (CPSIA) lies within both the Slater Creek and Elkhead Mountain Geographic Areas. 
The Geographic Area scale was determined to be the most appropriate scale of analysis, 
in order to fully evaluate the transportation system affecting the CPSIA. Furthermore, a 
Geographic Area scale roads analysis would be useful to many other projects that would 
occur within the SCGA in the future. 

Purpose and Need 
Although the roads analysis was initiated due to ecosystem management needs of the 
CPSIA, the roads analysis will benefit all resource areas in the geographic area. Roads 
analysis helps implement Forest Plans by identifying management opportunities that can 
lead to site-specific projects. For example, through a roads analysis the ID team may 
discover that the watershed adjacent to dispersed campsites would benefit by improving 
dispersed campsites with a hardened surface. A roads analysis can lead to projects such 
as interpretive education, range improvements, fire management, etc. 

Purpose: Roads analysis is an integrated ecological, social, and economic 
science-based approach to transportation planning that addresses existing and 
future road management options. Roads analysis informs management decisions 
about the benefits and risks of constructing new roads in unroaded areas; 
relocating, stabilizing, changing the standards of, or decommissioning unneeded 
roads; access issues; and increasing, reducing or discontinuing road maintenance. 
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Need: Roads analysis is important to identify the important travel systems; 
maintenance of individual roads and the cost effectiveness of maintaining; 
identifying public and private access needs, and the ecological impact of roads on 
the SCGA. 

Products 
The product of this analysis is a report for decision makers and the public that documents 
the information and analyses used to identify opportunities and set priorities for future 
National Forest road system management decisions. Included in this report is a map 
displaying the known road system for the SCGA analysis area, and the risks and 
opportunities for each road or segment of road. The goals of this SCGA analysis are as 
follows: 

Goals 
r 

r 

r 

Identify important travel systems for social, economic, range, recreation, 
wildlife, timber, and fire management purposes and maintain these roads 
in a cost effective manner. 
Identify the need for accessing areas of SCGA that do not offer public or 
government access for purposes of timber, range, recreation, wildlife, or 
fire management. 
Identify roads that need maintenance for government and/or public access, 
but improvements are necessary. 
Identify roads causing resource damage where the decommissioning 
would benefit watershed, fishery, wildlife and sensitive species habitats. 

Roads Analysis Process 
Roads analysis is a six-step process. The steps are designed to be sequential with the 
understanding the process may require feedback and iteration among steps over time as 
an analysis matures. The amount of time and effort spent on each step differs by project 
based on specific situations and available information. The process provides a set of 
possible issues and analysis questions for which the answers can inform choices about 
road system management. Decision makers and analysts determine the relevance of each 
question, incorporating public participation as deemed necessary. The six-step process 
followed by the Interdisciplinary Team is as follows: 

Step 1. Setting up the analysis 
• Identify IDT 
• Statement of objectives 
• Identify scale/analysis area 
• Develop plan for analysis 
• Identify basic information needs 

Step 2. Describing the situation 
• Describe existing road system 
• Description of access needs 
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Step 3. Identifying issues 
• Identify important road-related issues 
• Identify specific information needed to address these concerns 

Step 4. Assessing benefits, problems, and risks: the 72 questions 
• Systematically examine the major uses and effects of the road system 
• Develop synthesis of benefits, problems, and risks of cunent and new roads 

Step 5. Describing opportunities and setting priorities 
• Identify management opportunities 
• Formulate technical recommendations 
• Establish priorities: roads matrix 

Step 6. Reporting 
• Report describing management opportunities and priorities 
• Map of management opportunities 

EXISTING CONDITION 

Description of the Slater Creek Geographic Area Analysis 
The Slater Creek Geographic Area makes up a large proportion of the Bears Ears side of 
Hahns Peak-Bears Ears Ranger District. The Slater Creek Geographic Area encompasses 
65,525 acres of Forest land and is located just north of the Elkhead Mountain Geographic 
Area in the North,vest portion of the Routt National Forest. The forested cover is 
composed of: spruce-fir (43%), aspen (34%), and lodgepole (8%). Within the forested 
area, 60% is considered late successional. Grass, forbs, and shrubs make up 13% of the 
area, which is high compared to surrounding areas. This area includes valuable late 
successional habitat for marten and goshawk. 

Unique features include: 
• Slater Creek Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area. 
• Populations, some genetically pure, of Colorado River cutthroat trout. 
• Historic grazing use. The California Park Road follows the route of the "Old 

Beef Trail," a major cattle drive route to Wyoming prior to 1900. 
• An electronic site along the boundary common to this geographic area and the 

Elkhead Mountain geographic area. 
• Slater Creek Falls. 
• Low motorized travelway density of lower standard roads. Primary access 

provided by Forest Roads 116, 118, and 133. 
• High recreational use with pack stock in dispersed sites during hunting season. 
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Table 1: Management Area Prescription AJJocation - Slater Creek Geographic Area 

Percent 
of Total 

Management Area Prescription Acres Area 
1.32 Backcountry Recreation, Non-motorized 14,518 22 
2.1 Special Interest Areas 5,620 9 
3.31 Back country Recreation, l\fotorized 3,580 5 
4.2 Scenery 3,089 5 
4.3 Dispersed Recreation 1,760 3 
5.11 General Forest and Rangelands-Forest Vegetation Emphasis 26,662 41 
5.13 Forest Products 8,981 14 

Nonfederal Land 1,316 2 
Total 65,525 100 

Source: GJS (ARC/Info), allocatzon and geograplzzc area layers 

Existing road system 
The roads that affect or provide direct access to the Analysis Area include the following 
Forest Development Roads (FDR)/County Roads (CR): 
Table 2: Moffatt County and FDR Roads 

CR 82 (FDR 150) I CR 82 (FDR 110) I CR 129 (FDR 487) 
CR 62 (FDR 42) I CR 109 (FDR 99 and 109) I CR 129 (FDR 496) 

The roads within the Analysis Area are as follows: 
Table 3: FDR Roads within the Slater Creek Geographic Area 

99 110 157 116 161 122 138 134 I 117 
42 153 116 150 151 115 41 112 I 123 

The above list of roads does not include spur roads. For an overview of all roads in the 
SCGA see map included with this roads analysis. 

Desired Condition of Slater Creek Geographic Area Roads 
The desired condition of roads in the SCGA as stated in the Routt Forest Plan are to 
maintain roads at a low to medium density that will provide access primarily for timber 
and grazing uses and for dispersed recreation across most of the area. Road standards 
will accommodate vehicles ranging from light trucks and utility vehicles to commercial 
vehicles. No roads will exist in the portion allocated to backcountry non-motorized 
recreation. The areas seen from Forest Road 116, 118, and 133 and from certain 
recreation sites will have a natural appearance. Human-caused disturbance will not be 
apparent in areas allocated to backcountry non-motorized recreation. Management 
activities v,1ill be readily apparent in areas allocated to forest products and general forest 
and rangeland. The area will provide year-round motorized and non-motorized recreation 
opportunities, with the heaviest use in fall and winter. High-quality dispersed motorized 
and non-motorized recreation opp01iunities will be available year-round. The 
northeastern and northwestern portions will provide backcountry non-motorized 
opportunities. Visitor interaction will be infrequent. 
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Map #1 Slater Creek Geographic Area and Existing Road System 

Routt National Forest 
Hahns Peak Bears Ears 

Ranger District 

Slater Creek Geographic Area 

s 

Note: Please refer to detailed map included with the roads analysis for a more detailed 
description of the existing road system. 
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SUJ\1MARY OF ROAD RELATED ISSUES 

The following summarizes issues and concerns of technical specialists, managers, and the 
public related to the road system. 

Access for timber management: Current access for timber and bark beetle management 
is sufficient to meet current needs. It is unclear if current road density will meet future 
needs. Several old logging roads may not be needed for active management and may be 
contributing to impacts to watershed, fisheries and wildlife habitats. These roads are 
identified in the roads matrix and improving closures or decommissioning should be 
considered 

Social and recreation concerns: The Slater Creek Geographic Area has a relative low 
level of summer recreational use. The unroaded areas are becoming increasingly 
important for people seeking solitude and avoiding crowded forest areas closer to 
Steamboat Springs. This area is of high importance for use during the fall hunting 
periods. Many impacts occur to the road system during the hunting periods because of 
the heavier use when roads become saturated with fall rain and snow. 

,vatershed concerns: There are several areas that have been identified in the roads 
matrix (appendix A) that are resulting in impacts to watersheds. Reducing these impacts 
is very important for restoring the health of the Slater creek watershed. Many impacts 
can be resolved by improving and upgrading road conditions, others decommissioning or 
closing may be necessary. 

,vildlife: Several of the roads in the Slater Creek Geographic Area are contributing to 
the movement of elk off the Forest during the fall hunting season. This results in 
decreased hunter success and limited control over a growing elk population. Seasonal or 
permanent closure of key roads may help to maintain e]k on the Forest, increase hunter 
success, and help reduce the elk herd. Some timber management areas have high road 
density that is increasing the fragmentation of lynx habitat. Decommissioning and 
revegetating these roads wou]d improve lynx habitat. A few roads are impacting nesting 
goshawk territories, seasonal or permanent closure is recommended to alleviate these 
effects. Appendix A identifies and prioritizes the roads and the wildlife issues 

Private land access: the current road system provides adequate access to private land 
and private land inholdings. 

Road maintenance and decommissioning costs: Road maintenance can be very costly. 
Many of the roads in the Slater Creek Geographic Area are significantly impacted during 
the wet fall hunting periods by motorized vehicles. This annual impact has made it 
expensive and prohibits annual maintenance of all roads used by hunters during the fall. 
This has resulted in continued dete1ioration ofroad conditions and impacts to other 
resources such as watershed. An example of this is the Adams creek road. Seasonal or 
permanent closure would decrease these high impacts and costs. 
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ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS - "The 72 Questions" 

To assess the effects of roads in the analysis area, the process described in Step 4 from: 
"Roads analysis: infonning decisions about managing the National Forest transportation 
system" (USFS, 1999a) was used. The Region 2 Roads Analysis Guidance package 
(USFS, 2000) provided additional guidance in addressing these questions. Detailed 
information such as field surveys to support the findings in this section can be found in 
the project file. 

ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES (EF) 

EFl: "'hat ecological attributes, particularly those unique to the region, would be 
affected by roading of currently unroaded areas? 

Areas without roads are relatively rare in this region of Colorado. Unroaded areas 
provide important wildlife habitats with reduced human related disturbance. Many of the 
unroaded areas contain unstable soils that may negatively impact the watersheds and 
riparian function in the area if roading occurred. It is likely that roading unroaded areas 
in this geographic area would displace wildlife to private lands and habitats of lower 
quality. Large lower elevational areas are uncommon in this region of Colorado and 
therefore these areas are important controls for evaluating effects of road construction 
and use in other areas of the geographic area. 

EF2: To what degree do the presence, type, and location of roads increase the 
introduction and spread of exotic plant and animal species, insects, diseases, and 
parasites? ,vhat are the potential effects of such introductions to plant and animal 
species and ecosystem function in the area? 

The presence and number ofroads adjacent to disturbed areas, early successional areas, 
riparian areas, or streams increases the chances of the introduction or spread of exotic 
plant, fish, and animal species, insects, diseases, and parasites. The introduction and 
spread of noxious weeds is often through transference of seeds or plants to early 
successional or disturbed areas by vehicles, humans, and domestic animals. Loss of 
biodiversity due to the introduction of non-native species is currently thought to be the 
primary factor leading to decline of native biodiversity. Noxious weeds are easily 
transported onto National Forest System lands in the mud and dirt attached to visitors 
vehicles. Seeds of these weeds can become dislodged during rainstorms thus rapidly 
increasing the spread of these noxious plant species. 

As discussed in the Noxious Weed Implementation Plan (USDA Forest Service, 2000), 
"noxious weeds are any plant which has been designated by a federal, state, or county 
government to be injurious to public health, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, or any public 
or private property [see Appendix C for list of noxious weeds on the Forest]. They can 
dominate native plant communities to the extent plant diversity and ecosystem integrity 
are threatened. 
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Noxious weeds occur throughout most plant associations and geographic areas of the 
Forest. In general, noxious weeds are most common in areas where human activity is 
having, or has had, the greatest impact on soil and vegetative resources and/or where 
human activities have resulted in the introduction of seed sources. 

Ground disturbing activities or areas where herbaceous cover has been removed are the 
sites most susceptible to noxious weed invasion and spread. These areas include 
roadways, rock, or borrow pits, timber harvest areas, livestock, trailheads, ORV use sites, 
dispersed recreation campsites, areas where hay is fed to livestock, and areas where 
heavy vehicular traffic occurs." 

Roads are frequently sources of noxious weeds, sites with high potential for new 
infestations, and effective means of spreading weeds and weed seeds to new, uninfested 
areas. Weed seeds can be picked up, transported, and deposited by vehicles, in mud 
sticking to the vehicle, in wheels, and in other parts of the undercarriage of the vehicle. 
Existing weed infestations on the forest can be spread to other areas and new weeds can 
be introduced to uninfested areas. Although disturbed sites are more susceptible to 
noxious weed invasions, noxious weeds have become established in relatively 
undisturbed ecosystems as well (USDA Forest Service, 1998). 

Noxious weed infestations can lead to the establishment of undesirable vegetation 
monotypes, and to declines in watershed conditions. As noxious weeds outcompete 
native and desired vegetation, wildlife and livestock forage amounts and qualities can 
decline. The natural diversity in plant species composition can also decline. The 
presence ofroads in an area requires more diligent monitoring and treatment of noxious 
weeds, to avoid or at least minimize the adverse effects of noxious weed infestations. 
This obviously requires an investment of money and people's time. 

The road system may contribute to the spread of diseases such as whirling disease and 
chytrid fungus by providing access to streams and wet areas. Whirling diseases could 
potentially wipe out populations of cutthroat and rainbow trout and the chytrid fungus 
could have the· same effect to boreal toads and other amphibian species. Roads providing 
easy access to streams may result in increased unauthorized stocking of non-native fish 
species. 

EF3-4: How does the road system affect ecological disturbance regimes in the area? 
To what degree does the presence, type, and location of roads contribute to the 
control of insects, diseases, and parasites? 

Engelmann spruce bark beetle (SBB) and mountain pine beetle (MPB) are increasing in 
the Slater Creek Geographic Area. Epidemic populations of SBB are expected over the 
next several years. Existing roads in timber management areas, including roads closed to 
the public ,viii improve the ability for the Forest Service to manage this epidemic. Most 
Forest roads in timber management prescription areas (5.11 and 5.13) are high quality 
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roads that will allow efficient access to areas of infestation. A recent Draft EIS for the 
bark beetle management includes a proposal for some road construction (approximately 7 
miles) in the eastern portion of the geographic area. Please refer to the Bark Beetle EIS 
for more information on this proposal. 

EFS: \\1hat are the adverse effects of noise caused by developing, using, and 
maintaining roads? 

The Slater Creek Geographic Area generally gets relatively low public use outside of 
hunting season. Current level of summer use and maintenance is not having any 
significant ecological effects. Fall use may impact roads during this typically wet season. 
There is a high level of disturbance to wildlife from public use of these roads during the 
fall hunting seasons. This disturbance usually results in elk herds leaving the Forest and 
moving to private lands. This has resulted in decreased hunter success and comments 
and concern from the public regarding this problem. Early spring use is disturbing to 
calving elk and nesting sandhill cranes in the Slater Park Area. Comparing wildlife use 
between the closed California Park area and the Open roads in the Slater Park area clearly 
illustrates the effects of springtime recreational disturbance. Road development typically 
has high but short-term effects due to the actual development disturbance but often long
term significant ecological effects to wildlife habitats. 

AQUATIC, RIPARIAN ZONE, AND WATER QUALITY (AQ) 

AQl: How and where does the road system modify the surface and subsurface 
hydrology of the area? 

Roads expand the channel network, convert subsurface flow to surface flow, and reduce 
infiltration on the road surface. These factors affect the surface and subsurface flow, and 
overall hydrology or an area. The channel network is expanded through road ditches 
which act as stream channels in previously unchannelized areas. Road ditches intercept 
shallow· subsurface flow and convert it to surface flow which is delivered to the stream 
channel through road ditches. An expanded channel network augments peak flows since 
water traveling as surface flow reaches the channel faster than water traveling as 
subsurface flow (Wemple et al., 1996). Reduced infiltration contributes to additional 
surface flow since water does not infiltrate and become stored in the soil profile, but 
rather runs off as overland flow. 

While all of the road drainage ditches modify the surface hydrology to a degree by 
creating additional surface flow paths, specific areas of concern include: 

• FSR 156: Drainage on this road east of the Sfater Creek crossing is inadequate. 
Water from the uphill side of the road is intercepted by the road, and then flows 
down the road until a drainage structure diverts water off the road and into a 
tributary to Slater Creek. Over time water running down the road has caused the 
road to become incised which results in a cycle of additional interception of 
subsurface flov.-s which results in the road becoming more incised. 
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• FSR 118.1 at Grizzly Creek east road-stream crossing: In the past, beavers have 
plugged the culvert at this crossing. Water backs up behind the beaver dam and up 
into the road ditch until it crosses the drainage divide between the east and west 
forks of Grizzly Creek. A drainage structure on the side of west Grizzly Creek 
diverts the water under the road where it then flows overland down into the West 
Fork of Grizzly Creek. A beaver baffler was installed last fall on the East Fork of 
Grizzly Creek which, if it is maintained and functions properly, may alleviate this 
problem. This crossing should be monitored for maintenance needs, and to 
determine the effectiveness of the beaver baffler. 

AQ2: How and where does the road system generate surface erosion? 

Surface erosion is highly dependant on soils, road grade, road surfacing, and the 
effectiveness and spacing of drainage structures. Soils with little binder material, and 
long distances between drainage structures, particularly on steep slopes, are all factors, 
which contribute to surface erosion. There are opportunities at the following locations to 
reduce surface erosion and subsequent sedimentation to the stream system: 

• FSR 156.1: Inadequate drainage results in surface erosion. This road has become 
incised which makes improving drainage to reduce surface erosion more difficult. 

• FSR 154.1: This road on the north side of Slater Creek has inadequate drainage, 
particularly for the steepness of the road grade. As a result, surface erosion occurs, 
and eroded materials are delivered directly to the stream system at the FDR 154.1-
Slater Creek road-stream crossing. Additional drainage structures are needed to 
reduce surface erosion and delivery of sediment to Slater Creek at this connected 
disturbed area. 

• FSR 118.1, section managed as a level 2 road: inadequate drainage coupled with 
native surface materials result in surface erosion on much of this road. Sediment 
derived from surface erosion is being delivered directly to Grizzly Creek at road
stream crossings. Due to the location of this road, improving drainage will be 
difficult, particularly in the area of Grizzly Park. 

• FSR 110.4e: Inadequate drainage is resulting in erosion of the road surface. If this 
process continues, the investment of the road will be Jost, and it will not be suitable 
for future use. 

• FSR 163.1: Surface erosion is occurring on both approaches to the FDR 163.1-
West Prong Creek road-stream crossing. A headcut has developed in the road ditch 
on the west side of the road-stream crossing as a result of inadequate drainage. 
There are oppo1iunities to reduce both surface erosion and the quantity of sediment 
delivered to the stream system at this road-stream crossing. 

• FSR 133.1 a: This is a steep road in which portions of the road nm down the fall
line. Surface erosion is severe on the steeper sections of this road resulting in 
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gullying of the road surface. Due to the location of the road relative to the fall-line, 
reducing surface erosion will be difficult. 

AQ3: How and where does the road system affect mass wasting? 

The primary effect of the road system to mass wasting is by changing the subsurface flow 
of water as well as removes the toe of the slope, ,vhich causes mass movement. Roads 
should be constructed to avoid areas that are very prone to mass movement or if that 
cannot be done, use management practices to stabilize the slope. 

• FSR 156.1 Road is up against unstable slope. Move trailhead down the road and 
convert the road to a trail. 

• FSR 118.1 Road is located in mudflow. If we want to keep it open, it will be high 
maintenance. 

• FSR 110.1 between FSR 133 and FSR 116. Area is unstable and will require more 
work if we want to keep it open. 

• FSR 110.1 just above lower South Fork of Slater Creek road-stream crossing. 
This area will need some more work to keep this road functioning. Has a history 
of moving and will continue in the future if not remedied. 

AQ4: How and where do road-stream crossings influence local stream channels and 
water quality? 

The primary effects to local stream channels and water quality at road-stream crossings 
are due to 1) changes in the natural hydrologic function of the stream channel due to 
channel constriction, misalignment relative to the natural channel pattern, or improperly 
sized culverts, and 2) delivery of sediment directly to the stream channel through 
connected disturbed areas which degrades water quality. Connected disturbed areas are 
defined as 'high runoff areas such as roads ... that discharge surface runoff into a 
stream ... connected disturbed areas are the main source of damage in all regions' (FSH 
2509.25-99-2). 

There are opportunities as the following locations to reduce the effects of road-stream 
crossings on local stream-channels and water quality: 

• FSR 156.1: The Slater Creek road-stream crossing has resulted in local widening of 
the channel which has had a localized effect on channel dynamics. 

• FSR 154.1 at the Slater Creek crossing: Slater Creek recently blew through FDR 
154.1 in the vicinity of this road-stream crossing (see AQ 9 for more detail). This 
resulted in two road-stream crossings at this location, both of which are sources of 
sediment and degrading water quality. 
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• FSR 133.1 at West Prong road-stream crossing: The culvert at this location appears 
to be too small, and improperly set. As a result, spring peak flows back up at this 
location and deposit large quantities of sand-sized sediment. This culvert is 
constricting flow and affecting the natural hydrologic function of the channel. 

• FSR 118.1 at Grizzly Creek west fork road-stream crossing: This road-stream 
crossing has been a chronic problem. Currently there is a low-water crossing which 
adequately passes the flows, but both approaches as well as the stream-crossing are 
soft, and need to be hardened. Inadequate drainage on the road on both approaches 
is delivering sediment directly to the stream system. 

• FSR 110.1 near lower end of Lost Park: The road crosses a small intermittent 
channel just above the FSR 110.1-South Fork of Slater Creek road-stream crossing. 
A headcut has developed below the intermittent channel road-stream crossing, and 
sediment eroded from this headcut is delivered directly to the South Fork of Slater 
Creek. The head cut drains into a small spur road off of FSR 110.1 which accesses a 
dispersed campsite located on the banks of the South Fork of Slater Creek. Both the 
headcut from the intermittent channel road-stream crossing and the dispersed site 
are affecting water quality at this location. Opportunities include fixing the headcut, 
and managing or closing the dispersed campsite to protect the banks of the South 
Fork of Slater Creek. 

• FSR 163 at West Prong Creek road-stream crossing: As mentioned in AQ2, 
drainage is inadequate on both approaches to this road-stream crossing resulting in 
delivery of sediment directly to West Prong Creek through this connected disturbed 
area. There is still a culvert at this road-stream crossing which is having a local 
effect on hydrologic function. 

• Unclassified road-stream crossing on Upper West Prong Creek: This road was 
decommissioned, but the culverts were not removed. The culvert at the identified 
road-stream crossing is inadequate to pass spring peak flows. As a result, water is 
running around the outside of the culvert as well as over the road prism. Removing 
the culvert and reshaping the banks would restore the hydrologic function and 
reduce sedimentation derived from water running around the outside of the culvert 
and over the road surface. 

AQS: How and where does the road system create potential for pollutants, such as 
chemical spills, oils, deicing salts, or herbicides, to enter surface waters? 

All road-stream crossings and areas where roads are adjacent to streams are potential 
sites for pollutants to enter surface waters . However, there are no locations where this is 
a significant concern. 

AQ6: How and where is the road system "hydrologically connected" to the stream 
system? How do the connections affect water quality and quantity? 
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Water quality and quantity are affected where connected disturbed areas deliver water 
and sediment directly to the stream channel. Most of the locations affecting water quality 
and quantity are identified in AQ 1, AQ2, and AQ4. In addition, the following location is 
a connected disturbed area that is affecting water quality and quantity: 

• FSR 150.1- unclassified spur road near Annstrong Creek: This unclassified road is 
part of an old road system that accessed a homestead on the west side of Elkhead 
Creek. A carsonite post at the Elkhead road-stream crossing indicates that this road 
has been technically closed, although there are signs of occasional use. This road 
accesses a couple of dispersed campsites, including one immediately adjacent to 
Elkhead Creek in the floodplain. The road runs down the fall-line as it drops from 
the high terrace down to the floodplain. Drainage is inadequate in this section of 
road, resulting in gullying of the road surface. Sediment derived from the gullying 
is delivered directly to Elkhead Creek at the road-stream crossing. Opportunities to 
reduce sedimentation and impacts to water quality include closing the road on the 
upper terrace before it drops down to the floodplain. There are still opportunities 
for dispersed camping on the terrace while reducing effects to water quality in 
Elkhead Creek. 

AQ7: "'hat downstream beneficial uses of water exist in the area? What changes 
in uses and demand are expected over time? How are they affected or put at risk by 
road-derived pollutants? 

State designated beneficial uses for the Slater Creek geographic area include aquatic cold 
life 1; recreation 2, water supply, and agriculture. None of the streams are listed as 
impaired on the Colorado 303( d) list (CDH, 1998), although the South Fork of Slater 
Creek is on the state monitoring and evaluation list. Streams are placed on this list when 
there are reasons to suspect water quality problems, but uncertainty exists regarding one 
or more factors. Sediment derived from roads is one of the factors contributing to the 
potential concern. 

There are no other expected changes in demand or use over time. Road derived 
pollutants may be increasing sediment deposition which may affect the aquatic cold life 1 
designated beneficial use. 

AQ8: How and where does the road system affect wetlands? 

Wetlands were included as part of the Routt Riparian Inventory (RNF, 1993). iyf~p~~ 
displays the road network relative to the stream network and riparian areas including 
potential wetlands. Field reconnaissance found that there are no locations where the road 
system is significantly affecting wetland condition or function. 

AQ9: How does the road system alter physical channel dynamics, including 
isolation of floodplains, constraints on channel migration, and the movement of 
large wood, fine organic matter, and sediment? 
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AQ 4 identifies road-stream crossings where the road system is affecting cham1el 
dynamics. One additional area of concern is where FSR 154.1 has constrained channel 
migration. Slater Creek recently blew through FDR 154.1 in the vicinity of the Slater 
Creek road-stream crossing. The road created a weak point on the outside of a meander 
bend. Over time, Slater Creek eroded the outside of the meander bend and eventually 
eroded all the way through FSR 154.1. A new channel was developed with the following 
effects: 1) The new channel is much shorter than the existing channel. Shortening 
stream channeJ.s increases water slope which increases stream power and the energy 
available for streambank erosion. 2) The new channel contributed approximately ~ 
cubic yards of sediment to Slater Creek below the blowout. 3) The new channel re-enters 
Slater Creek perpendicular to the old channel. This results in the current flow being 
directed directly into one of the Slater Creek stream banks which is causing 
destabilization of this stream bank, and contributing additional sediment to the stream 
channel. Opportunities to restore local stream channel function and reduce water quality 
impacts include returning the Slater Creek to its original channel. 

AQlO: How and where does the road system restrict the migration and movement 
of aquatic organism? ,vhat species are affected and to what extent? 

FDR 118: 
• The culvert on Douglass Creek sits high causing a barrier to brook trout migration 

and is not low enough to provide the needed catch of water flow. 
• The culvert crossing on an unnamed tributary of Grizzly Creek (Tl ON R88W S36 

SW¼ of NW¼) is not affording fish migration or movement due to the culverts 
gradient of 5% and a six inch drop on the outlet end as well as the longer length of 
the culvert (30 ft). 

FDR42: 
• The culvert on Slater Creek creates a barrier to fish migration. No fish were 

found above or below the culvert. 
FDR49: 

• The culvert on a tributary of Slater Creek (Tl ON R87W S25 NW¼ of NE¼) is a 
barrier to Brook trout to spawning and rearing habitat. 

• The culvert on 49. lB of the South Fork of the Little Snake River is not affording 
fish movement. The headwaters survey found no fish present. 

FDR 110: 
• The culvert on 110.4E of an unnamed tributary of the South Fork of Slater Creek 

(Tl ON R88W S29 SE¼ of SE¼) is a fish barrier. 
FDR 133: 

• The culvert on West Prong is hindering the ability for migration or movement of 
Cutthroat trout. Although no cutthroat trout were found directly above culvert, 

. cutthroat trout were found in the upper tributaries. 

AQl 1: How does the road system affect shading, litterfalJ, and riparian plant 
communities? 
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The road system is affecting riparian plant communities at road-stream crossings, with 
the problem areas being identified in AQ4. There are additional concerns on FSR 
118.2A. This spur road runs through the riparian meadow adjacent to Grizzly Creek, and 
is having localized effects on riparian condition. There may be opportunities to establish 
a trailhead near the intersection of FSR 118.1 and 118.2A, and decommission the rest of 
the road to reduce effects to the riparian meadow. 

AQ12: How and where does the road system contribute to fishing, poaching, or 
direct habitat loss for at-risk aquatic species? 

Although the road system provides several locations for fishing opportunities to small 
and large creeks and ponds, few recreational anglers visit this analysis area. The entire 
road system in the analysis area provides access to the aquatic habitats that may lead to 
poaching opportunities. Anywhere the road system crosses a stream or wet area will 
provide potential for poaching opportunities of fish or other aquatic species. However, 
there are no locations where this is a significant concern. 

The road system may cause indirect habitat loss to at-risk aquatic species by increasing 
sedimentation in adjacent streams. The increased sedimentation can cause habitat loss by 
changing stream flow and riparian vegetation composition, which in tum may reduce 
available cover, rearing, and spawning habitat for at-risk aquatic species. The FDR 48A 
and culvert is causing increased sedimentation to the Cutthroat fishery of the Slater Creek 
headwaters. 

AQ13: How and where does the road system facilitate the introduction of non
native aquatic species? 

Anywhere the road system crosses a stream or wet area and there is enough suitable 
habitat to support a species long enough for it to migrate to a more desirable habitat is 
where the road system would facilitate the introduction of non-native aquatic species. 

AQ14: To what extent does the road system overlap with areas of exceptionally 
high aquatic diversity or productivity or areas containing rare or unique aquatic 
species or species of interest? 

FDR 150 along Slater Creek overlaps with the designated Slater Creek Macro 
Preliminary Conservation Planning Area. This area was designated in part due to the 
exceptional riparian and aquatic species found in this area including both plant 
communities and animal species assemblages. There are impacts from dispersed 
recreational camping occurring in these areas that may be increasing erosion and 
sedimentation 

TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE (TW) 

TWl: What are the direct effects of the road system on terrestrial species habitat? 
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The general direct effects include population isolation, edge effects, habitat loss and 
fragmentation and reducedhabitat effectiveness. These direct effects can: 

1. Isolate populations of species with low mobility, such as the boreal toad, 
depending on the type ofroad and the level of use. 

2. Increase the presence of edge species (birds, mammals, plants). An increase in 
edge species can result in greater predation risk to animals in forested ecosystems. 
For example, the opening of habitat and creation of edge may make species such 
as red squirrel and snowshoe hare more vulnerable-to avian predation from 
species such as red-tailed hawks that would not typically forage in a closed forest 
canopy. Additionally, some wildlife species will avoid crossing roads, which 
limits the available habitat to wildlife. Edge effects from roads can be most 
pronounced in forested landscapes. 

3. Fragmentation can result in both the direct effects ofloss of habitat, decrease 
. connectivity of populations, increase predation, result in higher demographic 
stochasticity and change population structure from contiguous habitats to isolated 
metapopu]ations. 

4. Use of the roads by people can result in increased disturbance and avoidance of 
roaded habitats. 

5. Presence ofroads increase winter snowmobile use in an area due to the 
constructed road prisim. This results in disturbance to wildlife during critical 
winter periods. Increases compacted snow routes and may facilitate the 
movement of competitors oflynx (ie- coyote) into lynx habitat, 

6. Road construction will decrease elk and deer habitat effectiveness by reducing 
security areas . The elk habitat effectiveness in the Slater Creek geographic Area 
is presented below. 

Elk Habitat Effectiveness 

OPEN RD ROAD 
DENSITY DENSITY % HABITAT EFFECTIVENESS 

H.C. (RDI) Standards and 
GEOGRAPHIC AREA INDEX MILES/SECTION INDEX EFFECTIVENESS Guidelines 

Slater Creek (IA) overal) 0.717850 0.85 0.65 46.66 50% STANDARD 

Slater Creek 5 .11 0.755625 0.81 0.65 49.12 60% Guideline 

Slater Creek 5.13 0.660750 1.37 0.55 36.34 50% Guideline 

TW2: How does the road system facilitate human activities that affect habitat? 

In general, the analysis area road system provides access for permitted fire wood 
colJection which reduces density of snags and/or area where snags are present due to 
removal near roads, as facilitated by road access (Hann and others, 1997). Fire wood 
colJectors often han1est snags or down logs that provide habitat for pine martens, owls, 
and woodpeckers. Firewood colJectors reduce habitat for these species in areas where 
roads are in close proximity. No particular area has been identified where this is a 
concern. 
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The road system facilitates human activities that result in disturbances to wildlife. Elk 
are known to leave the area during the fall due to increased human activities on ridgeline 
roads and roads that run into interior forested habitats. This results in elk and deer unable 
to use habitats during the fall periods. 

Roads provide the prism for winter snowmobile use. Winter snowmobile use on these 
roads increases snow compaction, which might facilitate coyote moving into suitable 
lynx habitat. 

T\V3: How does the road system affect legal and illegal human activities? ,vhat are 
the effects on wildlife species? 

In the SCGA, the motorized use of roads during the fall hunting seasons as well as the 
increased pressure by the hunters has negatively impacted big game in this area. The elk 
respond to this increased pressure by leaving National Forest land and moving to adjacent 
private land where they remain throughout the hunting seasons. The elk heard in this 
SCGA are beyond the desired herd objective set by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

Open roads facilitate access for legal hunting and trapping. Effects include direct human 
caused mortality and injury from hunting and trapping activities. Closed but not 
decommissioned or obliterated roads increase human access, including illegal use of 
closed roads by ATV's. This has been demonstrated to be problematic on many of the 
closed roads in the Slater Creek Geographic Area during the hunting season. Closed 
roads increase hiking and mountain biking activities in areas not usually accessed by 
humans. This can result in disturbance to wildlife species 

T\V4: How does the road system directly affect unique communities or special 
features in the area? 

Within the SCGA are the Slater Park Macro Preliminary Conservation Planning Area 
(SPMPCPA) and the California Park Special Interest Area (CPSIA). The CPSIA was 
selected for designation based on it geological, zoological, historical, paleontological, and 
scenic values. The CPSIA contains the highest diversity of threatened, endangered, and 
Region 2 sensitive species on the Routt National Forest. 

The SPMPCPA is one of three macro sites identified by the Colorado Natural Heritage 
Program for the Routt National Forest. The SPMPCA boundary was delineated to 
identify significant natural communities and the breeding habitat of wetland and upland 
birds and amphibians in need of protection and specific management. The Colorado 
Natural Heritage Program designated this areas as such due to the rarity of the species the 
community supports. 

ECONOMICS (EC) 
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EC (1): How does the road system affect the agency's direct costs and revenues? 
,vhat, if any, changes in the road system will increase net revenue to the agency by 
reducing cost, increasing revenue, or both? 

This analysis will be completed as part of individual project EA/EIS. 

EC (2): How does the road system affect the priced and non-priced consequences 
included in economic efficiency analysis used to assess net benefits to society? 

This analysis will be completed as part of individual project EA/EIS. 

EC (3): How ·does the road system affect the distribution of benefits and costs among 
affected people? 

This analysis will be completed as part of individual project EA/EIS. 

COMMODITY PRODUCTION (TM, MM, RM) 

Timber Management 

TMl: How does the road spacing and location affect logging system feasibility? 

Existing roads allow for efficient logging, due to spacing and proximity to one another. 
Eliminating any of the existing roads would reduce logging feasibility due to increased 
logging costs (skidding). Also, non-ground based logging systems are dependent on 
roads adjacent to harvest units, again by reducing skidding costs. 

TM 2-3: How does the road system affect managing the suitable timber base and 
other lands? How does the road system affect access to timber stands needing 
silvicultural treatment? 

Approximately 50% of the analysis area is in the suitable timber base, mostly in MA 
5.11. Roaded access in these areas has allowed for many timber sales in the past, over 

· time and landscape to maintain healthy forested stands as well as provide primary access 
to other lands in the geographic area. Roads in place from previous entries are necessary 
for the continued forest management of the areas, but do not provide adequate access to 
other stands needing treatment. New road construction will be needed for future 
silivicultural treatments. Without roads, the opportunity for silvicultural treatments 
would be diminished and the area would need to be removed from the suitable timber 
base. There may be future need to access portions of the suitable timber base that is 
currently unroaded. 

Minerals Management 

1\1M 1: How does the road system affect access to locatable, leasable, and salable 
minerals? 
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The existing road system provides sufficient opportunity for access to locatable leasable 
and salable minerals. 

Range Management 

RM 1: How does the road system affect access to range alJotments? 

The existing road system provides sufficient access to range allotments for the permittees 
and the Forest Service rangeland managers. Most of the range allotments are ohly fully 

•;, accessed by horseback. The current amount and distribution of roads is sufficient to allow 
efficient movement oflivestock to and from the allotments, efficient trailering of horses 
to the allotments, and access for construction and/or maintenance ofrange improvements. 

Many of the roads in the area are not needed for access to the allotments. See Appendix B 
for a listing of the roads and their importance to range management. 

. WATER PRODUCTION (WP)' 

\\1Pl-3: How does the road system affect access, constructing, maintaining, 
monitoring, and operating water diversions, impoundments, and distribution canal~ 
or pipes, municipal watersheds, or hydroelectric projects? 

There are no operating water diversions, impoundments, distribution canals, pipes, . 
municipal watersheds or hydroelectric projects in the Salter Creek Geographic Area. 
These types of projects are not affected by the existing road system. 

SPECIAL FOREST PRODUCTS (SP) 

SP 1: How does the road system affect access for collecting special forest products? 

Collecting special forest products often depends on using existing forest roads. These 
activities provide employment opportunities, but typically do not support developing or 
maintaining roads. The Slater Creek Geographic Area provides limited special forest 
products. The existing road system is sufficient to accommodate the current and 
predicted need. 

SPECIAL USE PERMITS (SU) 

SU 1: How does the road system affect managing special-use permit sites 
(concessionaires, communications sites, utility corridors, and so on)? 

Special-use areas on national forest lands are by permit, for profit or are access needs to 
private land, which may include: commercial recreation (outfitter and guide services), 
communication sites, utility corridors, and right-of-,vays for access to private land. 
Special-use pem1ittees need for reasonable access to pem1it areas directly affects the 
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profitability of their business. Special-use pem1ittees access needs require quick and 
efficient access. 

Recreation Special-Use Permits: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

First Creek Ranch (Tracey Phillips) special-use pennit is for packing game meat 
for clients. Although the pem1it is for district-wide, the permittee owns a private 
inholding along Quaker Mountain where access needs will be focused. Analysis 
area access needs include FDR 150 and 115 to Quaker Mountain. 
Rhynne Outfitters (Bruce Rhyne) special-use permit is for outfitter/guide for 
hunting, bicycling, and horse backriding. Access needs include, FDR '150 and 42 
for big game hunter outfitter/guide services and FDR 110 and 133 for bicycling 
and horseback riding outfitter/guide services. 
Wilderness Tracks (Harley Johnson) special-use permit is for big game hunting 
outfitter/guide services. Access needs include, FDR 112. 
Jim Fagg special-use permit for big game hunting outfitter/guide services for one 
drop-camp. Access needs include, FDR 110 along Black Mountain Boundary. 
Sombrero Ranch special use-permit is for horse delivery to fall big game hunters . 
Access needs include, most roads in the analysis area as well as access to horse 
coral on FDR 110. 

Other existing permits, which have access needs include: 
• FDR 154.1 (private land) 
• FDR 150.21 - Slater Creek (private land) 
• FDR 150- ditches (no sma11 roads needed for access) 

GENERAL PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (GT) 

GT(l): How does the road system connect to public roads and provide primary 
access to communities? 

The county road (CR) 80, connects with FDR 150, is the main public access to the 
analysis area for the Hayden community. FDR 150 is primarily a summer travel road and 
is not used as a road system that provides access to communities. The county road 27, 
connects with FDR 110 and 134, provides public access to the analysis area for the Craig 
and Hayden communities. FDR 110 and 134 are primarily summer travel roads and are 
not used as a year-round road system that provides access to Hayden and Craig 
communities. See table below for list of county roads that connect with forest roads. 
Note: The analysis area roads are primarily used during the summer and fall months and 
are closed during the winter. Snowmobiles are used for winter access and recreation. 

Moffatt County Roads and Elkhead Mountain Geographic Area FDR 
CR 80 connects to FDR 150 CR 76 connects to FDR 123 CR 27 connects to FDR 

110, 134 
CR 11 c01mects to FDR 112 CR 56 connects to FDR 475 CR 62 connects to FDR 42 
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GT(2): How does the road system connect large blocks of land in other ownership 
to public roads? 

The road system is not significant for connecting large blocks of land in other ownership. 
There is one private inholding in Slater Park, which is accessed by FDR 150. The Forest 
Sen1ice has worked out an arrangement with the owner to allow access through 
California Park during the springtiine closure period. 

GT(3): How does the road system affect managing roads with shared ownership or 
with limited jurisdiction? (RS2477, cost share, prescriptive rights, FLPMA 
easements, FRTA easements, DOT easements) 

FDR 150 is managed by Routt County. FDR 150 is a county road. The Forest Service 
has an agreement with the County to maintain the spring time closure and assist when 
possible at maintaining culverts along the road. 

GT(4): How does the road system address the safety of road users? 

The road system safety conditions are consistent with road maintenance levels, as well as 
expected use and users. The road system is configured and signed to reduce safety 
hazards within the context of financial, topographic, and use levels. The roads that are 
currently damaged or eroded pose hazards to users during wet conditions and may 
become impassable. Highly impacted roads should be improved for safety or closed and 
decommissioned if use is determined to be low. 

ADMINISTRATIVE USE (AU) 

AU 1: How does the road system affect access needed for research, inventory, and 
monitoring? 

The existing road system is adequate for needed research, inventory and monitoring. 

AU2: How does the road system affect investigative or enforcement activities? 

Investigative and law enforcement activities are minimal in the analysis area throughout 
the majority of the year, except for hunting season. A change in the road system may 
affect law enforcement by displacing hunters outside of the analysis area and into other 
portions of the district, which may increase the need for law enforcement in other areas 
during hunting season. 

Closed roads, but not decommissioned or obliterated roads, increase illegal activities and 
thus increase the need investigation and enforcement of illegal use. Decommissioning 
and obliteration of unnecessary roads will facilitate enforcement activities by 
discouraging unauthorized use of closed roads. 
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PROTECTION (PT) 

PT 1: Hol\' does the road system affect fuels managements? 

Fuels management falls into two basic categories within this watershed. The Spruce-Fir 
at the higher elevations is actively managed as a timber resource, and the 
Aspen/grass/forbs and shrub vegetation groups at lower elevations. 
Han1est activities with associated fuels treatments comprise most of the fuels 
management within these stands. These activities depend heavily upon the present road 
system and needs only minor temporary road development in some areas to allow fuels 
treatment. These temporary roads are generally built in association with the harvest 
requirements for timber sales. 

The grazing that occurs on the lower elevation sites (aspen stands) is moderately 
dependent upon road access, so the roads are important for these activities as well. 
Grazing has a significant impact upon the fire hazard within these areas as much of the 
annual increase in biomass is removed each year. The present road system is sufficient to 
support these activities. Any decrease in road access may limit grazing utilization that 
would result with an increasing fire hazard within the aspen and shrub vegetation types. 

The most critical fuels management concern within the watershed would be to continue 
effective fuels treatment activities within activity-generated slash. 

PT 2: How does the road system affect the capacity of the Forest Service and 
cooperators to suppress wildfires? 

This area has limited road access and much of the fire suppression efforts will be 
dependent upon either aerially delivered fire fighting resources or hand crews with an 
extended response time. Engines have a limited function within the Slater Creek 
Geographic Area. 

Most suppression efforts within this watershed will be dependent upon hand crew 
resources. Some of the roads that do exist require high clearance vehicles and may limit 
the access to four-wheel drive vehicles only. 

The biggest affect of the road system will be to delay response and extend contain/control 
times due to difficulties associated with logistical support. 

PT 3: How does the road system affect risk to firefighters and to public safety? 

There are no distinctive fire fighter or public safety risk associated with fire suppression 
within this geographic area. The road system provides for marginal access and regress, 
and to this road system is the one-way access or regress on forest road 116. Regress and 
evacuation could become a problem if severe fire behavior were to occur blocking the 
road during regress or evacuation efforts; however, this road system has no campgrounds 
or other specific forest-user destinations on it so this risk would be minimal. The risk to 
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fire fighters should also be easily mitigated by proper planning and the identification of I 

safety zones as needed. 

PT 4: How does the road system contribute to airborne dust emission resulting in 
reduced visibility and human health concerns? · 

Due to the limited use of this area and the distance of this geographic area from 
residential areas, airborne dust emission is not expected to result in a significant visual 
impact or an impact to human health. 

RECREATION (UR, RR) 

Unroaded Recreation (UR) 

UR 1: Is there now or will there be in the future excess supply or excess demand for 
unroaded recreation opportunities? 

Unroaded recreation is expected to increase in the future. The Forest is seeing increased 
use over the past few years of the unroaded recreational areas in the Slater Creek 
Geographic Area. These areas appear to becoming more and more important for folks 
trying to get away form increasingly crowded wilderness areas cJoser to towns such as 
Steamboat Springs. It is not known if the current supply of unroaded areas will meet the 
future demand for this recreational experience. Due to the rapid rate of human growth in 
this area, roadless areas are expected to become increasingly important for this need. 
Closures or decommissioning/obliteration of old roads in poor condition may help 
provide larger areas for recreationists seeking this type of experience. 

UR 2: Is developing new roads into unroaded areas, decommissioning of existing 
roads, or changing the maintenance of existing roads causing substantial changes in 
the quantity, quality, or type of unroaded recreation opportunities? 

The Bark Beetle EIS proposed to construct roads into currently unroaded portions of the 
suitable timber base in the North Eastern portion of the suitable timber base. This action 
may slightly decrease the opportunity for unroaded recreation in this geographic area. 

UR 3: What are the adverse effects of noise and other disturbances caused by 
developing, using, and maintaining, on the quantity, quality, and type of unroaded 
recreation opportunities? 

There have been complaints by hunters on the adverse effect of ATV noise on hunting 
success. 

UR 4: " 'ho participates in unroaded recreation in the areas affected by 
constructing, maintaining, and decommissioning roads? 
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n The Forest users include: non-motorized trail users, outfitter guides and clients, hunters 
(sma11 and big game), anglers, horse users, organized horse club participants, and 
motorized trail users. 

UR 5: ,vhat are these participants' attachments to the area, how strong are their 
feelings, and are alternative opportunities and locations available? 

Attachments to these areas include: long-time use of same area; annual vacation event 
(hunting camp); income (outfitter/guide); source of trophy and/or food 

Feelings about these areas are strong and alternatives areas are not as desirable . 

Users and their values were identified through: public scoping responses, recreation use 
surveys, and field personnel interviews/experience 

Road-Related Recreation (RR) 

RR 1: Is there now or will there be in the future excess supply or excess demand for 
roaded recreation opportunities? 

The current level of roaded recreational opportunities appears to be sufficient for the 
Slater Creek Geographic Area. Much of this area exhibits low use during the summer 
months but much higher use during the fa]] hunting periods. During the summer months 
there may currently be an excess supply ofroaded recreational opportunities, this supply 
should accommodate future needs. 

RR 2: Is developing new roads into unroaded areas, decommissioning of existing 
roads, or changing maintenance of existing roads causing substantial changes in the 
quantity, quality, or type of roaded recreation opportunities? 

Decommissioning existing roads that are in exceedingly poor condition are not 
significantly affecting roaded recreational opportunities because these roads get little use 
during most of the year with the exception of fall hunting seasons. Developing new roads 
into unroaded areas may impact recreationists seeking unroaded recreational experiences. 
Some hunters express dependence on road access for their hunting success. 

RR 3: ,vhat are the adverse effects of noise and other disturbances caused by 
constructing, using, and maintaining roads on the quantity, quality, or type of 
roaded recreation opportunities? 

For the majority of the year noise is not an issue with forest users in the analysis area. In 
the fall hunting season, noise (disturbance) is an issue to some forest users camping along 
or using remote roads when ATV travel is noisy and frequent during hunting hours. 
Other forest recreationists have complained of excessive ATV use during the fall. 
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RR 4: ,vho participates in roaded recreation in the areas affected by road 
construction, changes in road maintenance, or road decommissioning? 

Public land users from the communities of Baggs, Craig and Hayden are the primary 
roaded recreation users in the Slater Creek Geographic Area. During the fall hunting 
season recreationists visit from across the Nation to hunt the area. Hunters would be 
most affected by changes in road availability. Closing roads may make access more 
difficult but also improve hunter success. The vast majority of the roaded reereationists 
use the primary access routes FDR 110 and FDR 150 and use this area for scenic drives, 
wildlife viewing and camping. 

RR 5: ,vhat are these participants' attachments to the area, bow strong are their 
feelings, and are alternative opportunities and locations available? 

The Forest users and their values were identified through: public scoping responses, 
unsolicited letters and phone conversations, public meetings, recreation-use surveys, and 
field personnel interviews/experience. A public scooping brochure was produced and 
approximately 5000 copies were distributed during 2000. Distribution was focused 
during the fall hunting seasons. The SCGA users include: campers (camping with 
vehicle); hunters (small and big game as well as game retrieval); sight-seeing; anglers; 
outfitter/guides (transporting supplies, clients, and game retrieval); and motorized 
recreationists (ATV, 4x4, and motorcycle enthusiasts); private landowners; aging or 
disabled forest visitors; and some non-motorized users on less traveled roads (especially 
horse users) 

The participants' attachments to these roads in the analysis area may include: dependency 
on vehicles for forest experience (i.e., age, ability, amount of time); dependency on 
motorized access to retrieve game and transport hunting camp as well as supplies to 
desired location; business income (outfitter/guide); and access to private lands with no 
viable non-FS alternative. 

The feelings about these roads can be strong that is both in favor of keeping all roads 
open for easy access and in favor of closing many of the roads to provide better 
experience (i.e., primitive camping or hunting). 

Attachments to these areas include: long-time use of same area; annual vacation event 
(hunting camp); income (outfitter/guide); source of trophy and/or food. 

Feelings about these areas are strong and alternatives areas are not as desirable. 

Please see appendix G for a summary of some key comments from the public identified 
during public scooping efforts. 
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n PASSIVE USE VALUE (PV) 

PV 1: Do areas planned for road constructing, closure, or decommissioning have 
unique physical or biological characteristics, such as unique natural features and 
threatened or endangered species (or cultural heritage resources)? 

Less than two percent of the Slater Creek Geographic Area has been surveyed for cultural 
resources. Twenty-seven sites are recorded in the area. Historic GLO plats and Routt 
National Forest maps show additional historic trails, roads, structures, a sawmill, and a 
campground that have not yet been recorded. Many more unrecorded cultural resources 
are expected in the area. Site-specific survey is recommended when there is the potential 
to effect cultural resources. The area being planned for road construction associated with 
the Bark Beetle EIS may result in impacts to lynx habitat due to increased habitat 
:fragmentation and access for competitive predators 

PV 2: Do areas planned for road construction, closure, or decommissioning have 
unique cultural, traditional, symbolic, sacred, spiritual, or religious significance? 

The heritage maps show no burials, traditional cultural properties, or sacred sites in the 
geographic area. Only the people who hold these values can identify them, so 
consultation with groups that may hold these values is needed to identify these places. 

PV 3: What, if any, groups of people (ethnic groups, subcultures, and so on) hold 
cultural, symbolic, spiritual, sacred, traditional, or religious values for areas 
planned for road entry or road closure? 

The heritage maps show no burials, traditional cultural properties, or sacred sites in the 
geographic area. Only the people who hold these v_alues can identify them, so 
consultation with groups that may hold these values is needed to identify these places. 

PV 4: ,vm constructing, closing, or decommissioning roads substantially affect 
passive-use value? 

Passive-use value is divided into two components, existence value and bequest value. 
Existence value is value or benefit people receive from the existence of a specific place, 
condition, or thing, independent of any intention, hope, or expectation of their active use 
by the person receiving the passive-use benefit. Bequest value is value or benefit 
received because a place, condition, or thing is available for active or passive use by 
others. The California Park Special Interest Area has both existence and bequest values 
because of the riparian and upland community of bird species that it supports such as 
Sandhill cranes, Columbian sharp-tailed grouse, and Northern goshawks. This area also 
holds historic values such as the historic cattle drive trails. 

SOCIAL ISSUES (SJ) 
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SI 1-2: ,vhat are people's perceived needs and values for roads and access? How 
does road management affect people's dependence on, need for, and desire for roads 
and access? 

The primary social demand for roads in the analysis area is access for fall big game 
hunting. The secondary social demand for roads is summer use of dispersed campsites 
adjacent to the road system. The recreationists perceived values for these roads are 
strong. The public and hunters cont-acted through personal interview during hunter 
patrol, public meeting, and comment letters have strong attachments to the area and 
return year after year. Comments received from the public regarding this area pertain to 
providing appropriate access for recreationists and hunters with disabilities, health 
concerns, and senior citizens. Conversely, comments were received regarding a desire 
for more primitive hunting with less interference from All Terrain Vehicles. Complaints 
by hunters regarding excessive use of All Terrain Vehicles during hunting hours or 
providing access to areas that backpack hunters have hiked to either by road or trail has 
been a source of conflict within this user group. 

SI 3: How does the road system affect access to paleontological, archaeological, and 
historical sites? 

Closing roads protects cultural resources by decreasing the number of people in the area, 
thereby reducing collection and other forms of site damage. Closing roads in this 
geographic area does not adversely affect access for research or public 
education/interpretation. 

SI 4: How does the road system affect cultural and traditional uses (such as plant 
gathering, and access to traditional and cultural sites) and American Indian treaty 
rights? 

The heritage maps show no burials, traditional cultural properties, or sacred sites in the 
geographic area. Only the people who hold these values can identify them, so 
consultation with groups that may hold these values is needed to identify these places. 

SI 5: How are roads that constitute historic sites affected by road management? 

A number of roads and trails in the geographic area are historic. A project specific 
cultural resource assessment should be completed for each undertaking, so the assessment 
can be tailored to each project. Generally, road closures or decommissioning does not 
affect historic roads unless ground disturbance is needed. Road construction, road. 
realignments, and road upgrades may adversely affect historic roads. Project specific 
cultural resource assessments are recommended. 

SI 6: How is community social and economic health affected by road management 
(for example, lifestyles, business, tourism industry, infrastructure maintenance)? 
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n The seasonal use of the SCGA is primarily in the fall. The first, second, and third rifle 
seasons provide the towns of Craig and Hayden with income to local, business owners 
such as grocery, gas stations, restaurants, camping supplies, outfitter/guides, and hotels. 
Some of these business owners rely heavily on hunter and outdoor tourism industry to 
maintain their income throughout the remainder of the year. Direct effects to income of 
these business owners would be felt ifthere was major changes in road management. 
Major changes in road management may displace hunters to other National Forest areas 
or private land. Road maintenance, seasonal closures, and/or decommissioning of minor 
roads would have no economic effect to these businesses. 

SI 7: What is the perceived social and economic dependency of a community on an 
unroaded area versus the value of that unroaded area for its intrinsic existence and 
symbolic values? 

Unroaded areas within the national forests have a variety of societal and economic 
values. Some people value natural resources existing in unroaded areas for the economic 
contribution afforded by their extraction such as timber, minerals, and roaded access; 
others value roadless areas for the contribution they provide in an undeveloped state such 
as increased solitude for people or refugia for plants and animals (USPS, 199b). The 
communities of Craig and Hayden are not dependent on forest natural resources in 
unroaded areas for social or economic mainstay. 

SI 8: How does road management affect wilderness attributes including natural 
integrity, natural appearance, opportunities for solitude, and opportunities for 
primitive recreation? 

Road management affects wilderness attributes and primitive recreation opportunities in 
many ways. The closure, presence, or addition of new roads and their management in 
proximity to wilderness areas can change the natural integrity and opportunities for 
solitude because of differences in vistas, amounts of noise and dust, and crowding 
(USPS, 1999b ). The SCGA roads analysis has not identified roads in proximity to 
wilderness or roadless areas slated for closure, presence, or addition of roads. 

SI 9: What are traditional uses of animal and plant species in the area of analysis? 

Through public scoping no traditional uses of animal and plant species in the SCGA have 
been identified besides livestock grazing, fall hunting activities and summer fishing 
activities. There may have been some historic use of the area for plant collection when 
the Ute tribe occupied the area. Plant species collected included Yampa root and osha. 
Grazing of domestic livestock has been a traditional use of the area over the past 100 
years. 

SI 10: How does road management affect people's sense of place? 

"Sense of place" describes the character of an area and the meaning people attach to it as 
.,Nell as integrates the interpretations of a geographic place, conside1ing the biophysical 
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setting, psychological influences (memory, choice, perception, imagination, emotion), 
and social and cultural influences (USPS 1999b ). The scoping comments received have 
identified strong emotional attachment to areas within the SCGA. The big game hunters 
that return to this SCGA year after year predominantly return to the same hunting camp 
location or within proximity to that area. The sense of place for this user group may be 
affected if major changes to road management occur. 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE (CR) 

CR 1: How does the road system, or its management, affect certain groups of people 
(minority, ethnic, cultural, racial, disabled, and low-income groups)? 

The occasional summer recreationists and fall big game hunters primarily use the roads in 
the SCGA. The roads are used for access to dispersed campsites and to hunting areas. 
The public scoping identified no minority, ethnic, cultural, racial, disabled or low-income 
groups affected by changes in road management in the SCGA. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

This NFMA analysis identifies the opportunities for management actions to be 
considered in subsequent NEPA analyses for proposed projects in the analysis area. This 
document can be used with appendix A to prioritize and identify opportunities for 
improvement projects. For example: Some roads are important for recreation but are 
impactive to watershed resources. These roads could be improved. Other roads are not 
used much by the public or Forest Service and causing impacts to watershed, fisheries 
and wildlife; these roads should be closed or decommissioned. NEPA analysis will be 
required to explore the different opportunities and to disclose the effects of these 
opportunities on all resources. 

CONCLUSION 

The USPS Roads Analysis provides a useful tool to asses and prioritize road related 
projects in a geographic area. This document should provide the purpose and need for 
future projects and help in prioritizing the implementation of projects. The background 
provided in this document and the public scoping associated with this effort should 
greatly facilitate NEPA project issue identification and assessment of the existing 
condition. Now go and do good things for the land. 
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APPENDIX A: Roads Matrix 
SJ ater C ree eogra oh1c Area esource nonty oa s kG R P. R d M atnx 

Road# Pvt Cur- For- lmpor Wild- AQ De- WIN Main- Jmpor- lmpor- Main- Im- lmpor-
ace- rcntly est tant life Ques. com Project ten- tant tant tain pact tant 
ess Closed Plan for # miss ance for for for on for 
(X) (X), (o) Rx fuels for for sumr. fall timber fish- range 

=open mgmt/ water- H20 rec. rec. mgmt. eries mgmt 
lire sht>d I 
sup. aqu 

atics 
109 5.13 H N/G L H H M 
109.2A 5.13 M N/G L L H L 
99 X 5.13 H IJElk M H H H 
99.lA 5.13 H IJElk L L H L 
99.IB X 5.13 M N/G L M M L 
99.lC 5.13 M IJElk L M M L 
99.lD 5.13 M IJElk L M M L 
99.lE X 5.13 M NIG L L M L 
99.lF 5.13 M IJElk L L M L 
109.3 X 5.13 M H L 
109.3B M IJLynx L L H L 
109.3C X 5.13 M IJLvnx L L M L 
109.3D X 5.13 M IJLvnx L L M L 
109.3E X 5.13 M IJLynx L L M L 
94.1 X M IJLynx L L M L 
94.lA X M IJLynx L L M L 
94.IB X M IJLvnx L L M L 
110 4.2 H NIG 3-4=H X X H H H H 
122 4.3/ H M/Elk/ L M M M 

5.11 Poor 
Cond. 

163 5.11 M IJLynx 2=H X L M M L 
4=M 

163.lA X 5.11 M L* L L M L 

133 5.11 H NIG 4=H X M H H H 
133.lA X 5.11 M IJLynx 2=H X X L L M L 
133.IB X 5.11 M IJLynx L L M L 
133. lC X 5.11 M IJLynx L L M L 
130.1 X M IJLynx L L M L 
162 4.2 M N/G M M L L 
110.4A 5.11 M Ml L L L L 

Gosh* 
110.4B 5.11 L N/G L L L L 
110.4C X 5.11 M IJLvnx L L M L 
110.4D X 5.11 L IJLvnx L L L L 
110.4E X 5.11 M IJLynx 2=M X L L M L 
110.4F X 5.11 L IJLynx L L M L 
110.4G X 5.11 L IJLynx L L M L 
110.4H 5.11 M N/G L L M L 
110.4) 5.11 · L N/G L L L L 
116 5.11 H M/Elk M H H H 
116.IA 5.11 H IJE!k L M M L 
116.IB 5.11 M IJElk L L M L 
116.IC X 5.11 L IJLynx L L L L 
157.1 N/G L 
159 5.11 H IJE!k M H M L 
119.lA X 5.11 IJLynx L L L 
119.IB X 5.11 IJLynx L L L 
119.IC X 5.11 IJLynx L L L 
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Road# n 
158 
118 

118.lE 
118.2A 

118.2D 

118.2E 
150 
150.21 
126 

156 

154 
42 
48 
48.1 
48.lA 
48.1B 
48.lC 
49 
49.lA 
49.IB 
49.lC 
49.1D 
49.lE 
487.1 
487.2B 
487.2C 
487.2D 
487.3A 
487.3B 
496 
Unclas-
sified 

Pvt Cur- For- Jmpor- Wild- AQ Decom WIN Mainte lmpor- lmpor- Main-
ace- rently est tant lifr Ques. miss. Project n- tant tant tain 
ess Closed Plan for # for a nee for for for 
(X) (X),(o) Rx fuels wtr- for sumr. fall timber 

=open mgmt/ shed H20 rec. rec. mgmt. 
fire 
sup. 

X 5.11 H ULyTIX L L M 
5.11 H UElk 2=H X X M H H 

4=M 
X 5.11 ULynx 3=1-1 X L L 

4.3 H Ml ll=M X L M M 
Grous* 

X H H/ L L M 
Gosh 

X H L L L M 
4.2 H M* 4,6=H X X H H H 

X X 4.2 N/G Pvt Pvt L 
Xlo 4.3 M llhard- L H L 

en open 
spur 

2.1 H H* 1-3=H X X H H L 
4=M 

4.2 H H* 2.4=H X X L M L 
2.1 H M* M H H 

O/sour 2.1 M N/G L L 
X 2.1 ULynx L L M 
X 2.1 M ULynx L L M 
X 2.1 M ULynx L L M 
X 2.1 L ULynx L L L 
X 2.1 H UElk M M M 
X 2.1 M N/C L L M 
X 5.13 H ULynx L L M 
X 5.13 M ULvnx L L M 
X 5.13 M ULynx L L M 
X 5.13 M ULvnx L L M 
X 5.13 M M 
X 5.13 H L L H 
X 5.13 M NIC L L M 
X 5.13 M NIC L L M 
X 5.13 H NIC L L H 
X 5.13 L NIC L L L 

3.31 H UElk M H M 
X 4=H X 

RATIONALE FOR RESOURCE MANAGE:MENT PRIORITIES: 
• H=High 
• M=Moderate 
• L=Low 

Fuels Management and Access for Fire Suppression (Safety) 
• H = Imp01iant for access to manage fuels and fire suppression 
• M = Moderate importance for managing fuels and for fire suppression 
• L = Roads is Jess important for managing fuels and for fire suppression 

Wildlife Matrix- Effects on Wildlife (Positive. negative. assessment of effects). 
Note*: An asterisk next to priority indicates specific recommendation. 
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L 
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•L 

L 

L 

L 
H 
L 
M 

L 

L 
H 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
J-1 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 



General 

Elk 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

N/G = No specific concern, general effect in spruce-fir or aspen habitat 
NIC = No specific concern, maintain closure 
L = General effect and disturbance to wildlife. (Low*- Roads 163. lA: Maintain 
closure- obliterate or decommission to improve elk hunting success and decrease 
riparian impacts.) 
M = Important for elk calving and sandhill cranes nesting. Medium*- Maintain 
spring wildlife closure (Apiil 15 - July 1) for Roads 42 and 150. (Rd. 150-
Recommend road closure expansion to include North boundary of Slater Park.) 
H = Impacts boreal toad, cutthroat trout, sandhill crane habitats. Recommend 
decommissioning ofrevegetation. (High*-Rd. 156: recommend pulling trailhead 
back to road and hardening/trailhead, or improving/hardening crossing and road; 
and Rd. 154: recommend closing at road for private land access only and private 
land owner improve /harden stream crossing.) 

• L/Elk =Maybe contributing to elk movement off of the forest due to hunting 
pressure in the fall, seasonal closure may alleviate. 

• M/Elk = Ridgeline road - may contribute to early season elk movement off of the 
Forest, seasonal closure may alleviate. 

Lynx 
• L/Lynx = Increasing fragmentation in lynx habitat - recommend 

decommissioning or revegetation to improve. 
Goshawk 

• L/Gosh = Road is adjacent to historic goshawk territory- human use of road may 
impact future nesting. 

• M/Gosh* = Road 110.4A is adjacent to goshawk nesting stand. Recommend 
drawing road back and closing at small pull-off just off 110 

• H/Gosh = Impacting Northern goshawk nesting stand, recommend 
decommissioning or revegetation to mitigate. 

Sha,p-tailed grouse 
• M/Grous*- Impacts sharp-tailed grouse habitat, recommend closure at junction of 

118.1 and 118.2A 

Hydrology and Soils (AO question number) 
• H = Known problems such as erosion, rutting, or obvious groundwater 

interception 
• M = Less severe problems or moderate level of stability in valley-bottom roads 
• L = Stable mid-slope roads 
• X = Decommission for watershed; WIN project; or important for maintenance of 

water. 

Recreation Summer. Fall. and Winter Priority 
• H = High priority (summer or fall); part of summer loop routes; fall hunter use; no 

alternative routes 
• M = Moderate priority; Some current summer use; some fall use 
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n • L = Low priority; Closed; or low current use; or viable alternative route available 

NOTE: No roads were listed in any recreational-use category. All roads had low winter 
use and were not listed in this matrix. In the winter, roads are physically closed to 
motorized use except snowmobiles. If a road is closed or decommissioned, the route may 
remain available for snowmobile use. 

Timber Management 
• H = High use for timber management (arterial and collector) 
• M = Moderate-use of roads 
• L = Roads rarely used 

Impact on Fisheries and Aquatic Organisms 
• H = Roads that severely impact fisheries or aquatic organisms 
• M = Roads that moderately impact fisheries or aquatic organisms 
• L = Roads that have less impact on fisheries or aquatic organisms 
• X = Roads affect migration and movement of aquatic organisms. 
• = Roads facilitating the introduction of non-native aquatic species. 

Range Management 
• H = Important for access to range allotments 
• M = Other routes are available for access to allotments 

(- • L = Roads rarely used by permittees 

(_j 
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APPENDIX B: Maps 

Map #2 - Location of 1.32 Backcountry Non-motorized Management Prescription Areas 

-1.:!2 

Routt National Forest 
Hahns Peak Bears Ears Ranger District 

Geographic Area 

tain Geo 

Location of 1.32 Management Prescription Areas 
in the Elkhead Mountain and Slater Creek 

Geographic Areas. 
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APPENDIX B: Maps 
Map #3 - Location of Inventoried Roadless Areas 

Routt National Forest 
Hahns Peak Bears Ears 

Ranger District 

Elkhead Mountain and Slater Creek Geographic Areas 
Inventoried Roadless Areas 
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Appendix C: Noxious Weeds Present on the Medicine Bow/Routt National Forests 

Common Name Scientific Name Designated Forest 
State Weed Priority* 

Diffuse knapweed Centaurea diffusa WY,CO 1 
Spotted knapweed Centaurea maculosa WY,CO 1 
Russian knapweed Centaurea repens WY,CO 1 
Leafy spurge Euphorbia esula WY,CO 1 
Yellow toadflax Linaria vulgaris WY,CO 1 
Dalmatian toadflax Linaria genistifolia WY,CO 1 
Saltcedar Tamarix ramosissima WY,CO 1 
Hoary Cress Cardia spp. WY,CO 2 
Musk thistle Carduus nutans WY,CO 2 
Purple Loosestrife Lythrum salicaria WY,CO 2 
Canada thistle Cirsium arvense WY,CO 3 
Ox-eye-daisy Chrysanthemum leucanthemum WY,CO 3 
Field bindweed Convolvulus arvensis WY,CO 3 
Houndstongue Cynoglossum officinale WY,CO 3 
Quackgrass Agropyron repens WY,CO 4 
Skel etonl eaf bursage Ambrosia tomentosa WY 4 
Common burdock Arctium minus WY,CO 4 
Plumeless thistle Carduus acanthoides WY,CO 4 
Bull Thistle Cirsium vulgare WY,CO 4 
St. J ohnswort Hypericum perforatum WY,CO 4 
Dyers woad Isatis tinctoria WY,CO 4 
Perennial pepperweed Lepidium latifolium WY,CO 4 
Scotch thistle Onopordum acanthium WY,CO 4 
Perennial Sowthistle Sonchus arvense WY,CO 4 
Horsenettle Solanum carollinense WY 4 

* Forest Priority 

Priority 1 indicates weeds of highest priority for treatment and eradication if possible on National Forest 
System Lands. In areas where known infestations of these weeds occur on adjacent non-Forest lands, 
prevention and monitoring activities will be given highest priority, and all efforts possible will be made to 
coordinate control efforts, and to cooperate with and encourage the adjacent land owner or manager to treat 
their infestations. 

Priority 2 indicates weeds, which are increasing on National Forest System Lands. Efforts here will be to 
prevent new infestations and to contain or reduce existing infestations. Purple Loosestrife is not currently 
known to exist on the Medicine Bow-Routt, but its rapid increase on the front range makes our Forest a 
prime candidate for new infestations. Eff011s here will be to spot infestations as soon as possible and to 
work toward eradication if infestations occur. 

Priority 3 indicates weeds, which are so common and widespread that eradication is not possible. Efforts 
here will be directed toward prevention of new infestations. 

Priority 4 indicates weeds, which are not currently known to occur on National Forest System Lands. 
Prevention will be the focus for these weeds. 
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APPENDIX B: Deferred Maintenance Costs 

$tifi_ ,,,aiting 'o!i'~htf111fgr.mJtfon 

Deferred maintenance cost table 
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APPENDIX C: Responsibility Table (~ 
) 

The following reiterates Table 1 from the R2 Roads Analysis guidance with the addition 
of the 'Lead' listed in the last column. The Lead is the person responsible for seeing that 
this analysis question gets addressed in the analysis. 

Table 1. Summary of Analysis Questions 
-., N ~ • 

EFl Exotics Robert 
EF2 pest management Robert 
EF3/4 disturbances Robert 
EF5 Noise Robert 

AQl hydrology Liz S. 
AQ2 surface erosion Liz/Tommy 
AQ3 mass wasting Liz/Tommy 
AQ4 crossmgs Liz S. 
AQ5 chemical effects Liz S. 
AQ6 hydro connections Liz S. 
AO7 beneficial uses Liz S. 
AQ8 wetlands Liz S. 
AQ9 Channel dynamics Liz S. 
AQIO aqua. orgamsms Kathy 
AQll Riparian/litterfall Liz S. 
AQ12 at-risk species Kathy 
AQ13 non-native aquatic Kathy 
AQ14 

. . 
umque species Kathy 

TWl terrestrial habitat Missy/Robert 
TW2 human activities Missy/Robert 
TW3 legal/illegal Missy/Robert 

activities 
TW4 unique communities Missy/Robert 

ECl Financial efficiency NEPAProj. 
EC2 economic efficiency NEPAProj. 

EC3 distribution NEPA Proj. 

TM2 suitable base Kent 
TM3 silvicultural Kent 

treatment 

TMl logging systems Kent 

MMl Minerals Tommy 
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_,,. >: -

"· Issu ,. 
RMI Range Mamie 

WPl water facilities Liz S. 
WP2 municipal _watershed Liz S. 
WP3 hydroelectric Liz S. 

SPl special products Lands 

SUI special uses Lands 

GTl Access Missy 
GT2 other owners Missy 
GT3 shared ownership Missy 
GT4 Safety Missy 

AUl Research, M&I Missy/Robert 
AU2 law enforcement Robert 

PTl Fuels Glenn 
PT2 Safety Glenn 
PT3 wildfire cooperators Glenn 

( PT4 air quality Glenn 

URI supply/demand Rec Shop 
UR2 unroaded opp's Rec Shop 

UR3 Noise Rec Shop 

UR4 Who participates? Rec Shop 

URS attachments Rec Shop 

RRl supply/demand Rec Shop 

RR2 roaded opp's Rec Shop 

RR3 Noise Rec Shop 

RR4 Who participates? Rec Shop 

RR5 attachments Rec Shop 

PVl unique characteris. Missy 
PV2 unique cultural Joann 
PV3 Groups Joann 
PV4 passive use value Missy 

Sll/2 needs/values roads Robert 
SB historical Joann 

----
SI4 Cultural Joann 

SIS historic roads Joann 

(j 
SI6 economic health Robert 

--- - -·· - - -- ·.-- - -·----- I 1------- ·-
SI7 community depend. i I Robert ! 
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SIS wilderness attribute 
SI9 traditional uses 
sno sense of place 

CRI civil rights 

A The question 
B Abbrev. Topic label 
C Typically, this question is used in the development of the FP 
D Direction in EIS relates generally to this question 
E Direction in EIS relates specifically to this question 
F x = analysis should be done at subforest scale (read project level) 

yes = it is a common issue and you must address it in this analysis 
no = it is not a common issue; address if raised in scoping 

G Page reference from Roads Analysis publication 
H Suggested lead to address question -- to be done by IDT 
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n Appendix D: Documentation Table 

Documentation Table for Step 4 of the Roads Analysis procedures. (from Miscellaneous Report FS-
643). 

Question# Addressed in If directiy addressed, page# If indirectly Rationale for not 
Analysis? in Environmental addressed, addressing -
(YES/NO) Document; and/or S&G, or location in location in Project 

location in Fores\ Plan. Project Administrative 
Administrative Record. 
Rerord. 

EFl Yes 

EF2 Yes 

EF3 Yes 

EF4 Yes 

EF5 Yes 

AQl Yes ' 

AQ2 Yes 

AQ3 Yes 

AQ4 Yes 

AQ5 Yes 

AQ6 Yes 

AQ7 Yes 

AQ8 Yes 

AQ9 Yes 

AQIO Yes 

AQll Yes 

AQ12 Yes 

AQ13 Yes 

AQ14 Yes 

TWl Yes 

TW2 Yes 

TW3 Yes 

TW4 Yes 

ECl No Will be answered in 
individual project 
EA/EIS 

EC2 No Will be answered in 
individual project 
EA/EIS 

EC3 No Will be answered in 
individual project 
EA/EIS 

TMl Yes 

TM2 Yes 

TM3 Yes 

MMI Yes 

RMI Yes 

WPl Yes 

WP2 Yes 
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WP3 Yes 
SPI Yes 

SUI Yes · 

GTI Yes 
GT2 Yes 
GT3 Yes 
GT4 Yes 

AUI Yes 
AU2 Yes 
PTI Yes 
PT2 Yes 
PT3 Yes 
PT4 Yes 
URI Yes 
UR2 Yes 
UR3 Yes 
UR4 Yes 
UR5 Yes 
UR6 Yes 
RRI Yes 
RR2 Yes 
RR3 Yes 
RR4 Yes ( 

RR5 Yes 
RR6 Yes 
PVI Yes 
PV2 Yes 
PV3 Yes 
PV4 Yes 

SII Yes 
SI2 Yes 
SB Yes 
SI4 Yes 

SI6 Yes 
SI6 Yes 
Sl7 Yes 
SIS Yes 
SI9 Yes 

SIIO Yes 

CRI Yes 
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Appendix E: Comments from Public Scoping 

Comments Received on the Management of Roads and Trails in the California Park and 
Black Mountain Areas Brochure · 

• We have never used A TV's and we feel the closing of trail 1144 was a benefit to 
our hunting experience this past year. We noticed more animals in the Grizzly 
Park/Douglas Creek area and we feel it was a result of closing trails and the lack 
oflogging. 

• It is my opinion that the roads and trails in the study area should not be restricted 
any more than current. I don't currently own or use an ATV, however I may want 
to do so in the future and I don't want to see any more restriction that may limit 
the use of these vehicles by me in the future. I am a snowmobiler during the 
winter in the study area and one of my concerns is that a one size fits all rule will 
come down restricting the use of snowmobiles in the subject area. By closing 
roads and trails to motorized vehicles, hunters will be displaced to other areas 
rather than deal with the restrictions that does not reduce the elk population it 
reduces human population. Maybe the Division of Wildlife should look at some 
innovative ways to increase harvest. 

• I do not think a total closure is in order. I do believe and understand the damage 
that can occur with wet trails, however at this time of the year, the trails were 
adequately frozen in the a.m. to where an ATV or other small weight vehicle 
would have done as much damage to one of the trails as the ATV would have 
done to a paved road. I restricted my hunt to areas close enough to pull the 
animal out by hand. I would suggest the trail closure ALLOW game retrieval on 
frozen roads and trails as an allowance to increase the harvest. I recommend a 

· special hunting pem1it for hunters ,vho did not fill their tags during the regular 
season. The DOW could guide hunters onto animals to thin the herd. 

• I don't believe closing areas for a time will improve the management. Part of the 
problem of temporary closure often leads to permanent closure! Once we get 
permanent closure, multiple use is denied to many. Even with temporary, 
multiple use is denied to many. 

• The restrictions would limit some of the early prime snowmobiling on the north 
side of Black Mountain. 

• As a backpack elk hunter, I have had four-wheelers seriously affect my last two 
years of hunting in the Shield Mountain area. In 1999 and 2000, the elk were 
present in the area when we set up our camp. In both years we witnessed four
wheelers traveling off trail and the elk immediately left the area. I recommend 
closing the 496 road to all motorized vehicles, erosion has made the road nearly 
impassable. Perhaps the elk would not move as quickly to the Three Forks 
Ranch. 
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• Cattle cause as much or more soil erosion as motorcycles and ATV use. Are you 
going to kick them out too? 

• I believe there are many factors that encourage elk to gather on Three Forks and 
Gold Blossom for the rut, none of which include motorized use in the area. The 
sheep drove us out of upper Johnson Creek maybe the elk didn't like them either. 

• The archery hunters aren't pushing elk onto the private ranches the elk are there 
when the season starts. The ranchers cultivate the elk's presence on their property 
in many subtle ways and why not, its big money for them. 

• Archery hunters fo]]owed by black powder muzz]eloader hunters are harassing the 
herds in Area 4 and 5. It would be nice if the DOW would cut the number of 
hunters way down to stop harassing and chasing the herds. Don't close these 
roads to the public. Just limit the number of hunters and the length of the total 
hunting period to about six weeks total. 

• It is only fair to keep the 1144 trail open to motorcycles and ATV's in this area, 
for it is the only motorized trail. In comparison to the Hahns Peak area which has 
many motorized trails. 

• The spring closure of California Park for crane nesting season already limits the ( 
public's time spent in this area. The few roads open to the public does not hurt or 
chase any game animals by normal public use other than hunting. Let's urge the 
DOW to limit the number of hunters and especially the length of season to six 
weeks. 

• The problem with easy access is that it attracts the slob hunters as was evident 
again this year. I now hunt only in areas banning motorized vehicles which is 
difficult, but rewarding. 

• I think closing roads and trails would end my hupting ifl had to walk further than 
we already did, because all the trails and roads were closed to ATV's and we 
could not use the ATV we brought along. 

• I have witnessed private landowners and people who lease the adjacent land 
herding the elk through use of ATV's and on horseback onto their land so their 
clients could harvest these elk. Please enforce the lav,1 on game harassment so 
that there is elk on pubfa~ land for all to hunt and enjoy. 

• Closing trails and roads in a lot of areas would limit my hunting because of my 
age. An ATV is very handy to retrieve game. 
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Appendix H 

This appendix it to serve as a way to document project implementation in the CPSIA. As 
projects are implemented, copies of the Decision Memo may be filed in this appendix as 
well. 

Additionally several projects are listed that have been implemented since the initial 
development of the CPSIA working group in 1999. These projects are: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

1999 - Construction of Elkhead riparian exclosure 
2000, 2001, 2002 Roads Analysis scoping (brochure) 
2000 - Sage brush seed collection and redistribution (Grouse Habitat Improvement) 
2000 - Thurber Fescue seed collection (Grouse Habitat Improvement) 
2000 - Removal of Elkhead riparian exclosure 
2001 - Boreal toad breeding site exclosure 
2001 - Soil compaction alleviation project (California park and Slater park) - 200ac 
2001 - Slater creek improvement project at FDR 154 
2001 - Rangeland seed drill 1200 acres (Grouse Habitat Improvement) 

o Hand Plant 5000 Thurber Fescue Plants. (Grouse Habitat Improvement) 
2001 - Roads project- close and decommission FDR 150 east 
2001 - Native grass and forb seed collection 
2002 - Fertilize 120 acres of2001 planting sites. (Grouse Habitat Improvement) 
2002 - Establish and maintain electric fencing at Slater Creek rehab site 
2002 - Add 5th set of rails to Boreal Toad Exclosure 
2002 - Improvements at California Park GS . 
2002 - RMEF and USFS Roads Projects 

o Closure and relocation of campsites 
o Improvement of first creek barriers 
o FDR 41, FDR 122, FDR 118, FDR 118 (Gate), FDR 49 (gate), FDR 154 (gate) 

• 2002 -Thurber Fescue seed collection and redistribution 
• 2003 - Veg treatment Monitoring (Grouse Habitat Improvement) 
• 2003 - Roads Projects and dispersed campsite improvement 

o FDR 126, FDR 117, FDR 156, FDR 151 
• 2003 - Gravel Pit evaluation 
• 2003 - Riparian Plant Seed Collection 
• 2003 - Osha plant monitoring 
• 2003 - Boreal toad breeding site exclosure maintenance 
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